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July Benefits Are Early

Social Security Checks
Get 11.2 Percent Hike

_

STUMPED by Leila Umar's question is the forlorn Jay Overton—but he gets plenty of help from the other cast
members of "A Hymn for Kentucky." The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre production of
traditional Kentucky songs, hymns and folk tales is being presented July 2-4 at
at Murray's Playhouse in
•
the Park.for reservations or information call ticketline at 759-1752.
Photo By Hal Rice

'A Hymn For Kentucky Begins
Second Run Thursday At Park

^

Daniel Boone, Jesse Stuart and a
host of other characters from the
history and folklore fo the state will
come to life as "A Hymn For Kentucky" begins its second run July 2.
The show, which celebrates Kentucky's music, culture and legend is
being presented by the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. July 2-4 on the covered stage
of the old freight depot in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Described as "an original review of
Kentucky's folk tunes and folk lore"
by Community Theatre director
Richard Valentine, "A Hymn For
Kentucky" successfully opened the
Community Theatre's summer
season June 11.
"The show provides an introduction
to and a reminiscence of the state,"
Valentine said. "Several people who
saw the show said they not only en-

. ..

joyed it, but learned something about
the state.
In fact, one has to be careful not to
learn something in a show like this,
because we incorporate artistic
elements which are unique to Kentucky and feature them in songs,sketches,and interpretive readings."
From the state's rich spiritual
heritage comes a re-creation of an
1830s revival service, complete with
traditional hymns, "congregational"
singing and a generous helping of fire
and brimstone.
Kentucky literature is also
highlighted with interpretations and
dramatizations from works such -as
"The Thread That Runs So True" by
Jesse Stuart, and "Mountain Whipporwill" by Stephen Vincent Benet.
"A Hymn For Kentucky" features a
musical segment consisting of
Stephen Foster favorites. Among

Cast Is Announced For
'Mummy Market'Pray

•es

••••••

.

Richard Valentine, director for the the cast.
According to Valentine, rehearsals
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre, has announced the cast for are going very well, and the show
the third Playhouse in the Park pro- should be an enjoyable one for the enduction, "Mummy Market." The tire family.
"Mummy Market" will be
show features 33 area children and
presented July 9,10,11 and July 16, 17
adults.
"Mummy Market" is the story of and 18 at the old freight depot in the
the three Martin children, portrayed Murray-Calloway County Park.
by Heather Doyle, Laney Howell and
Chad Turner. In an effort to rid
themselves of a mean housekeeper,
played by Terri Burke, and replace
Beginning Tuesday, July 7, area arher with an "ideal mother," they
enlist the help of their mysterious tists and craftsmen will have the opneighbor, Mrs. Cavour, played by portunity to display and sell their
works in the new Murray State
Dorothy Norris.
She suggests that the best place to University Center.
The University Store and the Craft
find what they are looking for is the
both located in the Center, have
Shop,
"Mummy Market," a type of used car
lot for mothers, and the fantasy announced a jointly operated, yearround sales gallery where these works
begins.
may be displayed and sold. It will be
Other members of the cast include located in the University Store on the
Jenny Bates, Heather Begley, Linda main level of the Center.
Begley, Jon Burke, Daniel Cohen,
According to Sandy Miller, a
Kathy Cohen,Gene Cook,Pat George, graduate student from North Carolina
Charlotte Hammack, Tracy Harr- and the Craft Shop director, works
ington, Chrystie Howard, Mitch will be accepted in these categories:
Jackson, Ricky Jobs and Lori Jones.
Ceramics, fiber arts, sculpture,
Jason Kupchella, Shane Mestere, book and papermaking, painting,
Dena McClard, Terri McCullar, drawing,
stained
glass,
Natalie McDougal,Pat Morgan,Trish metalsmithing and jewelry,
Page, Wendy Parker, Mary Beth Photography, Printmaking, graphics
Price, Scottie Rice, Donna Rogers, and leathercraft.
Beth Vandergrift, Bradley White and
Exhibitors,she said, may bring five
Beverly Young are also included in examples of their work in a particular

these, appropriately,-is"My Old Kentucky Home." •
The entire show is filled with anecdotes, comic bits and tall tales from
the vast resources .of Kentucky
humor, Special-attention is given to
the writings of Joe Cresson, a former
area newspaperman and a longAime
columnist for the Courier Journal.
Althought"A Hymn For Kentucky"
was a crowd pleaser in its first run,
the show has continued to evolve and
future performances promise to give
audiences new insights into the state.
"It's the kind of show people will
want to see more than once," Valentine said, "because its content is
changing throughout the summer."
"The cultural format and historical
background make it very appealing to
out-of-town and out-of-state guests,
but I think the show gives the
youngest and the oldest Kentuckians a
new appreciation for their state," he
said.
The final scheduled run of"A Hymn
For Kentucky" will, be July 23-25.
However, Valentine said the show will
be performed at area resorts and
campgrounds during the summer.
Selections from the show are also
available as entertainment foe
groups and organizations, he said.
Tickets are $2-for general admission
and $5 per family. Group rates are
available. For information and reservations,"%11 the Community Theatre
Ticketline at 759-1752.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The 38
million Americans who get Social
Security and Supplemental Security
Income will receive an 11.2 percent
benefit increase in the checks
delivered today and Thursday.
The 4 million elderly, blind or
disabled persons on SSI, a welfare
program, were scheduled to get their
monthly checks in the mail today.
Half also receive Social Security.
The 36 million Social Security
beneficiaries were to get their monthly checks Thursday, a day ahead of
normal because Friday has been
designated for observance of the 4th
of July holiday.
The benefit increase will cost the
ailing Social Security trust funds$15.4
billion in the year ahead. The SgI'increase will cost the general Treasury
$600 million.
Social Security checks have gone up
automatically each July since 1975.
This is the second-largest increase in
that span. Last year's 14.3 percent
boost was the largest.
The benefit increase is intended to
cushion retired and disabled workers
and their families against inflation.It
mirrors the 11.2 percent that the Consumer Price Index rose from the first
quarter of 1980 through the first
quarter of 1981.

Payment For
Post Office
Authorized
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
In a special meeting Tuesday afternoon authorized payment for the old
post office building upon delivery of
the deed.
The court gave county judge/executive Robert O. Miller and county
treasurer Sue Outland authority to
pay for the building when Miller and
county attorney Max Parker have
reviewed the deed.
Miller received verbal acceptance
Monday from the U.S. Postal Service
of the county's $125,000 offer for the
building at Fourth and Maple Streets.
The building, which has been vacant
since November when the post office
melted to its new facility, is expected
to alleviate courthouse space limitations.
In other business, the court approved the budget for fiscal year 1981-82 on
second reading and raised the
salaries of county road department
employees 15 cents an hour effective
today.

Crafts To Be Sold At Center

1981

110

•

/

inside today
today's index
Two Sectioas--24 Pages
Aces
2-A
Church Directory
- 14-A
Classifieds
10-B, 11-B
Comics
----16-B
Crosswords 10-B
Dear Abby
4-A
Dr. Lamb
3-A
Horoscope
3-A
Local Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A
Opinion Page
ft-A
Sports
.104,11-A
7

warm and humid
Continued warm and humid
tonight and Wednesday with scattered thunderstorms. Lows
tonight near 70 and highs on
Thursday again in the low to mid
80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The outlook for the Fourth of
July weekend is for warm and
humid weather with a chance of
thunderstorms each day.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
359.46
Kentucky Lake...,
359.40

category to the Craft Shop next Tuesday between the hours of noon and 6
p.m. for viewing by a standards committee. Acceptance or rejection
notices will be mailed the day following the screenings.

Foundation To
Sponsor MSU
Assistantship

Since Murray State University will
be hosting both the 1982 and 1983 Kentucky Special Olympics, a graduate
assistantship at the university has
been sponsored by the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr., Foundation.
Dr. Allan Beane, an assistant professor of special education at the
university, said applicants NI'
. the
position are now being sought.
"The purpose of the assistantship,"
he said,"is to provide a graduate student with practical administrative experience and to provide a coordinating link between the university
and the Special Olympics."
More than 1,500 individuals will be
participating in the state-wide event
next June, he said, adding that 16
eommittees, made up of university
_and community representatives, will
coordinate the activities.
"The graduate assistant will have a
key rote in the plannihg and implementing of the state games," he
said, "and it is available to any
graduate student interested in helping to make the state games the best
in the history of the Special Olympics
program."
Anyone interested in applying for
the assistantship, should contact Dr.
Allan Beane, Department of Special
Education, Murray State Univerdti,
Murray,Ky. 42071.
"
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The artists will be asked to keep the
prices of their work reasonable, she
emphasized, 15 percent of the selling
price of which will be retained by the
University Store.
Applications forms, Miss Miller
said, may be picked up at the Lintersity Store between the hours of
and 3:30 p.m. Mondays threkh
Fridays of each week.

The Reagan administration, which
is seeking to cut Social Security
benefits by $88 billion by 1986, has
eschewed any move to limit the cost-

of-living increases. But the Senate has
voted to hold future benefit boosts to
the annual increase in workers wages
or consumer prices, whichever is less.

Chaos Warned Of If
Minimum BenefitCut
-•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The entire
Social Security system could be
plagued with unpaid benefits, incorrect checks and poor service for a
year or more if mandated minimum
payments for 3 million retirees are
eliminated, an internal agency docti-111dit says.
President Reagan has targeted the
minimum benefit for extinction and
both the Senate and House have voted
to kill it.
But the move, aimed at saving $1
billion in fiscal 1982, is not easy to
carry out. Without manually sifting
through millions of files, Social
Security has no ready way to tell
which of its 36 million beneficiaries
are getting the minimum benefit and
how much their checks will be cut.
Top Social ?Security officials
aelmowledged in interviews _Tuesday
that it will take them 9,000 workeryears and cost $170 million to find and
recompute the minimum benefits.
The Reagan plan not only would end
the minimum payment for future
beneficiaries, but would affect 3

million people now on the rolls, mostly
elderly women in their early 70s.
About 90,000 are over 90.
Last week, Rep. J. J. Pickle,
Texas, chairman of the House Ways
—And Means subcommittee on Social
Security, entered into the Congressional Record a contingency plan
written last March by Social
Security's Office of Central Operations that warned of near-chaos if the
agency sought to make a minimum
benefit change in two months.
The contingency plan said that
would_ require poetponing all other
work, including figuring initial
benefitsfor 200,000 new retirees.
"Beneficiaries in large numbers
across the nation will be faced with
reductions or eliminations in benefits,
overpayment notices and poor service, not only on inquiries and postentitlement actions, but also initial
claims," the paper predicted. "This
will not be one-month occurrence, but
the reaction and the service deterioration will persistfor atleast one year."

Supermarket Bills Rise
Most Since November
By LOUISE COOK
• Meat prices were responsible for
Associated Press Writer
much of last month's marketbasket
Supermarket bills went up last' rise. The price of center-cut pork
month by more than they have since chops increased at the checklist store
last November, but an Associated in seven cities; frankfurters went up
Press marketbasket survey shows in eight cities; chopped chuck rose in
that the June increase was not steep four cities. Meats represented about
enough to offset price drops earlier in one-fifth of the items in the AP
the year.
survey, but accounted for more than
The AP found that the average price one-third of the June increases.
of a random list of food and non-food
items was almost 6 percent less at the • There were few bright spots at the
start of July than it was at the beginn- supermarket during June. Only one
item — eggs — decreased in at least
ing of the year.
The marketbasket survey covers 14 half of the cities surveyed. Egg prices
items, selected at random. Theitems have been declining steadily in recent
were priced at one supermarket in months,reflecting large supplies, and
the AP found the price dropped again
each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973.
in June at the checklist store in seven
Prices have been rechecked on or
about the start of each succeeding cities.
month.
The items on the AP checklist were:
Among the highlights of the latest chopped chuck,center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate, cofu-vey:
• The marketbasket bill went up in fee, paper towels, butter, Grade-A
June at the checklist store in 10 cities medium white eggs, creamy peanut
and down in three cities. Overall, the butter, laundry detergent, fabric
marketbasket total increased 1.3 per- softener, tomato sauce, milk,
cent last month.
frankfurters and sugar. A 15th item,
• The June increase was the biggest chocolate chip cookies, was included
since a 2.4 percent boost last on the original list, but was dropped
November. It followed four straight after the manufacturer discontinued
months of decline.
the package size used in the survey.
•Comparing today's prices with those The cities checked were: Albuquerat the start of the year, the AP found que, N.M., Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
that the marketbasket bill decreased Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
at the checklist store by an average of New York, Philadelphia, Providence,
5.7 percent.
R.I.,Salt Lake City and Seattle.

Offered By Red Cross

Swim Sessions To Resume
After four weeks of swim lessons, rin, Natalie Garfield, Jo Stone, Heidi at the Red Cross office,
third floor of
the Red Cross swim instructors are Barrett and Marla Bailey.
the courthouse, Monday through Fritaking a week break before two-week
Anyone interested in taking lessons day. For additional information, dial
sessions resume for the rest of the for the later sessions should register 753-1421.
summer.
A few openings still are available in
all classes.
Staring date for the next session is
July 6. Classes are offered in the morning and in the evening.
According to Lucy Wright, program
director, the adult program has been
"quite a success" this year. A total of
40 adults enrolled for the first month
of lessons and one more adult beginner class will be offered.
An advanced lifesaving class will be
offered Aug.3-14from 8 p.m. to 9. •
Water safety instructors include
Steve Irwin, Sandy Pritchard,
Michael Fisher, Bob Perry, Michael
Hudson, Diana Rabatin, Danielle
Brennen, Sue Tremble and Hilary
Reed.
Volunteer aids, who assist the instructors, are Denise Schmittou,
Craig Bunting, Bob Jackson, Kim
LEARNING TO SWIM — Young swimmer receive some
Sykes, Ann Osborne, Jimmy Osborne,
valuablit
from instructors in the Red Crosit swim program.
Cheryl. Rose, Tina Swift, Robbie Per-
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Local Stiideints
Named To Dean's
List For Semester

An old belief s. that if
your right ear ringsmeone is saying good thins
about you. If your left
ear rings, you are not
being flattered.

Ts Mary of 0 man utte
sordoci 10 amp Oho
world KW* MN
nreol woe

7:15 9:15
1bu1 never guess

wens

Ar•••••••b
Mawr Moon
FlowIt /4../41
Done

Way Theirs. 7/9
7:00,9:15

ThrwThws. 7/ 16

GENE 11.400.11.04
CooliSTOIKKER IIMEEKE
NED NATTY
JACKIE COCNKIN

Tlirs Thur. 7/23
7:15,9:45

ROGER MOORE a

WINS HONORS - Jennifer Smotherman, 14,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James M. Smotherman, New
Madrid, Mo., granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Patton, Mrs. Opal Smotherman, and the late Rev. Harold
Smotherman, and great granddaughter of Mrs. Iva
Paschall and 011ie Smotherman, all of Murray, has
recently been awarded her third gold cup in piano
solo from the National Federation of Musk Clubs at
the contest held at Kennett, Mo. She has earned this
by accumulating points based on her ratings this year
and previous years. Her piano instructor is Mrs. Robert
Ashbaugh. She is a sophomore at New Madrid County
Central High School and has been studying piano since
she was 5. She is now enrolled in the Blackwood
khool studying piano under Charles Novell.

Special Program, Picnic
Planned At Parker Farm

JAMES BOND 007'.7

Chestnut St •753-3314

8:00-Start 8:30

H way 1215 •753-3314

Anton Disselkoen, concert
tenor, will be the speaker at
the Paducah Christian
Women's Club guest night on
Friday, July 3, at 6:30 p.m.
at the farm of Dr. and Mrs.
William Parker,Paducah,
Disselkoen was born in Antofagasta, Chile, and was
educated at the University of
Oklahoma, University of
Texas, University of
Marylaikr and Houston

CHESTNUT STREET
753-3314

-"P I5,9:45 Sorry, No Passes
No one comesclose to James Bond 007.
ROGER MOORE

FOR
YOUR
EYES
ONLY
kIVITSYS
7:20,9:30 Sorry, No Passes

University. He is now studying at Virginia Commonwealth University in
Richmond.
He has presented concerts
throughout the United States
and held concert tours in
Mexico, England, Italy,
Scotland, France and Germany. Disselkoen sang for
the 1980 National Presidential Prayer Breakfast Conference in Washington, D.
nd the 1981 Governor's
Prayer Breakfast in Richmond, Va. He has also performed for national conventions in - Colorado and
•
Oregon.
An old-fashioned picnic
will be held with the theme,
"Hooray for the Red, White
and Blue." Dr. and Mrs.
Parker will lead a sing-along of America's great
songs. Food will e served
chuckwagon style and guests
should bring their own lawn
chairs and blankets.
Advanced ticket sales and
reservations were made by
calling Mary Shemwell at 1442-3468, Ruth Arbuckle at 1442-4552, or Vera Mescher in
Metropolis, Ill., at 1-618-5242848.

Four students from
Calloway County are among
those named to the dean's
list for the 1981 spring
semester at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
They are as fellows:
Shara Jo Toon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Toon, Allied Health.
James R. Pinkston, son of
Bill Pinkston and Lee
Pinkston, Arts and Sciences.
Jan E. Outland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Outland, Business and
Economics.
William J.Graaty, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs W. J. Grasty,
Sr., Engineering.
To be named to the dean's
list, a student must have attained a high academic standing based on a 4.0 grading
system.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Orr-Jenkiiis Wedding Planned
Vows To Be Read
At Wornan's-Club

0-1

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Beal
Orr of Murray announce the
forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Marketia, to
Dr. John Mark Jenkins, son
of Mrs. Dorothy L. Jenkins
and the late John Thomas
Jenkins of Murray,formerly
of Sturgis.
Miss Orr, a graduate of
Calloway County High
School, attended Murray
State University. She is
presently employed with the
Tennessee Valley Authority
in the Division of Power in
Memphis,Tenn.
Dr. Jenkins is a graduate
of Murray State University
and the University of
Louisville School of
Medicine. He is presently
completing his residency in
internal medicine at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 18,
at 6:30 p.m. in the garden of
the Murray Woman's Club
house. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.
After their wedding the
couple plans to reside in
Athens, Tenn.

6-20-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Roberts, baby girl
(Carolyn) 1807C College
Farm Road, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Larry Jameson, Rt. 1,
Almo; Adam D. Houk, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Peggy A. Ray
and - baby girl, 10A
Washington, Paris, Tenn.;
John Calvin Sugg, 104 W.,
Fulton; Tong C. Pauer, 81
Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs.
Ada Marie Outland, 635
South Fourth, Murray; Mrs.
Sharon R. Grooms, 209
Maple, Murray.
Cynthia L. Travis, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mildred
Jane Curd, Rt. 5, Murray;
Lori L. Charlton, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Ernestine 621--81
NO NEWBORN
Garland, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
ADMISSIONS
Lillian M. Crume,908 Curtis,
DISMISSALS
Paris, Tenn.; Noah G.
Mrs. Pamela Matlick and
Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel; Jeff
baby boy,813 Sha Wa Circle,
A. Edwards,Itt. 5, Benton.
Dolfus 0. McClain, 350 Murray; Mrs. Wanda G.
Bison, Paris, Tenn.; Edwin Drenner, Rt. 3, Murray;
C. Broadway, Rt. 1, Stacey M. Steely, Box 614,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lala Murray; William L. Lowery,
Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel; James Rt. 1, Hickman; John F.
Ryan Graham, Rt. 8, Mur- Kavanaugh, CR Box 118,
ray; Robert E. Collins, Sr., Hamlin.
Clarence I. Horton, 914
606 Maple, Benton; Mrs.
Road, Murray;
Coldwater
Susie F. Windle, Almo; Mrs.
Lala R. Henson, Rt. 5, Ben- Mrs. Irene L. Bennett, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Huldah M.
ton.
Mrs. Pauline A. Wainscott, Willoughby, Rt. 5, Murray;
401 South 16th, Murray; Otis 0. Willoughby, Rt. 5,
James H. Ezell, Rt. 1, Mur- Murray; Collice D. Scruggs,
ray; Mrs. Beulah M. Cain, 600 Vine, Murray; Mrs.
Rt. 1, Almo; Commie E. Hazel L. Woodrum, Box 122,
Cain, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Tallula, Ill.
Marie E. Moody, Rt.
6-22-81
Almo; Harry S. Rowland'
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
(expired) Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Stephenson, baby girl (KitOla Kendall (expired) Rt. 5, ty) Box 35,
Puryear, Tenn.
Murray.
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Overweight•
64I Suggest You Call Diet Center!"
USRDA and Doctor
approved!
"I had tried to lose weight several times, but
nothing worked like the Diet Center Program! I
lost all the weight I wanted to, and it feels fantastic to know I'll never be overweight again! It
seems so simple now and satisfying to eat
nutrionally balanced meals. I have more energy
-Pod enthusiasm than ever before! When you
. decide to lose weight I recommend that you col(

Diet Center first

Call Today For A Free Consultation!
When you decide to lose weight, call Diet Center
Our program of sound nutrition and private, daily
couseling will help you lose that excess weight
quickly and safely. And we'll teach you how to keep
it off!

NORTH
•A 7 5
•AQ6
*6 2
•Q 108 3
WEIN-

Walnut Plaza-Suite 203
5th & Walnut, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0020

34

OSPITAL NEWS
DISMISSALS
Ernest Dean Hewett, Box
918, Shallotte, N. C.; Mrs.
Annie E. Chester, Rt. 9, Benton; Jonathan J. Poe, Rt. 2,
Benton; Roy L. Garland,
1665 Ryan, Murray; Joe B.
Andersn, Rt. 1, Benton.
Mrs. Mary Jan Rudolph
and baby boy, Rt. 5, Benton;
Mrs. Nettie L. Ernestbeiger,
Rt. 4, Murray; Walter Ralph
Kimbro, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Opal P. McCuiston, 503
Olive, Murray; Marvin
Holland, 1624 College Farm
Road,Murray.
Abe Harder,503 Elm,Murray; Mrs. M. Gladys
Garland, Box 51, Benton;
Amy L. Paschall, 618 Ellis,
Murray; Mrs. Emma Louise
Palmer, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Zitell Goheen ( expired) Rt.
7, Murray.

Tenn.
Lomax L. Housden, 1718
Keenland, Murray; Mrs.
Richela G. Dawson, Rt. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Linda L.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Anna L. Gay, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Martha F. Manners,
301 North Eighth, Murray;
Mrs. Iva J. Brockwell, Rt. 1,
Clinton.
Mrs. NormaiSowman;RE
3, Murray; Mrs. Floyd Dell
Elkins, Westview Nursing
Home, Murray; Mrs. Lovie
L. Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter;

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Only

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' bard

690 Special For Kids
Free Refills On Drink.
Inside Dining Only

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
Prier

hir

.1,1•1

Pass

Pass

ed the job. Dummy's trump
ace drew the trumps and
declarer took the remaining
tricks.
Want to play in a shaky
trump suit? Manage the
trumps to retain control and
you'll earn morel than a few
excellent scores.

We're Exploding
With Values
From

20-50%.
Clothing

Bid with Corn

South holds

7-1-B

•K 9 4
•K J 9 7 2
•A J 7

On All Our
at the

434
South
l•

BLACKFORD
HOUSE GALLERY

North
24*

ANSWER: Two no trump.
About the right strength and
good holdings in unbid suits.
--Send bridge queasy)** to The Aces
P0 Box 12553. Dallas, Texas 75225
with aelf-addressad stamped envelope
for reply

753-8301

Dixieland Center

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
"DIAMOND DAllLERS"
f

_

• luR r'04C)Irf OF Vf 110W OR WHIrt GO1D
•

• :;\
'.••••
.

-7

°41414 11
IVO) °Affis
C '"S

50% OFF

I

REG.$300.

• •

7-1-A

E-z riaws
$149
" •
--tal-CW91-1- THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE,

MICHELSON JEWELERS

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY KY.

fTH
•Q 3 2

4

•
•40--imRsisamsessossoilist
1.-AL,

Elden Lynear Carter, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Bodie L. Call,
236 W. Main, Dresden,
Tenn.; Mrs. Maude H. Bucy,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Mrs. Clara M. Ross, 528
Greenhill, Benton; Mrs.
Willie K. Guinn, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Edward
Franklin Cubertson, 205
Waterfield, Clinton; James
0. Teague, 217 Warren,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Josephine A. Johnston, 1707
Audubon, Murray.

Opening lead: Heart seven

EA211.
•.1 10
•1085
•K 10 9 5 4
•7

•KJ972
•A J 7
•J 4

Pus

TI
Cow
plani
Ole
Nast
day,
TI
the
Fotu

Miss Marketia Orr and
Dr. John Mark Jenkins

THE ACES®IRA

Delarer had to use delaying tactics to bring in
today's competitive part
score. The trump suit held
the key to success and a
careless move would have
spoiled the day.
The bidding was at duplicate where the battle for the
part score often becomes a
battle of life and death.
South judged well to push on
to three spades. North's double promised spade support
and if that was spotty,
North could always retreat
to clubs.
Dummy's heart queen
was successfully finessed at
trick one and declarer led a
low spade to his queen and
West's king. Had the finesse
won, the rest would have
been easy. Declarer would
have cashed the spade ace
and then played on clubs',
willing to concede two
spades and two diamonds.
West exited with another
heart to dummy's ace and
declarer was at the crossroads. If he cleared the
trumps, the defense would
take at least two trumps, a
heart and two diamonds. So
declarer resisted that urge
and led another low trump
from dummy. East won and
shifted to diamonds but
declarer had kept control.
West won the second diamond and led a third heart
which declarer ruffed with
his last trump. A tow club
was led to dummy's queen
and the trump ace complet-
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6-23-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Miller, baby boy (Janet)
Rt. 7, Box 280, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
G. CORN,JR.
Mrs. Vonda M. Smith, Rt.
3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Carolyn S. Roberts and baby
•4 3
birl, 1807C College Farm
•Q 8 3
•AK962
Road, Murray; Mrs. Wanda
F. Nunnery and baby girl,
Vulnerable: None, DealerRt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
South. The bidding:
Sheila A. Riley, Rt. 6,
South West
North East
Mayfield; Melvin Ray
3,
Pass
Dbl.
1,
VI
Pass
34
Pass
Yoder, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,

"Never do today what you
can put off till tomorrow.
Delay may give clearer
light as to what is best to be
done."- Aaron Burr.
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Tennis Group A Plans Play For Friday Morning

Avoiding diverticulosis
DEAR DR. LAMB Three months ago I experienced a very sudden and
ueetpected-altack of diverticulitis that put me in the
hospital for eight days. The
condition was cleared
through intravenous liquids
and antibiotics. Then I had a
hernia operation but I am
back to golf and daily walks.
I eat meals with as much
high fiber as I can and my
bowels are OK, although I
take Metamucil once a week
since my diverticulitis
attack. I would like to know
what foods to avoid as I certainly do not want another
attack if I can help it.
DEAR READER Diverticulosis of the colon
refers to small pockets that
develop along the colon. In
some ways they are like a
MARRIED RECENTLY - Announcement has been small appendix. Indeed,
when one gets inflamed it
made of the marriage of Diane Taliaferro Trenholm
can cause the symptoms and
and Henry County Sheriff Richard Bomar which was findings of appendicitis.
solemnized on Saturday, June 6, at 2 p.m. in the home Since Most are on the left
of the bride's mother, Mrs. Tommie Hill and Mr. Hill in side it is sometimes called
appendicitis.
Huntingdon, Tenn. The bride is employed by State left-sided
Many people with diverticuFarm Insurance, Murray. The groom is the son of Mr. losis have no symptoms.
When you have an acute
and Mrs. Robert Bomar of Paris, Tenn. After a wedding
reception the couple left for a short wedding trip. inflammation you have to be
treated differently than you
They are now at home on Hidden Acres Drive, Path, would between attacks or
Tenn.
with mild symptoms unrelated to infIlimmation,
bleeding or perforation.
Your letter indicates that
you wer on intravenous fluids so your condition would

Seniors Plan 1Opiy Trip
Murray-Calloway
The
County Senior Citizens have
planned a trip to the Grand
Ole Opry matinee at
Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday,July 18.
The group will leave from
the parking lot at North
Fourth and Walnut Streets at

8 a.m. and return at -9 p.m.
Citizens will stop ak Hickory
Hollow Mall at Nashville un•
til time for the show.

Group A of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.Club will play on Friday, July 3,at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows:
not be aggravated by food
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
Court One - Judy Carroll,
during the acute stage.
husband's doctor told him he
At one time bland, low- has marked obesity with
fiber menus were recom- possible
beginning
mended for diverticulosis. Pickwickian syndrome. We
Today most doctors agree have looked and asked
that if you do not have one of everyone but we cannot find
the complications, you out what it is. Could you
should eat a diet that please send us something on
includes bulk. The Metamu- that?
cil and other bulk-forming
DEAR READER - The
agents are used to help this.
I am sending you The term derives from Mr. SamHealth Letter number 5-6, uel Pickwick, the fat characDiverticulosis, to give you ter in Charles Dickens'
more details about diet and novel, "Pickwick Papers."
management. Others who The character had frequent
want this issue can send 75 episodes of dropping off to
cents with a long, stamped, sleep.
The extreme obesity inhiself-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this news- bits the normal movement
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio of the chest, interfering with
City Station, New York, NY normal respiration. Since
breathing is inadequate, the
10019.
Even between attacks it is body doesn't get rid of
probably best to avoid foods enough carbon dioxide. This
that contain seeds. The con- affects the body's chemical
cern is that one will lodge in balance which in turn is
the pocket and cause responsible for the tendency
complications. Otherwise to have frequent naps. I
you should eat a well-bal- presume your husband's docanced diet that does not dis- tor thinks your husband's
turb your colon function. obesity is causing him to
That means avoiding foods have inadequate lung functhat cause you gas. People tion.
with symptoms often do well
to avoid spices, coffee (both
decaffeinated and the regular kind), tea and colas. Bran
is a good source of fiber but
may form too much gas for
some people, in which case a
greater reliance is placed on
bulk formers.

Joni Billington, Patsy
Oakley,and Patsy Miller.
Court Two - Georgianna
Moffitt, Rainey Apperson,
Sharron Brown, and Emmy
Edwards.

Court Three - Lynn Stout,
Brenda Marquardt, Jeanetta
Williams,and Carol Boaz.
Any one needing a
substitute may call Pegg!?
Billington.

Summer Clearance

orr

Sorry! No Bathing Suits
atattantictaAAin

Elkins-Thomas Vows
To Be Read Saturday

ANNUAL
STOREWIDE

JULY

For reservations persons
may call Toopie Thomes,.
director, at 753-0929 or 753• The wedding of Miss Ed- the couple are invited to at8274.
wina Elkins and Thomas tend the wedding and the
Rogers will be solemnized on reception.
The CAtch
Saturday,July 4,at 2 p.m. at
Miss Elkina is the
the Seventh and Poplar
Of The Week Is
Church of Christ.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A reception will follow in Edwin Elkins, 514. Whitnell
the thulti-ptupose roonr of Avenue, Murray, and Mr.
the church basement.
-Rogers is the son of Mrs.
All friends and relatives of Elva Todd of Murray.

Friday Night
• At
Dakota Feect&-Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskin
Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25
Start With Our

Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

% Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

54 Lb.$2.75
54 Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

Friday
Rights
S p.m.-10 p.m.

Your Individual
Horoscope

V4
\
610

Fnumes Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY!, 1981
What kind of day will tomorBuy something beautiful for
row be? To find out what the the home, but make sure of its
stars say, read the forecast value. A surprising getgiven faryour birth Sign.
together happily fills your
late-night free time.
ARIES
LEO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
( July 23 to Aug..22)
Your feelings grow deeper
Send thank-you notes and
now.Stabilize strong ties of af- live up to social commitments.
fection. Morning domestic A private chat turns out Well.
problems clear up towards Domestic life highlights the
nightfall.
late
TAURUS '
VIRGO
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Aug.23to Sept.72t ICAS1
Work proves satisfying. A
You may want to surprise a
time to make long-range loved one with a gift. Reladomestic decisions. Late tions wittLfriends improve
afternoon brings insights towards nightfall. Surprising
about money and partner- news is pleasant.
ships.
LIBRA
GEMINI
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) (May 21 toJune 20)
Ingenuity - combined with
Relations improve with an sound advice - leads to a
old or existing love. Keep the career breakthrough. Good
ehannels of communication friends would like your comopen. New work projects have pany at a get-together.
great financial potential.
SCORPIO
CANCER
23 to Nov.21) nt'er"
(Oct.
(June21 toJuly22).
Conservative tactics work
best in business. Seek outlets
for an adventurous urge to
travel or pursue high-minded
activities.
SAGITTARIUS
4,40
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
We
You may receive an invitatif
Will
tion to visit friends at a
•
distance. Renew old contacts.
Be Open
Allow only a close friend into
• July 4th
business confidences.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72 toJan. 19)
Business and pleasure combine favorably. Prepare to do
something new and exciting
with a loved pne who's in the '
mood.for adventure.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
After a slow beginning, the
work pace quickens to your
satisfaction. Your strong individuality is appreciated by
higher-ups.
(ExeledingoSrneepaesrtniStriegitts:. PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20
Calif•
Make plans for a joyous
Fourth of July. Travel means
romance for both singles and
marrieds. Expect financial
improvements.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
highly sympathetic nature.
You're often drawn to
humanitarian work and are
concerned about the welfare
of others. Losing yourself in a
cause helps you overcome a
tendency to be too preoccupied with the way your own
feelings are being treated. Be
less emotional and find an
outlet for your sensitivity in
creative work. Poetry,fiction,
music, dancing, interior
decorating and the theater are
some of the fields in which
you'll find happiness. In the.
business world, finance, antiques, real estate and hotel
management may appeal to
you. Birthdate dHermsn
Hesse, novelist; Dan Rowan,
comedian; and Tyrone
Guthrie, director.
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Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455
•

Good Mrs *
7/5

1 2 OFF
$900Off

Ladies Summer Blouses
All Ladies Shorts
Junior & Misses Summer Slacks
All Men's Levi Shoes
One Group Men's Fashion JeansAll Ladies Jeans
All Men's Fashion Jeans

One Group Ladies Jeans
Al Lidiss
Bendover
$1 900
Jean

$1000 kiPsk

*wig%

25% OFF
SWIM
WEAR

488
BOYS' SWIM TRUNKS
Original 6.99
Boxer style with full elastic waist bond
drawstring odjustment

Entire stock of missy
ond junior swimweor.
Choose from I and 2
piece styles•
Original Price
20.00 and up

25% OFF
ALL MISSY and
JR. SHORTS
Summer Clearance
on shorts All
styles and colors
Orig. 9.88 d up

25% OFF
TANK TOPS, CAMISOLES
and SLEEVELESS TOPS
• Missy and Jr. styles.

25%

SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT TOPS and
PASTEL BLOUSES

Otigirtol 9.00

Original 3.99
Full elastic waistband controsting toped leg
seams sizes S-M•L•XL,

Boxer style with full
elastic waistband
and drawstring adjustment. S-M-L-XL.

688
BOYS' KNIT SHIRTS

688
WESTERN
STRAW
HATS

Original 8.99
Ci4
V-neck and collar styles, short sleeves. asst.
colors. 8-18.

CHILDRENS

319
to
479

Origlind

ç

479 to 959

ass?. nsky
l tyles\35%

788
MEN'S KNIT
SHIRTS
Values
to 10.99
Short sleeves,
collar styles in
cool open
weave fabrics.

GIRLS' 7-14 TOPS

Missy and Jr
sizes in ossorted
styles

Original Price 5.99 to 11.99

1/3 OFF

997 ,0 1 69
'

SUMMER HANDBAGS

319 to 639

Summer styles and colors
Original 1.91 and up.

GIRLS', BOYS''SHORTS

WOMEN'S DRESS SHOES

Girls sizes 3 to 6X and Bois 4-to 7
Original Pricer 3.99 to 7.99

Original 19.99 to 20.99

25% OFF
PASTEL PANTS
Many styles and colors, both Missy and Jr

3'9 to 8".
GIRLS', BOYS' TOPS

25% OFF
SPRING and
SUMMER

COORDINATES
In,luding Devon
Russ and Center
Stove

Girls sizes 3 to 6X. Boys 4 to 7.
Original Price 3.99 to 10.99

'
69
'to 99
CANVAS SHOES

*-

Original
7.99 to
For men wonslifl
.
and children

20% OFF

1 500 to 3900

SPRING & SUMMER DRESSES,
SKIRTS, and BLOUSES
for girls 7 to 14

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

•
•
•
•

Selected styles.
2f.99 to SC,'

LINENS

299 t. 529

Originally
Priced
17.00 to
MAO

BEACH TOWELS
Orleasel PricedlIPP to6.99

7334414
Its OFF
SLEEINVIAR

Solected grouts of sleeperiper. Choose from
pastel colon, short sleeve or sleeveless, cot.
ton and nylon

Osintearn

F-settSviont

••

••••• •Ilr AP-.

MEN'S
SWIM' t
TRUNKS

288
BOYS' JOGGING SHORTS

GIRLS'(7-14)
SHORTS
Price
`11:
67
:4

OFF

688

.14,
•

•
'

209/0 OFF
ODD & ENDS - TO3VELV-0
Includes both, hand and Wcaih *4116.'3

,--1-Lt•A‘•
•-
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By Abigail Van Buren

Thursday,July
Wednesday,July 1
Knights of Columbus will
Salem Baptist Church
WMU is scheduled to meet at -live a council meeting at
. 7:30 p.m. at St. Leo's
7p.m.
Catholic Church.
Mission groups of Cherry
Mothers Day Out will be
Corner Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 held at 9 a.m. at the First
Baptist Church.
p.m.
Flint Baptist Church Mis-

are scheduled to
Meeting Other End of Line sion,groups
meet at 7 p.m.
Finished the Connection First Baptist Church Chur,DEAR Maly; Ciali-eriong the women who fell in love chwide picnic will be held at
with a voice on the telephone: A few years age a gentleman the new Murray-Calloway
called me from 3,000 miles away to discuss my late Park with games and achusband's book:Iloved hie yoke. We had a wonderful,long tivities at 5 p.m. and a picnic
conversation and had so much to say to each other that we supper at 6b p.m.
--continued tq,exahagge phone calls every day for weeks then months! With neiy"tenversation we fell more deeply in Pap Smear Clinic will be
• love with each other,
held at 6 p.m. at the
After eight months we arranged to meet in Chicago at the Calloway County Health
home of a. mutual friend. I was 70, a little overweight, no Center. Call 753-3381 for an
great beauty, but not too bad. He was KA, "Mr 5 X 5," appointment.
diabetic and smoked five packs of cigarettes and drank a
fifth of Scotch a day. End of affair.
Thursday, July 2
But oh, what a heavenly eight months I experienced on Junior Golf
will be played
the other end of a telephone with this fascinating conversaat 9 a.m. at the Murray
tionalist!
L IN SUN CITY, CALIF. Country Club.
DEAR L.: Read on for a similar story - with a Junior Golf will be played
different ending:
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club.
DEAR ABBY:A reader asked if it-was possible to fall in
love with a voice on the phone. I know it is, because I did. Ellis Center will be open
I was a telephone operator in a email town in Ohiogot
in from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac1931. A traveling salesman -just passing through
Murray Senior
-‘,- me-on the line, and I fell in Jove with the sound of his voice. tivities by the
lunch at 12
with
Citizens
=Then I did something that was against the rules. I made a
noon.
- date with. him. And from love at first sound, it was love at
- first sight!
_This September we will celebrate !tir_60cri/.;..vedttifig upward Bound Awards
-"anniversary.
'4
Banquet will be held at 6
•
SMALL-TOWN OPERATOR p.m. in the University
Center Ballroom, Murray
•• •
State University. '
DEAR ABBY:I have been reading you for years and put a
lot of stock in your advice, but lately I fiaye soured on you An exhibition of work by
because you keep recommending "counseling." My ex- faculty and graduate
„perience with counseling has been as follows:
students at Southern Illinois
My wife and I are-both 34. We've been married 11 years University, Carbondale, will
and have three great kids: We both work and have a nice be shown at the Eagle
home, cars, etc.
Three years ago my wife told me she had fallen in love Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
with a fellow at work and she wanted a divorce. She Murray State Univelty,to'
admitted to !sleeping with him. I was heartbroken. A friend day through July 30.;
tk-'r
recommended a marriage counselor
The Wife and I both went, and he turned out to be a very Murray Women lbf the
handsome guy. He didn't take his eyes off my wife. He Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
listened te-our story, then announced that I could not the lodge hall.
prorient my wife from divorcing me. He made no attempt to
solve our problems-just told her what her "rights'were.A' ,!:Hymn for Kentucky" will
few days Taterlie-Called my Wife at work and asked her fora
date! She started seeing him regularly and they had an be presented by the Community Theatre at 8 p.m. at
- affair.
I went to my pastor and he got her to listen to reason.She the old freight depot in the
was fine for a few months,then she got moody,clammed up Murray-Calloway County
and wouldn't talk. Finally she announced that she needed to Park.
-find herself," and she moved to an apartment.
I begged her to see another marriage counselor. We went, Hazel and Douglas Centers
and this one was-even better looking than the first one. The will be open
from 10 a.m.to 2
same thing happened. He directed all his conversation to
her, and as Af.4 were leaving he called her back to tell her he p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
would like to see her alone. Now she is seeing him.
I'm waiting with the kids at home for bar to "find herself." Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
I still love her. The kids and 1 tniss her. How can I get her Douglas at 12 noon.
back? Please hurry.
CONFUSED IN CALIF. Calloway County Athletic
Boosters will meet at 7:30
DEAR CONFUSED: Ask the pastor who got her to
p.m. at the Library of
listen to reason once if he will try again. But don't
Calloway
County High
turn thumbs down on all counseling because you
pulled two duds. Next time, choose a female counsel- School.
or.
Legion of Mary will meet
* * •
at 10:30 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HEARD IT ALL IN HOUSTON": You are mistaken. I have no ex-husband. I
have been married for 41 years to the same man.

Laura Kelly
Getting married? Whether you want a formalIs
Graduate
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a Laura Kelly of 303 North
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to: 16th Street, Murray, is a
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.. member of the
1981
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
graduating class of the
Madisonville
State
Irtrai
Vocational-Technical Health
We are pleased
Occupations School.
to announce that
Commencement exercises
were held Friday, June 26, at
Renee
Tobey,
7:30 p.m. on the campus at
of
bride -elect
701 North Laffoon, MadisonRickie Williams
ville. Dr. Carl Hurley, coorhas selected her
dinator for Secondary and
pottery, crystal,
Higher Education in the
and accessories
Department
of Curriculum
from our complete
and Instruction, Eastern
bridal registry.
Kentucky University, will be
Renee
and
the speaker.
OiCkie will be
Ms. Kelly was a member
married July 25th,
of the licensed Practical
Nurse class.
James C. Whitledge, principal, said there were 99
students participating in the
graduation exercises.

The Showcase
Plunge Into

Qraham &.Jack.son(S.--/
BIG SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE

\10111%

SO% OFF STOREWIDE
DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAVINGS

caraham (FA_ i.aciesrip

ea, 1

THE PARTICULAR

I >owntown Niurra

"Hymn for Kentucky" will
be shown at 8 p.m. by the
Community Theatre at the immian.
Old Freight Depot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

The Blackwood Bros. will
Friday,July 3
present a concert at 7:30
Hazel and Douglas Centers p.m. at the Lovett
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 Auditorium, Murray State
p.m. for activities by the University. Admission is
Senior Citizens. Lunch will free.
be served at Hazel at 11:45
Events in Land Between
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
the Lakes will include The
noon.
"Golden Bass" from 1 to 4
Shopping for Senior p.m. and Night Visual at 8:30
Citizens will be held and call p.m., both at Center Station,
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for and Skyworks at 7 and 8 p.m.
morning shopping and by at Golden Pond Visitors
11:30 a.m. for afternoon Center.
shopping.
--Youth of the Memorial
The buses for the Murray- Baptist Church will have a
Calloway Bus Transit Com- car wash at the University
pany will make their regular Gulf Service Station at Five
Points from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
runs today.
Proceeds will go toward the
Club membership social Mission Tour.
and twilight golf will be held
Memorial Baptist Church
at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Puppeteers will present a
program at 8:30 p.m. at
TWilight.goli is scheduled Hillman Ferry Campground
at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks in the Land Between the
Country Club.
Lakes.

6-24-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Page, baby boy (Jennifer)
610 N. Brewer,Paris, Tenn.
Washer, baby girl (Jeannetta)Rt. 1, Box 239A, Almo.
Riley, baby boy (Patsy)
Rt. 5, Box 152, Mayfield.
Green, baby boy (Jan)
1301 Joe Creason,Benton.
DISMISSALS
Judith Benedict, 317 S.
13th, Murray; Dorothy A.
Merrell, 611 College Courts,
Murray; Mrs. Viola H. Olswing, 721 Nash, Murray; Mrs.
Donna F. Wheatley, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Judy A.
Hollander, Box 825, Murray;
Mrs. Olive Edwards, Rt. 1,
Almo; Jerry D. Crabb, 205
Maple,Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Marion L. Adams,
Rt. 8, Benton; William C.
Riley, 321 E. N., Mayfield;
Mrs. Kay B. Poplin, 1706
Melrose, Murray; Mrs.
Fli7abeth Berry, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Mary C. Ross, Rt.
6, Murray; Mrs. Kate C.
Streeter,Fulton.
Mrs. Shirley L. Mills, Rt.
1, Almo; Harley Bone, 114
Friendship, Fulton; Benny
Maddox, Rt. 4, Murray;
James Hardiman Nix‘ 1108
South 16th, Murray; Mrs.
Geniva Springfield, New
Concord; Rupert C. McCuiston,Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Mrs. Mary Dallas Miller,
319 Woodlawn, Murray;
Valvie G. !Umbel, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Reba A.
Clayton, 422 South Eighth,
Murray; Mrs. Lurline M.
Crawford, 604 Jones,
Mayfield; Mrs. Frances
Estelle Ezell, Rt. 1, Murray;
Fredrick Z. Babcock, Rt. 5,
Murray.
fl.1110
•

700Sycamore, Murray.
Harley D. Bolen, 618
Broad, Murray; Mrs. Clara
M. Cash, Rt. 2, Arlington;
Mrs. Florence Hornback, Rt.
6, Murray; Mrs. Hazel M.
Manley, CR Box 252, New
Concord; Eagene P. Forrester, Rt. 1, Union City,
Term.
Adults 12.9
Nursery 6
6-26-81
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Ramona Grugaugh, 1497

COOKING
IS FUN

By Cecily Brownstone
AP Food Editor
LIGHT SUPPER
Slaw
Deli Sandwiches
Beverage
Rosy Sherbet
ROSY SHERBET
Refreshing dessert drawn
from two sources.
Pink or red rhubarb
(about 2pounds)
'4'42 cup water
1 teaspoon grated lemon
rind
2 tablespoons fresh lemon
juice
1,/2 cup fresh orange juice
/
1
2 cup grade B maple
syrup
2large eggs
I cup sugar
i/4 teaspoon salt
Trim and rinse rhubarb;
cut crosswise into 1-inch
slices - there should be 4 to
41
/
2 cups. In a 2-to 3-quart
covered saucepan bring the
rhubarb and water to a boil,
stirring occasionally; boil
until rhubarb is tender and
loses its shape - about 10
minutes. In a food processor
with the metal blade puree
the rhubarb until very
smooth, return to saucepan;
add lemon rind, lemon juice,
orange juice and maple
syrup; stirring constantly,
bring to a boil. Stand in a
bowl of ice and water until
cold-about 15 minutes. In a
small bowl, beat eggs slightly; gradually beat in sugar
until thick and ivory color;
whisk into rhubarb mixture
with salt. Freeze in a 2-quart
electric ice-cream freezer,
following manufacturer's
directions. Turn into suitable
containers and store in
freezer. Let soften briefly in
refrigerator or at room
temperature before serving.
Makes Pi to 2 quarts.

6-25-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Tendon, baby boy
(Neelam) 1542 Oxford, Murray.
Weatherford, baby girl
(Elizabeth) Rt. 1, Wingo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elizabeth Weatherford and baby girt, Rt. 1,
Wingo; Patricia A. McKinney, 408 South 12th Street,
Murray; Herby L. Snider,
513 N. Washington, Clinton;
Jae Anne Rayburn, 109 South
10th, Murray; Sherri L.
Wilson, at. 1, Almo.
James David Dunn,
Blakes Tn. Ct., Murray;
Paul Lindy Paschall, Rt. 7,
Murray; Van D. Valentine,
916 North 16th, Murray; Ray
L. Dunn, Jr., Rt. 2, Hazel;
Gary W. Henson, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Melonie L. Lowe,
Rt. 6, Murray.
Mrs. Renea Story, Dexter;
Steve A. Barrowntsin, 917
Ashland, Apt. 2, Channelview,Texas; James Kent
Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Marilyn Erwin,Rt. 1, Hazel;
Subscribers who have not
Mre. line A. Wilson, Rt. 5„ received their home-delivered
Miarray; Mrs. Ruth A. Hill, copy of The Mar. ledger I lies by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Scrturdays ore urged
to coil 1511114 between 5:31 PA
NI 6 pa, Mode, *Mk FriAn. w
HI pa...d4 p.a. Saffesys.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
tint* periods to insure delivery of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 pa. weekdays Or
4.0. Saturdays to guarantee
very.
The regular Miami, office
hours of The Num taisertl
ore 8 i.e.
5 P.o.. Monday
throigh Friday and I a aip emSaturdays

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

(The Sale You've Been Waiting For)
Savings Up To

FOR

Friday, July 3

PO A ti

YARDS OF THE MONTH - The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has selected the yard of Charles K. and Iva L. Cochran at 1710 Holiday
Drive, top photo, as the residential yard of the month; and the yard of the
Murray Electric System at 401 Olive Street, bottom photo, as the business yard
of the month. Both Mr. and Mrs. Cochran care for their yard and shrubs, and
Gilbert Ross is the caretaker of the yard of the Electric System.
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W. Hunt Street, Decatur,
Ill.; Mrs. Karen L. Hart, 735
Nash Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Janet S. Miller and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Samuel
W. Henry, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Minnie S. Holland, Rt.
6, Paris, Terui.; Everett W.
Hood, Box 251, Benton; Mrs.
Rosa M. Hale, Box 34, Hardin.
Johny C. Barnhill, 511 N.
Market, Paris, Tenn.;
Robert John Galbreath, 1607
Ryan, Murray; Mrs. Peggy
A. Whited, 12 Riviera Ct.,
Murray; Dana Young, Lone
Oak Village, Paris, Term.;
WS. -Jerlene L. Miller,
Hazel; Nanie Pearl Thomas,
704 South 12th,. Mayfield;
Fred 0. Butterworth, Rt. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Modena I.
Latimer, Rt._ 1, Puryear,
Term.
Mrs. Emma Louise
Palmer, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Myrtle Mae Brady,417 Pearl
Street, Fulton; Mrs. Venice
Travis, Rt. 3, Murray; Hugh
B. Wallace, Rt. 8, Murray;
Mrs. Maria S. Perry,405 Elm
Street, Murray; Mrs.
Christine 0. Kelley, 100
South 13th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Nora Kathlen Brewer
(expired) Rt. 1, Hardin.

JULY 1 IS
SHELTERDAY
And you're invited
to help us celebrate
As some of our ads say, "It's a new name outside
but the same folks inside." Drop by for a visit
during office hours on July 1, and we'll give you a
memento of thls- blg day in our lives.

SHELTER INSURANCE
Formerly MFA Insurance

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

WA:
Secre
the is
gress

sumei

614 S. 4th
Merivy, Ky.
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GIGANTI
CARPET SALE
In Stock Rubber
Back Shag
In Stock Hi-Low
Shags
In Stock
Saxony Carpets

•

$399

0

Per Sq. Yd. I. UP
..
%%.
•Ii••••••i•MV

Si99

$799

Per Sq. Yd. & Up
Per Sq. Yd. & Up

Joe Smith's
Carpet Center
And World Carpet Mills
are having a coupon sale on entire line,
and will order if not in stock

Professional Carpet
Cleaning Available

[9i
$1
1
Off Per Sq. Yd.
;
41
* Entire Line World!wig.1rd,

Carpet
INI
l

--

II In Steak

Vinyl

Good Thru Josh/ 3, 1981

Good Him July 3, 1981

Coupon =:,

COUPOn,;;-.4_
, ,f--‘1 ,
--4

So. 4th St.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Closed July 4th

753-6660
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Opinion Paw_

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Editorial

Controlling
The Controllers
The course of least resistance' ministration would
react to the
for the Reagan administration threat of a strike
clearly prohias it faced its first labor rela- bited by federal law.
tions test in the form of a
The controllers were quite obthreatened air traffic controll- viously prepared
to defy the
—,
ers' strike would have been to law. To its credit,
the Reagan
give the controllers what they administration was
just as obviwanted.
ously prepared to enforce the
After all, even a $10,000-a- law. U.S. attorneys around
vaiorsin;"the
year pay raise plus the added nation were ordered
by the Jussow
nev
cost of a 20 percent reduction in tice Department to be
prepared
1110.
I
the controllers' work week to seek immediate
'sty
indictments
wouldn't have amounted to that against striking controlle
rs.
much in the $700 billion federal . The administration
%sr
also sigbudget anticipated for next naled its willingness
to bring in
year.
military controllers to minimize
Then too, the consequences of the loss of air transport
service
a controllers' strike would have to the 800,000 America
ns who
I'M GLAD T7-1404R evgriaoston Pawl
been staggering: massive dis- fly each day.
ruption of air transport nationwide, and economic losses of
PATCO will deny it, but the Washington Today
some $250 million per day.
Reagan administration's deciAll the more reason, then, to sion to stand on principle, and to
salute the administration for the enforce the letter of the law,
fair but firm stand it took in had to be a critical-factor in av—negotiating with the Profession- erting a strike.
'al Air Traffic Controllers OrNo one doubts Thatthe na- WASHINGTON (AP)
their "Because a _map. who does not
ganization (PATCO).
tion's 17,500 air traffic controll- laments 'over President Reagan's understand or know our process sends
The Reagan administration ers have uniquely stressful jobs, budget victory, House Democratic it over, are we to take it in bulk?" askoffered a $4,000-per-year pay or that they perform admirably leaders have accused him of distor- ed House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
raise plus increased compensa- in helping to maintain an air ting the legislative process and reviv- Jr.
The answer is yes, if the man has
tion for night and overtime safety record that is the best in ing an imperial presidency.
the votes. And he had them.
That's the language of losers.
work and retraining for con- the world.
Reagan and his lieutenants showed
And the rhetoric skirts one simple, that
trollers forced to quit because
they do, too, know the process,
But, at an average salary of central
fact: Reagan lined up a Ma- perhaps
of job-related health problems. $34,000 per year prior to the settoo well for the Democrats to
to beat the Democrats on their handle. The
.administration lobbied,
The cost of the package — $40.3 tlement, they are hardly under- jority
own territory. In the House, the mamillion — was close to that of- paid. Nor should they be permit- jority rules, even though if the majori- bargained, made maximum use of the
president's own persuasive powers
fered by the administration ted to hold themselves above ty party loses.
and lined up narrow margins for vicweeks ago.
the law. Had it not been for the So with solid Republican support tory in a House nominally controlled
More important than the ar- administration's tough stand, and the votes of 29 Democrats on the by Democrats.
guments over compensation they almost certainly waild key test of strength, Reagan preserv- All the Democratic leaders could do.
ed his budget-cutting package, then was protest,
was the question of how the ad- have tried.
which they did in volume.
got it passed.
‘.•••
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The Grace Baptist Church will
observe it fifth anniversary on July
4, according to the pastor, the Rev.
Loyd Wilson. Revival services will
also start Sunday with the Rev. Tarry
_
M.Sills as evangelist.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ethel
Thornton Ward.
"The Seekers," a real life
unscripted film about young people,
former drug abusers who tell it like it
is in Encounter group sessions, will be
shown at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre July 2 to 5.
Area teachers attending the Summer Science Institute at Murray State
University thissummer are James R.
F-eltner, assistant principal at
Calloway County-High School, Mrs.
Dortha Lyons, biology and physical
science teacher at South Marshall
High Scool, and Joe Fulks, chemistry
and physical science teacher at
Mayfield High School.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Overcast on June
26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Robinson on June 27, a boy to Mr. and
,
7 "e
5 r64
". 9,
04,Mrs. Billy F. Robbins on June 28, and
Copley News Service
'
ism
PI 40 a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Stephen
Epperson on June 28.
60 0/4/ solgg'
Miss Dortha Sue Jackson, daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs. W,illie Johnson,
and Larry Andrew Stubblefield, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Loudon Stubblefield,
By WALTER It. MEARS
were married June 12 at the Flint
Baptist Church.
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Reagan Persuasive-Powers

Improving Inflation
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan said today
the economy is showing steady progress toward achieving stable consumer prices, "and hopefully we've
seen the end of double-digit inflation."
Improvement on the inflation front,
however, is coming at the expense of
an economic slowdown that will mean
somewhat higher unemployment,
Regan said at a breakfast meeting
with reporters.
Regan did not extend his optimistic
inflation forecast to interest rates,
which continue to be at near-record
levels.
He would not predict a rapid decline
in the prime rate; now 20 percent, but
did say he expects the rate, which
banks charge their largest corporate
customers, woulefall below 10 percent by sometime next year.
"The economy seems to be,slowing
down," the trsasury secretary said
one day after the Commerce Department reported a steep decline in an index that measures future economic
activity.
Regan said business activity pro-

bably was stagnant during the spring
and might even decline during the
summer before staging a recovery at
the end of the year, but "this is to be
expected in our fight against inflation."
"We're not forecasting any major
recession but more of a slowdown in
the economy," he said, adding, the
fact that inflation is abating is a good
sign."
On other issues, Regan said:
, —The administration remans "very
optimistic" about getting its tax cut
bill through the Democraticcontrolled House by using the same
alliance of Republicans and conservative Democrats that aproved
President Fteagan's budget cuts for
1982. He also said it is still possible for
Congress to complete action on the
tax bill and send it to the president by
Aug. 1.
—The government's budget deficits
during fiscal 1981 and 1982 should be
somewhat lower than earlier projections because the administration is
now seeking a smaller tax cut.
- —Chrysler Corp. will "definitely"
survive, assuming interest rates
eventually decline. He added that he

does not anticipate at this tithe" that
the automaker will need to use the remaining $400 million in federal loan
guarantees Congress has provided to
keep the company out of bankruptcy.

Bible Thought
There is no better way to start out
the day than by looking unto God in
prayer and by reading His word
Howbeit many of them which heard
the word believed; Acts 4:4

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will 9pt be published.
Letters shabld be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condehse or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
-Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Installed as officers of the Murray
Lions Club at the picnic held at the
Murray City Park were Rue Overby,
Fred Schultz, Jr., H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
Oliver McLemore, Norman Hale,
James Dale Clopton, Rob Hale, and
Henry Fulton.
Lt. James M. Overcast is now stationed with the Marines at Parris
Island,S. C.
Annie Smith, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson,
and Mary Ann Wolfson left today by
airplane for Neiv York where they will
then travel by boat and train to Paris,
France.
Miss Dot King, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Brace King, and Gene Dale
Mohundro, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fent
Mohundro, were married Jane 16 at
Chicago, Ill.
Mts. Margaret Houston has opened
her beauty shop, "Margaret's Beauty
Shop," on North Fourth Street, next to
The Ledger &Times.

HEARTLINE: I just turned 65. lam
not gt.,qig to quit work and take social
securit) at this time. N-13; plans are to
continue working until age 72. Since I
am going to continue working and not
TO(ifiv
draw these benefits now, will this increase the benefit I do receive when I
By The Associated Press
retire? K B.
Today is Wednesday. July 1, the
ANSWER: Yes, as long as you continue working, and not drawing Social 182nd day of 1981. There are 183 days
Security benefits, between the age of left in the.year.
'May's highlight in history:
65 and 72, you will be earning delayed
On this date:
retirement credits. This means that
In 1867, the Dominion of Canada
your benefits that you would have
received at age 65 will increase by 3uj was created by the .British North
per year ( L2 of 1% per month) for America Act.
In 1898, Theodore Roosevelt and his
these extra years of work. However,
starting in January 1982, persons Rough Riders carried out a victorious
drawing _Social Security may have assault on San Juan Hill in Cuba durunlimited income(the age at this time ing the Spa nish-Aniirica
is 72) when they reach age 70. So, you
In 1966, Francevi drew all its
would not earn delayed retirement armed forces from
ntegrated
credits after you reach age 70. It is ad- 4/NATO military force.
visable to apply for retirement
And -in 1974, Argentine President
benefits at this time,and still c ..itinue Juan Peron died in Buenos Aires at
to work full-time as you want to(when age 78.
you reach age 70, that is).
Ten years ago: The North Vietnamese said they'd release all U.S.
prisoners of war if the U.S. withdrew
Miirray Ledger & Times all
its forces from Vietnam by the_end
of the year.
,USPS3013700
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Five years ago: Spain's program
F,ditor
. R. Gene McCutcheon
for democratic change was thrown inThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.
to confusion with the resignation of
Christmas Day. New Years Day and ThanksgivPrime Minister Carlos Arias Navarro
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.,
and his cabinet.
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
One year age: West Germany's
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt ended
earners, $3.25 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Hartalks with Soviet leader Leonid
din, Mayfield. Seilaha and Farmington, Ky . and
Brezhnev without a pledge that the
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, In. $24 50 per
Soviets would withdraw more troops
year By mail to other destinations. 139 50 per
year
from Afghanistan.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Today's birthdays: Actress Leslie
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
-Caconis 50. Actor James Cagney is 77.
,
The Aaaoolated Preskis exelusrrely entitled to
Actress Olivia De Havilland is 65.
republish local news originated by The Murray
Health and Human Services
I edger & Times as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Secretary Richard Schweiker is 55.
Business Office .
713-1916
Thought for today: Keep an open
Classified Adaarng
753-1911
Retail i• Diaphy I Advertising
mind and be receptive to modern
713-1919
Circulation
713-1916
ideas — Jawaharlal Nehru,Indian
New's and SONO Dept
713-1919
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30 Years Ago

IlEARTLINE
‘!"-itirmumiim

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been drawing
disability Social Security benefits for
two years. I recently heard something
about their being a change in the law
secretary.
hospitals in Kentucky, 31 and that disability benefits could be
"Humana had filed the ap- percent are not accredited, lower in the future. Will this new law
plication more than a year Stumbo said. Many of those effect my benefits? P. F.
ago,and it takes nine months are in more rural areas of ANSWER: No, the change4ill not
to go through the process," the state, have fewer than affect disabled workers or their
Ashley said, adding that only 100 beds and also lack families vhose entitlement became
one. of the seven board modern equipment.
effective before July 1980.
members voting to approve
And there are more than What's it all about? The new regulathe hospital was a Brown ap- 1,000 surplus beds _in_ the tions limit the total monthly payments
pointee.
state, he added.
. to a disabled worker and his or her
"The governor didn't The department hopes "family to the lesser of 85uj of the
discuss it with anyone other that, by blacking expansion worker's average earnings before
than fatally, as far as I in Louisville and Lexington, becoming disabled, or 15Ouj of the
know," Ashley added.
hospital corporations will worker's disability benefit. The limit
In the letter, Brown said look elsewhere in the state affects only benefit amounts paid to
he was imposing the for development sites, Stum- dependents, not the worker.
moratorium on acute-care bo said.
Under the old law, some disabled
beds until December 1983 to Although Brown did not workers and their families received
encourage reg*onalizatiosiot_receive the coddinating more in disability benefits than the
health services.
council's approval of the worker received in take-home pay
Louisville and Lexington moratorium, Sturnbç said it before becoming disabled. This
"historically have served as was "the department's posi- discouraged individuals from reenterthe centers of hospital tion that the governor has ing the workforce.
development within the the legal right to modify the The new disability maximum proviCommonwealth; however, if plan. That's how he sion is intended to strengthen work inregionalization is to be suc- establishes policy for the centives and assure a more equitable
cessful that pattern must be state."
relationship between the disabled
halted," the letter said.
Stumbo said he and the worker's prior earnings and the
Stumbo echoed that senti- governor had discussed the benefits payable on the basis of those
ment Tuesday, saying the problem .ct surpius hospital earnings
capacity
of beds since January. The Implementation of the disability
expanded
hospitals in the urban areas specific language of the let- maximum provision is expected to
has led to "less than optimal ter to the council was not reduce disability program costs by
occupancy" and increased drafted until after a June 15 about $83 million in Fiscal Year 1981,
public hearing on the health with 'a projected' savings of $576
health-care costs.
Of the 107 acutestare plan, he said.
million bv FY 1985.

Stumbo Calls Moratorium On
Hospitals 'Purely Coincidental'
By DIANA TAYLOR
opposed by the Department
Associated Press Writer
for Human Resources, StumFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) bo said.
— Human Resources
"Our staff spoke against
Secretary Grady Stumbo it, and the hearing officer
says it was "purely coin- ruled against it," Stumbo
cidental" that a moratorium said Tuesday. But, "we lost
on hospital expansion in -4n an open, public vote of deLouisville and Lexington cent people."
. was imposed a few weeks
Under state regulations,
after Humana, Inc. received opponents of a project
state approval for a 170-bed receiving approval from the
facility in Lexington.
certificate of need board
Officials of the for-profit _may ask for a reconsiderahospital firm, based in tion hearing within 30 days
Louisville, have close ties after the approval .,is
with the administration of granted.
Gov.John Y. Brown Jr.
The deadline for such a reW.T. Young, vice dials'- quest on the Humana facility
man of the- 'governor's was June 19.
cabinet and deputy comBrown imposed the
merce secretary, is the moratorium on June 22 in a
single largest Humana letter to the chairman of the
shareholder.
Statewide Health CoorHumana received ap- dinating Council. The counproval for the Lexington cil has written Kentucky's
hospital on May 20 from the first health plan for submisState Certificate of Need and sion to the federal DepartLicensure Board.
ment of Health and Human
The 7-6 vote of approval Services. .
L.
came despite the opposition
The governor was
of other Lexington hospital unaware of the moratorium
officials, who said it would plans until Stumbo
be cheaper to expand ex- presented the letter to him
isting facilities.
on June 22, said Frank
'pie new hospital also was Aehley, Brown's press

The administration victory was
magnified for'the fact that it was
fashioned around a procedural question, that being whether to handle the
Reagan budget cuts as a package or in
a half-dozen separate votes on
specific spending reductions. Reagan
almost surely would have lost some in
item-by-item votes.
There was a time when an administration that tried to write procedures for the House would have
been courting trouble; an earlier congressional generation used to guard
against intruslons into that province
by administrations of either party.
"No president, no president in the
history of the United States — not
Franklin Roosevelt, not Lyndon
Johnson, not George Washington or
Thomas Jefferson — ever demanded
of the Congress that we lie down submissively and give him every last
detail just as his minions ordain it"

said House Democratic leader Jim
Wright of Texas."Has the Congress of
the United States — the last
repository of the people's will — come
to the point that we are willing to let
an appointed official in the Office of
Management and Budget dictate
every last scintilla, every last phrase
of the law, to tell us what precise provisions we may and may not pass in
carrying out his mandate to reduce by
$36 billion the cost of government?"
taBut it was the elected president, not
tl appointed OMB Director David A.
Stbç.krftan, who demanded the budget
package be approved intact. Reagan
made it stick with the help of nine of
Wright's Democratic colleagues from
Texas, who voted with the Republican
administration.

20 Years Ago
Arguments on the county poll tax
took almost two hours yesterday morning at a meeting of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court and delayed action on both the Calloway County and
Murray City Schools budgets until
after lunch when the levies asked by
both school boards were approved by
the court.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Joe
Brandon,63, John McPherson 91, and
)
Mrs. Estelle Jones Richards.
Installed as officers of the Murray
Rotary Club at the meeting held at the
Murray Woman's Club house were
Thomas Hogancamp, Henry Holton,
R. L. Ward, Howard Olila, Verne
Kyle,and Ronald Churchill.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
has reported that a group of
counterfeit $20 bills are being circulated in the city and county.
New officers of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club are Hazel Tutt, Mary Louise
Baker, Jessie Shoemaker, Hazel H.
Jones, and Betty Vinson.
The Rev. C. E. Ward is serving as
pastor of the St. John's Baptist Church.
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Storey's
FaC313
GIANT

Now Dinged

a
Operated
Prices Good
Wed. 7-1-81
Mr's

FOOD GIANT
HAMBURGER OR HOT DOG

Bic ROOM
TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.

2 LB.
BOWL

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

MAXWELL HOUSE
MASTER BLEND

COFFEE
$11 89

POTATO

JUMBO
ROLL

4 ROLL PRO.

19

SUNFLOWER

HUNT'S

CORN MEAL
$1 29
S LB. BAG

CATSUP

SALAD DRESSING
$1 19
1000 ISLAND 01 CATAUNA

320Z.

kRAfl

GRAPE JELLY
$1 19
215.
Compare ur very ay ow

dos in.
60d Oak AI Skafs
Exp. 7-7-81

Good Oily AI Slifty'S
Exp 7-7-81

-COUPON--s

$1 19

SOAP AND
DETERGENT
COUPON
SALE!!
STOCK UP
ON YOUR
= WASHING NEEDS.

e

nces

WE HAVE A
COMPLETE LINE OF
ALL YOUR CANNING
& PICKLING SUPPLIES
JARS, LIDS, CAPS,
BAGS, LIME,SALT,
PELTIN;SPICES, ETC.
BUY NOW WHILE i
SUPPLIES WTI!!_

.....!.41...-4111.1...111. IN
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*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekl Cou ns

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

WHOLEBUTTS
SLICED INTO

PORK STEAK
(UMIT TIER

WILSON
BONELESS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SHOULDERS

CHUCK STEAK

LB.$139 TIP STEAK

COUNTRY STYLE

LB. $1 79

$2"

69' BOLOGNA

BROILERS

JUMBO PACK CHICKEN

BACKBONE

LB.

39

LEG QUARTERS

SAUSAGE
FIELD

SPLIT

U.S.D.A. CHOICE DONELEiS SIRLOIN

END ROAST

WILLIAMS PORK

WHOLE PORK

HILLSIIHRE POLISH OR REG. SMOKE

694

LB.

k2oz. 99' SAUSAGE

HOT DOGS

TOMATOES

MISSOURI

PEACHES

894

2- $1
LB. FOR

in

BANANAS
POTATOES
IL $3"

IANT DEL SAVINGS
LB.99
LAST WEEK'S NAME
,Lost Week's Nome: larue Redden
Murray, Card Not Punched

LB $1"

PIMENTO CHEESE

DeNUTS

rams)ires •&&&i• max.raaabsa•I any
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Local Students Accepted
.High School Speech
Institute At University
I

Several Murray and
Calloway County students
have been accepted to the
Seventh Annual High School
Speech Institute at Murray
State University to be held
July 19-25.
They are Vincent Alton,
Mark Bazzell, Janice Boggs,
Marie Brantley, Gina
Brown, Lori Lynn Burkeen,
Charles Cathey, Teresa
Cavitt, Bill Chaney, Mark
,- *Cooper, Greg Douglas, Kenneth Futrell, Lisa Hale, Annie Hansen, Janne Hopkins,
Evy Jarrett, Teresa
Lawrence, Allen McClard,
.Alan Miller, Sherri Mills,
'Mylinda Mitchell, Bill Murray, Billy P'Pool, Renee
.• Taylor, and Tim Williams,
;all of Calloway County High;
Mary Wallace Imes of
Calloway Middle School;
find Mark Austin and Kellie
• Overbey, both of Murray
*High.
Robert Valentine, MSU
debate coach and director of
the institute, is pleased with
the attendance. "I am
especially pleased that Mark
Austin, Teresa Cavitt, Ken
Futrell, Evy Jarrett, Teresa
Lawrence, Allen McCiard,
Alan Miller, Mylinda Mitchell, Bill Murray, Billy
P'Pool and Kelly Overbey
. are returning for a second
'summer," he said.
: Returning students are
;4esignated "VIP" or
'Veterans of Previous In:slitutes" and are asked to
f•-terve as advisors to the
faculty and to assist in rutin;big 1,he program.
ft Ms. Overbey, the 1981 national champion in prose in;tprpretation, is returning to
continue. her studies with
-professor Ruby Krider, who
5.titaveled with her and her

coach Mark Elberton of
Murray High,to the nation4.
competition in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The purpose of the program is to provide high
school students with special
instruction in speech and
debate. Contest events emphasized include prose and
poetry reading, dramatic interpretation and duo acting,
as well as debate, oratory,
ad extemporaneous speaking.
Th interpretation division
is headed by Krider,
nationally-known author and
lecturer. She is Joined by
former Bethel College
drama coa'ch Vicki Jo
Stevens, University of Florcia Forensics Director Katie
Paschall, and New York actress Cherry Jones.
Assisting Valentine with
oratory and debate studies
will be Julia Ledford and
Michael Fisher, both former
MSU assistant speech
coaches. Guest lectures
from area artists and MSU
faculty members will round
out the one-week program of
instruction.
There is still room for interested students to enroll,
according to executive
secretary Sharon Furches.
"We probably will not be
able to accept any applications after July la"she said,
"but we can admit several
more students before we
reach our limits."
Interested parents or
students may call the Institute at (502) 762-4483 for
more information, or write:
Director, Summer Speech
Institute, Department of
Speech and Theatre, Murray
State University,Ky.

No Agreement Yet
On How To Move
'Bridge Wreckage
4
-

By MIKE GLOVER
Associated Press Writer

KEITHSBURG, Ill. (AP)
— As a tridtle of barges in:
..;ched past the wreckage of a
::"Mississippi River bridge,
bridge owners and officials
!..jtept searching for a way of
:.9re,rnoving the collapsed
:•apan, US. Coast Guard
fliPokesmen said.
A meeting Tuesday to
:
-..decide on a removal method
'4-woke up without a decision,
4aid Coast Guard spokesman
It.Lou Farrell.
"If the situation isn't
"'resolved by this weekend,
be Coast Guard iA looking
nto setting up a safety
.- patrol over the weekend" to
run boaters,Farrell said.
t He said the bridge owners
;— Trans Action Associates
Of Joliet — were warned
Tuesday that they must
begin removing the damage
1`within a reasonable time."
A fire broke out in the 500on structure early Monday,
.ausing one end of a 235-foot
*tion to fall into the river,
lilocking barge traffic.
The fire was in a control
#iouse of the abandoned
Itiridge, which is about 20
• ,piles north of Burlington,

i

11

1
111ie collapsed section is

the normal lane of traffic
under the bridge. Coast
Guard officials said about
110 barges were backed up
Tuesday on both sides of the
wreckage.
Some barges were inching
through the obstruction by
going under another section
of the bridge not normally
used for traffic, officials
said.
/
2That section has a 141
foot clearance and will allow
a loaded barge to pass. Loaded barges are lower in the
water and can clear the
obstruction, but empty
barges cannot..
At Tuesday's meeting —
which included the Coast
Guard, the Army Corps °L.Engineers, bridge owners,
and local representatives —
officials discussed blasting
the bridge, removing one of
the other permanent sections or using a refloatable
barge to remove the damaged span,Farrell said.
Removing a permanent
section of the bridge would
be a "temporary solution,"
he said.
Crane operators have
estimated the cost of either
blasting the bridge or lifting
the damaged section out by
crane at hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
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/
2 percent of
agreed to pay 11
the restaurant's gross
revenues for advertising.
The suit said the amount of
money allegedly owed was
more than $1,500.

Lawrence Fiscal
Court Gives •
Judge Another Raise
LOUISA, Ky. (AP) —
Lawrence County Fiscal
Court has approved a $1.5
million budget that gives
Judge-Executive Jake Jordan another raise.
Jordan's salary will be
$24,621 in the fiscal year that
begins Wednesday. That is a
raise of $1,400 from fiscal
1960-81 and $6,000 from fiscal
1979-80.
•
_
The budget was approved
in a special meeting Satury
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WIN A 1981 CHEVROLET CITATION

MC

Deadline for registering—Saturday,-July 4, 1981
Register free when you shop at Big K
.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE( )

STATE

DRAWING TO BE HELD IN NASHVILLE FRIDAY, JULY 10, 1981

Missy
hort Sets
Men's
Famous
Brands

1 00% Polyester
Asst. Styles
and Colors

Tank Tops

97
.$5

396

Cool and breezy
tank tops solid
color with contrast
binding. First quality.

Reg. 7.88

SAVE $5.00

"Brown Drip"

$1 097

16-Pc. Starter Set

Assorted colors.
Sizes Small

By Nelson McCoy. Freezer, oven, microwave
and dishwasher safe. Set includes four each:
1 2" plates, 6144:•' bowls, 8-oz.
10" plates, 7/
mugs. Style 7000. Reg. 18.96

to X-Large.
Reg. $2.66

—

Reg. $12.88

' (Similar TO
illustration)

Friday, July 3rd Only,

9 Inch 4-

Paper
Plates
100Ct

Reg 97'

77'

Governor's Father Sued
for Advertising Default
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)
Y. Brown Sr. and his
Veptaurant coornpany have
1:16es sued by a group of Kenlucky Fried Chicken franlase holders who allege
default on an advertising
rintrad.
The lawsuit was filed Monay in Fayette Circuit Court
National
KFC
y
iCooperative Advertising
4,Program Inc., against
and his company,
McCann KFC Inc.,
h operates a fast-food
dten restaurant an New
Road in Lexington.
suit alleged that
TOM and his company

FRIDAY, JUL 3rd
9:00 A.M. T
9:00 P.M.
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FOR THE PRODUCTS WE CARRY: You can redeem at Big K triple-the-value of the manufacturers
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money-Saving coupons
you clip from newspapers. magazines Of receive In the mail. When you purchase these items from Big K, we will triple the savings
marked on the coupon However, when triple the value of the manufacturer coupon exceeds the retail price of the Item, the refund will
be *Gull to the retail plc* 01 the Item_ This offer applies to manufacturers' money-saving coupons only. It does not apply to others
stores' coupons whether a manufacturer's name is mentioned or not; nor does it apply to 'tree" coupons, cigarettes, lottery tickets,
tax end certain other items that aro excluded by law. Offer yogi on manufactured; rebates. This Offer is geed for the conditions stated
above. Offer good while quantifies last. Sorry, no rainchecks.
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Large 23 oz

Ice Tea
Glasses
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For

Big K

Bathroom
Tissue

48 Qt

Ice Chest
By Igloo
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4 Roll Package
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Transaction Of Road Revenue Bonds Approved By Authority -

•

By SY RAlVISEY
proved by the Kentucky quest of Gov. John Y. Brown for the state would be $10.8 government as a debtor and
The statement said this of the department may not volves advance
Associated Press Writer
Turnpike Authority.
Jr., who with Transportation million over a period of we have a new series of results from the curient high be taken into consideration all
outstanding revenue
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The vote Tuesday was 4-0, Secretary Frank Metts was about 20 years. But a big ad- creditors."
interest rates plus restric- in determining that ratio," bonds issued since 1972.;
— A complicated transaction with Attorney General Steve on hand to promote the vantage would be flexibility
An explanatory statement tions contained in past leases the statement said.
''The authority intends to
which would pave the way Beshear abstaining.
refinancing proposal.
in financing roads.
.distributed at the meeting by entered into by the turnpike
It cited as additional proceed as quickly as possi•. for issuance of $300 million in
In substance, the pion
The 1980 legislature voted
"We are taking advantage authority aides said that the authority.
burdens the need for certain ble, subject to continuation
economic development road for that method of funding calls for the turnpike of high interest rates to state "is currently handcuffOne restriction is a pro- insurance and for engineer- of favorable market condi• revenue bonds has been ap- many state roads at the re- authority to wipe out a make it work for us," Metts ed in its attempts to build mise by the authority to in- ing inspection
services tions and satisfactory resolu_•
billion dollar total bond debt told the authority at a new roads or rehabilitate ex- vestors that no further run- "which the Department of
tion of the tjetails of the tranby issuance of $621 million in meeting which was schedul- isting roads."
pike bonds would be issued Transportation and the saction," the.authority statenew bonds which would give ed earlier in the day, then
Even though the General unless the Transportation Turnpike Authority believe ment said.
bond buyers a much higher delayed until after the bond Assembly has authorized the Department's revenues ex- to be unnecessary" and
Beshear said he abstained
rate of interest and adequate market had closed so buyers issuance of $300 million in ceeded its obligations by a which cost about $100,000 per
because the turnpike
security for payment.
would not be given advance road revenue bonds, it said, ratio of 1.5 to 1.
year.
authority under the arrangeThe state would buy U.S. notice.
the turnpike authority is
"Moreover, because of the
After consultation with ment is not given the right.to
Treasury notes for obligaMetts said that henceforth, legally unable to issue bonds language of the restrictions financial and legal experts, review all the details, such
T NEW YORK (AP) — The He will be assisted by two tions to the old bond holders. the people who we owe up to or near the maximum contained in those
past the turnpike authority came as hiring of lawyers and
appointment of Ronald E. deputies, Lawrence Blasko, The actual monetary gain bonds
to have the federal authorized.
leases,
much
of
the
up with the plan, which in- bond consultants.
revenue
Thompson as director of who will be deputy for administration,
communications
for The
and Virgil
t,
ic• • Associated Press was an- Bradshaw, deputy for opera- 4************
•
• nounced today by Keith tions. In addition, Richard *
•
Lynn Greve
*
? Fuller, president
and G. Atkins will continue as *
: general manager of the in- director of international
Grade A
ternational
news communications.
A native of Telco, Texas,
cooperative.
• Thompson, 43, for the past Thompson joined the AP at
, seven years the deputy Dallas in 1961. He was apLow Overhead Means Low Prices
director of personnel and pointed correspondent at
. labor • relations, succeeds San Antonio in 1963, moving
We Gladly
Whb $10.00 sir Mere
Neese Owned & Operated
•
'! David L. Bowen, who is to the Houston Space Center
Accept Feed Stamps
Purchase Excluding
New Store Nears 7 a.ntrilp.m.
i.retiring after 31 years with in 1965 as an aerospace
Wg Reserve The Right
Dairy & Tobacco Predects
CLOSED SATURDAY JULY 4TH
Writer covering Projiet
•t
Meseteed7.1 —7-7
Totted,eeeetities
Drinks%Special
. Bowen, 54, will remain Gemini space shots there
associated with the news ser- and at Cape Kennedy,Fla.
Thompson was appointed
vice but will devote his time
Cheerios
to the creation of Satellite news editor at New Orleans -4--Data Broadcasting Network, in 1967, and the following
$139
15.z. •
which has been proposed by year transferred to AP's
AP management as a wholly headquarters in New York.
Chkitoo of the Siie
He becathe assistant to
owned subsidiary.
then-Deputy
General
In his new positiciii;
Save 11'6'2
98C
Thompson will be responsi- Manager Harry T. MonLight
Chitral
tgomery
in 1970 and was apble for the AP's worldwide
communications and pointed a general executive -*
Llhhy's 11100
1` transmission systems_ and in 1972 before moving,to the
• for supervision of com- personnel department—as the
No. 2 executive in 1974.
munications personnel.
Valley awe

Thompson Appointed
Communications Head
For Associated Press

-

1

Large abft
Eggs De,47

- SUPER MARKET

Cereal

Tuna

Sausage

Man Arrested In Pot
Smyggling Attempt

•

1

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)
A man arrested in connec- don with an alleged attempt
to smuggle 17 tons of marijuana into Florida as entered
an innocent plea in Fayette
District Court and if free on
$20,000 bond.
Wallace McClure Kelly,
;32, was arrested Monday at
his home in Lexington. He
;was charged with trafficking
:in marijuana, distributing
'marijuana and being a
fugitive from Florida. He
entered the plea Tuesday.
A preliminary hearing in
the case was set for next
Tuesday. A court employee
confirmed that Kelly posted
the full amount of the bond.
Kelly was arrested by Lexington police, U.S. Customs
Service agents and sheriff's
detectives from Charlotte
County,Fla.
Sheriff's Department Sgt.
George Lochli said three
Miami-area residents later
linked to Kelly were arrested
when a 72-foot shrimp boat
was seized off Florida's Gulf
Coast between Fort Myers
and Sarasota on June 3.
Lochli said the boat carried marijuana worth an
estimated $13 million. Also

Lyndaker Named
To Housing Job
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Robert K. Lyndaker, housing administrator at Bowling
Green State University in
Ohio, has been named director of Transylvania University's three dormitories, according to a news release.
Lyndaker, 26, has been
assistant hall director at
Bowling Green 'for two
years. He is a native of
Castorbuid, N.Y.

4/1119c

Hominy

14/
1
2es.

Flay-0-Rick

Fruit Drink
& Lemonade

seized in the raid were four
refrigerated semi-tractor
trailers, which apparently
were to transport the marijuana,he said.
Kelly was linked to the
alleged smugglers when
authorities found him at a *
dirt airstrip nearby and he
"didn't have any real good
reason to be there," Lochli
said.
-

SBA Says Eight'
CountiesEligible
For Flood Loans

s.2.2/89`

Sealtest Light N LIvey

Yogurt asst. havers. ...

es.

Ditile Kitchen'

2/119c

Kraft Cheese

89c
Cups

::•••,„#

Save 60'

Singles

12 as.

•

oca Colo

. .417ri

Akeledflowered Dog
. Sib. beg

* '
Lives

Cat Food

1
20.
6/

Sim 101st.

Dowe Dishwashing

...;

$149

r A 411
.1 75e 'Oa rail rad

Liquid

Save 16'22 Itz.

69c

CocktailIs,,.1'

6

1705.

Royal00 Charcoal

Seth.Carta.
With Bottles Or Deposit

$199

lefty White Fenn

Plates

is,Savo 24'

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The Small Business Administration has declared
that eight eastern Kentucky
counties are eligible to
qualify for low-interest
loans. The counties suffered
severe storm damage and
Frit* Lay
Lairatiry
flooding earlier this month.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Save 60'44 Oz.$r9
termed Tuesday's SBA
declaration particularly for4112 Insect
tunate after President
Reagan turned down the
state's request for full 7 es. Reg. $2.0 Save $1.02
federal assistance last week.
A.R.M.
The assistance primarily
Involves 3 percent loans for
homeowners and 5 percent
loans for businesses.
$188
Counties included in the
20 Tablets Save $1.07 Reg. $2.95
SBA declaration are Floyd,
Jackson, Pike, Knott, Lee, •
* **************************.************************************
Magoffin, Owsley and
Rockcastle.
Two other counties. Perry
and Breathitt, did not meet
the SBA requirements for
Yellow Sweet
receiving aid.
Brown has told the Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services to
reassess damages in those
Fresh Crisp
counties and prepare an appeal of the SBA decision not
11.S.D.A.
Field Finest
to include them.
Choice %unless
Sliced
Fresh
Arm

4

Potato
Chips

Detergent
Repellent

6 Oz. Bag Save 30'

79c

Allergy
Medicine

**********

*.

Meat Department

PRODUCE

3I49c

liKacii"""igero 159

R st
is.b 3199c

Carrots

$119

'Libby Fruit

Briquets....S.v.211olb.b.g

3/$100

Corn

$12

Son 2t

0,89

ectarines

;

Rip
MINWIINAMAS

Field's Sliced

Bologna
$129

Bacon
$109

Roast
$169

.1 12 oz. pkg.

1 L.Pkg.

Pere fresh Lem
***************************************

FROZEN FOODS

The Honest Way!
ANY MD STAMPED
IN- 141- ISK-211(
MACROS OWNS MIDAWONS
POONT MaTOIR— 001741 GD

W• are Wel
'
'fly- By •?lighters"
oaly be town overnight to take
yew nioney. We've been tressed
in Paducah for 69 years.

$1 19

trnd Beef
reselly Path 3Lb.Sr Mere

*

Fresh/ Acres Baby Lima

$109
nen. •

Beans
*•_ Freely Mies Broccoli

4/15100
II ex. MM.

Spears
*

Noway Peck Crinkle Cut

79c

French Fries
*

frosty Acres Owie•

* ltings

140.
•S•gt., -

-•

Metzger

Fields Finest Baked

Hams
$279

Braunschweig*

3 te 5 Lb. Avg.

Lk.

79c

•
Chunk

46

Field

Wieners

•

Si'

T t.Plig.

4t1c*********************374;11
**********************************************************,

••••• • •
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Making It Look Easy
THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME was postponed due to
rain last night and has been rescheduled for tonight.

All-PRO BUFFALO BILLS RECEIVER ifititY-OURER-shows the participants in the
Murray State football camp one of his patterns(above)and shares some laughs with.
interested listeners(right).
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts
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Wimbledon Semifinals
Set For Men, Women
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — Chris Evert Lloyd
and Hana Mandlikova won
Wednesday and advanced to
the Wimbledon championship — their—third. Major
final meeting in a year.
Lloyd, the favorite,
outplayed 18-year-old Pam

In yesterday's paper Revco's
Control Capsules were incorrectly
priced $3.39. The ad should have
read as follows...
NocmfoNE No slomiNwrs
140
LOSE

WEIGHT FAST
without going hungry

conutot.,.._
NO CAFFEINE • NO
ST RONGEST
APPETITE

......,wer S

12 - HOURr
\
------"N

CONTROL
FORMULA

0

t

cl)t
's

Control
Capsules
28's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$359

Mandlikova, seeded second, defeated Marline
Navratilova 7-5, 4-6,6-1.
Mandlikova, seeded second, slammed six aces in
the match — the last of them
on the penultimate point.
It is Mandlikova's fourth
major tournament final
within a year. She lost to
Lloyd in the final of the U.S.
Open last September, then
won the Australian Open in
December and the French
Open last month.
On Tuesday, Jimmy Connors thrilled the 14,000 fans
at Center Court when he battled from near-elimination to
continue his drive toward his
second All-England Club
championship.
"I never rolled over and
played dead before, and I'm

By H. NISSENSON AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — That
huge sigh of relief
emanating from Athens,
Ga., means that AllAmerican tailback Herschel
Walker and All-Southeastern
Conference quarterback

A FIVE
POUND PIZZA?
'
Savory sauce with the choicest
gunk and smothered with a
pound of melted mozzarella. Nobody can copy our capacious
Combo. Try it! Open seven days
a week, from 11 a.m.

Goillather's Pizza

47;
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Walker, Belue Will Be Back

IT'S HERE

AM-

not going to roll over now," Australian has suffered a
Connors said after he rallied persistent and painful
to oust-Vijay Amritraj of In- stomach muscle-injury, he
dia 2-6, 5-7, 6-4, 6-3, 6-2 in a had won only five Matches in
quarterfinal match that last 12 tournaments and hadn't
got past the second-round in
3'12 hours.
The victory moved Con- any of them.
The powerful Aussie Dtrris
nors, who won the- title here
in 1974, into a semifinal Capper said he had no tacmeeting with Sweden's tical plan to help him beat
Bjorn Borg. It is the McEnroe.
Belleville,-A-1llrr7netie.41---1-`-I guess I'll just go—out
seventh trip to the there swinging," he said.
Wimbledon Semifinals--in---McEnroe was impressive
against the speedy Kriek,
eight year&
Borg, top-seeded, cap- but he holds no fear for
tured his record 40th coo- Frawley.
McEnroe is hoping for
at
match
secutive
Wimbledon in his drive another crack at Borg, who
toward a sixth consecutive defeated him in a thrilling
championship, defeating five-set final last year.
The super Swede was at
Peter McNamara of
his brilliant best against
Australia 7-6, 6-3, 6-3.
John McNamara and admitted
Third-seeded
McEnroe, who crushed after the match: "I really
Johan Kriek of South Africa didn't expect to play so well.
6-1, 7-5, 6-1, will play For sure this was the best I
Australian Rod Frawley,a 4- have played in the tourna6, 7-6, 7-6, 6-3 winner over ment."
Borg served with uncanny
American Tim Mayotte, in
Thursday's other semifinal accuracy, unleashing nine
aces at the unfortunate
match.
to McNamara.
came
Frawley
"I'm feeling really confiWimbledon with one of the
worst records on the pro cir- dent now," said the defencuit. The 28-year-old ding champion.

s'..1174.•

Center ' Nwy.641

Murray

Buck Belue will be back this
fall to help the Georgia
Bulldogs defend their national college football championship.
There was some doubt
about that during the spring
when Walker, a sophomore,
was being wooed by the Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian Football League and
Belue, a senior, was batting
.348 for the Georgia baseball
team with an eye on the major league draft.
"It was 50-50 all the way,"
said Walker, who is in New
York this week along with
Belue and 52 high school
athletes from every state
plus the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico who are being honored as Hertz No.1
Award winners.
"I listened to them,"
Walker, who rushed for 1,616
yards last fall, a national
record for a freshman, said
of the Montreal offer. "But I
figured I was born in
America and I lived here all
my life and I had the opportunity to continue playing in
America no matter what the
classification."
Even turning down big
bucks wasn't a problem.
_ .!`i_don't need any money."
Winter said. "Money won't
keep you happy all your life.
It takes more than money —
It takes friends and family."
Belue, an outfielder who
was drafted out orThigh
school by the Chicago White
Sat, wasn't selected in last
month's baseball draft. That
made it an easy decision to
return to Georgia.
"A lot of baseball people

wanted me to make a commitment before the draft,"
he said."When it came down
to it, I didn't really want to
pass up my senior year. I've
got a chance to be drafted
again next year. The
variables would have had to
be 100 percent right for me
not to be back at Georgia,
and it didn't turn out like
that. Also, your senior year
in college is really special."
Belue, who worked at a
couple of football camps this
month, will be back in
Athens in 10 days or so to
start preparing for the 1981
season. Walker, meanwhile,
is heading for Europe and a
track tour — he's a worldclass sprinter — and won't
return to Georgia much
before the start of fall practice in mid-August.
When Georgia, which beat
Notre Dame in the Sugar
Bowl, opens its season on
Sept.5, Walker undoubtedly
will be a marked man.
"I've heard people say
that, but I never think about
it," he said. "I just go out
and play and whatever happens I'll try to live with it."
Both players know that
Georgia, overlooked for the
most part at the start of the
1980 season, will not sneak
up on anyone this year.
"At the start of 1900, I
don'tthink anyone really expected us to win the national
championship," said Belue.
"It will definitely be tougher
the sewild lime around. A lot
of teams *ill be gunning for
us. But when you've been at
the top, you always want to
return. The only way to top
last year is to do itagain."
_

•
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Open July 4th
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STP

Prom oil filter
Reg 197 to r,most domestic Cd
Limrt 1 please

ST, gas treetasent
12oz bottles Limit 2
SIP oil treatment
1.5-at cans Limit

Pram air Niter
Reg 377 to 4 97 Far
most domestic and some
foreign cars Limit

ETP garb Cl...,.,
In 1301 Can ['Intl 2
SW isagMe degreaser
In 1601 tan Lim,2

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. HI8 p.m.

w

No
ex'

Fre
(Ser

2/5.99

COI
ETP sea el a gun
- rhe penetrating pealP00,
tar rfnyl (Libber or lea
the, Sos bottle (m,12

StarbrIte cm polish
Cleans shines and
protects sh in one
16-oz bottle Limit 2

Open every Sunday
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SOUTNSODE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRA V, NV
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PARIS TN
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Strike Likely To Claim July 4, Threatens Ail-Star Gam.

Bargaining Resumes Today.
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Bargaining resumed today
for the first time in four days
In the major league baseball
strike which has almost certainly claimed the July 4th
holiday weekend among its
casualties and now is
threatening the July 14 AllStar Game.
Unless a settlement can be
reached by this weekend, it
is unlikely-that the players
could return ,in time for the
All-Star contest, scheduled
for Cleveland Stadium. The
players have said they would
2days of workout
/
require 2-21
time for each week of the
strike, now in its 20th day.
An All-Star Game
cancellation would cost the
city about- $4 million in
revenue, according to
Cleveland civic leaders.
Fifteen games were wiped
out Tuesday, pushing the
walkout's toll to 236 since
June 12.

On Tuesday night, Texas
Rangers owner Eddie Chiles
expressed displeasure once
again with the effort's of the
owners' chief negotiator,
Ray Grebey.
Grebey had mid'LIMA-Saturday that Chiles and Edward Bennett Williams,
owner of the Baltimore
Orioles, were the only
dissidents among the 26
owners. But Chiles replied:
"Things have been so bad
that maybe Mr. Grebey
should take another poll and
check to see if the owners
really are backing him."
Chiles admitted, though,
that he has not been in contact with other owners,
didn't know how many might
agree with him and would
not say whether Grebey
should be replaced.
In a strike-related matter,
the Major League Baseball
Players Association has filed
default notices on behalf of
eight players who contend

they should be getting paid
during the strike. Once such
a notice has been filed, the
club has 10 days to remedy
the default or the player
becomes a free agent.
The eight are Joel
Youngblood of the New York
Mets, David Palmer and
Steve Rogers of Montreal,
Bill Madlock of Pittsburgh,
Larry Hisle of Milwaukee,
John Montefusco of Atlanta,
Bert Blyleven of Cleveland
and Bruce Robinson of the
New York Yankees.
In the cases of Rogers and
Blyleven, both players'
salaries are paid over more
than the six months of the
season. The Expos paid
Rogers and the Indians paid
Blyleven under protest. Hisle, Madlock and Montefusco
say they have guaranteed
contracts with no specific
language • indicating they
would not be paid during a
strike. Youngblood, Palmer
and Robinson are on the
disabled list (as isHisle)and

say they should be getting
paid."
The only positive sign in
the strike Tuesday came
when federal mediator Kenneth Moffett announced a
resumption of talks at New
York City's Dora! Inn for 2
p.m. Moffett refused to comment on today's session or
whether there had been any
indication of movement
from either management or
the union which might have
caused him to schedule the
session, the first since last
Friday when talks broke off.
But it was learned that the
full Player Relations Committee had met with Grebey
Tuesday, an indication that
perhaps the owners were
prepared to make a new proposal.
Last week the two sides
On Wednesmet three
day, the owners revised certain criteria for defining
ranking free agents who
would qualify for professional player compensation.

week, Rogers of the Expos
said the players would not
return to the bargaining
table until the owners had
something new to offer.
But on Tuesday, Fehr appeared to back off that position somewhat, saying, "If
we come up with something
new and different, we're not
holding it back."
Shortly after that, Moffett
announced the new talks.
The renewed negotiations
come one day after the
players missed,their first
paychecks. The strike began
June 12 but players were
paid on June 15 for the
games played over the first
11 days of the month. The
average major league salary
is $180,000, about $1,000 daily. That means Tuesday's
missed checks averaged
about $15,000. They were
more than that for the
superstars and considerably
less for the players earning
the major league minimum
of $32,500.

They reduced their
guidelines, saying that instead of 50 and 33 percent of
all free agents requiring
compensation, they would
accept 40 and 25 percent. But
Donald Fehr, general
counsel of the players
association, termed the
change "minimal and not
anything that would lead to a
settlement."
On Thursday, the players
answered the owners, modifying their pool proposal to
allow teams to protect 36
player's"- from their entire
system instead of only from
the 40-man roster. The
players also accepted an
owner concept that if a team
did not participate in the reentry draft, it would not be
required to supply any
players for the compensation pool.
On Friday, the two sides
met again with no discernable progress and no talks
have been held since then.
After the final meeting last

A GRAVE THREAT — The baseball threat has sent the
players into other occupations to stay busy. Richie
Hebner of the Detroit Tigers is shown working for his
father's grave digging business.
AP Photo

Nkklaus To Test Butler National For First_Time

78th Western Open May Be Classiest Ever
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
OAK BROOK, M.(AP) —
Four of the top nine moneywinners are missing, but officials still insist this year's
Held- for the 78th Western
Open may be its classiest
ever.
Watson, Jack
Tom
Nicklaus and Lee Trevino,
generally acknowledged as
golfs three best contemporaries, are among the 156
professionals who begin play
Thursday.
Still, some of its glitter has

faded with Raymond Floyd,
Bruce Lietzke, Johnny
Miller and David Graham all
skipping a shot at famed
Butler National Golf Club
and its rebuilt greens this
week.
Floyd ranks second, Lietzke third, Miller sixth and
U.S. Open champion
Graham ninth on the current
money list.
"Nothing balances those
losses," said Marshall Dann,
executive director of the
sponsoring Western Golf
Association, "but it's still a

solid,classy field.
"Naturally, you want
them all to play, but that
doesn't happen."
Nicklaus is making his
first professional appearance at Butler National,
the site of the PGA Tour's second oldest tournament next
to the Open. Because of an
11-year absence from the
Western, the game's all-time
money champion feels he
owes an appearance to the
Chicago area.
Trevino hasn't entered the
Western since he, Jerry

Heard and Bobby _Nichols
were struck by lightning
here in 1975.
Watson, another two-time
Western titleholder, can expand his money lead by
e than $64,000 over
Fl yd, providing he wins the
prize of $54,000.
The Player of the Year and
and No.1 money-winner the
last four seasons could
become the first four-time
champion this season,too.
Watson already has won
the Masters, New Orleans
and Atlanta titles in 1981,

fil

McCormack's Marketing Spans
World From Borg To The Pope
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
( AP) — Bjorn Borg and
Pope John Paul II have a
common bond.
They are both marketed
by the world's premier
sports and entertainment entrepreneur, Mark McCormack.
five-time
Borg,
Wimbledon singles champion now seeking his sixth title, has been under McCormack's wing for several
years. He is one of some 400
outstanding athletes who
have consigned their fortunes and outside activities
to the enterprising Cleveland
attorney who has built an international empire on a cornerstone named Arnold
Palmer.
Last week the world was
surprised to read that the
Catholic Church of Britain
had hired McCormack's International Management
Group to promote the Pope's
visit to England next spring.
This involves the licensing
of companies to produce programs, souvenirs and other
items marked with a special
Vatican design to be sold in
stores and hawked on the
streets as might be done at
Super Bowl, World Series or

Wimbledon Championships.
McCormack admits that
the idea created resentment
among some churchmen but
contends there is a perfectly
normal rationale.
"People keep getting rattled about it," he said Tuesday, relaxing in the IMG
hospitality tent on the
Wimbledon grounds. "But if
the church decided to buy
some land and build a
church on it, it would hire an
architect, a contractor and
some carpenters. They
would all get paid.
McCormack's career has
been a meteoric and
astonishing one.
He first met Arnold
Palmer when the two played
golf at rival colleges —
Palmer at Wake Forest, McCormack at William and
Mary.
When Arnie burst upon the
golf scene in the early 1960s
with "Arnie's Army" at his
heels, McCormack recognized the commercial
possibilities. So he set up a
management firm with
Palmer as his first client.
, Within a short time,
Palmer became a golf
millionaire before it was
fashionable, with golf clubs,
clothes, other apparel bearing his name. He owned a

string of putt-putt courses,
even a bank and a printing
firm.
McCormack added Gary
Player and Jack Nicklaus
(since defected) and exploited the "Big Three."
Then he began grabbing off
sports super stars as quickly
as they bloomed — Olympic
skier Jean-Claude -Killy,
Evonne Goolagong and
Borg.
Today, McCormack's 400member clientele includes 50
to 75 golfers, 40 tennis
players, scores of hockey,
football and basketball
stars, even broadcasters.

OLYMPIC PLAZA

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
Jeff Dennis says he spent
four months ttlinking about
his decision to quit the Kentucky football team, then
decided to "give it one more
shot" as a junior.
Dennis, a 6-foot-2, 212pound defensive end, has
started every game since
signing with the Wildcats out
of Wyoming High School
near Cincinnati, where he
was- a National Merit
Scholarship semifinalist.
Dennis said he skipped
spring practice this year

Restaurant
Open 7 Days A Week — Mon.-Sat. 5-10
Sundays 11 to 5
Located at The4-way Stop In Hardin

Now Open with a brand new abnoiphere.and a new
experienced cook specializing in Boneless Ky. Lake
Catfish
****

$399

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
(Served With Cole Slaw, French Fries,Hushpuppies)

.-

(Served With 2 Eggs, Homemade Biscuits and Gravy)

*265

Hanle Cooked_Pktte tunshat_
Every Day But Saturday
Mondays:FriedGhicken with Salad Bar
(231tems To Choose From)

Thursdaya: Hamhock,Northern Beans & Cornbread

Sunday's Special
Our Old Fashioned Chicken & Dressing Dinner

because he "needed another
outlet" after his sophomore
season.
"I went to Coach (Fran)
Curci's office in January and
told him I wasn't happy,"
the 6-foot-2, 212-pound Dennis said. "It was my second
year and I didn't know
anyone's name in my dorm.
I didn't have the time
because of football. My
school work became average
and I'm not an average student."
Dennis said football also
left no time for his first love,
the theater. He once played
Othello with a Cincinnati
theater group and the Public
Broadcasting System bought
a tape of the production.
But Dennis said he missed
an opportunity to continue on
the stage this summer.
"I had a chancetriwork in
a production of 'Hamlet'
back home. I couldn't make
it because of summer
school," he said.
But Dennis said he decided
to return to football because
the sport "came naturally to
me.I've played it as long as I
can remember. It's hard to
turn your back on that.
"Football is something
that I do well," he said. "It's
not theanly thing, but I enjoy
It. I didn't play well last year
because my mind wasn't on
football. I.knew it, but there
was nothing to do until after
the season.
"No one pressured mejto
-return) after the season.
they had, I 'probablywouldn't have come back. I
knew I had to think it out and
I didn't need anyone else
thinking for me."

RESTAURANT &SA
401 SYCAMORE

753-7793

Weekly Special
Good Thru Sat. 714

1 Small
Hamburger
(holly Dressed)

Drink
amass 10' Extra

494
Prices Good July 1
Thru July 8

lab
SPORTING GOODS

Western

Dennis To Stay At UK

Henderson's 4-Way Freeze

Country Ham Breakfast

He spread out into televialoil and corporate
counseling. He set up model
agencies in London, New
York and Tokyo. His varied
projects include the "Miss
World" beauty contest, the
Nobel Peace Prize and TV
as
such
specials
"Superstars" and "Battle of
the Sexes." he produces,
televises, provides the cast
and licenses all the ancillary
income.
His tentacles stretch
everywhere, from Hong
Kong to Monte Carlo,
Christchurch, New Zealand
to Rio.

"I was stunned that he
could shoot that well," said
Errie Ball, the exclusive
club's director of golf.
The course was closed
from August to May so the
greens could mature with a
bent grass hybrid developed
by Penn State University
professor Joe Duich.
"These greens may be the
fastest and truest the
players will see all year,"
Dann said.
This year's tournament
has been dedicated to the
memory of Paul Butler, the
89-year-old Butler National
founder who was killed in an
automobile accident last
week.
Portions of the final
rounds Saturday and Sunday
by CBS-TV.

joining Lietzke and Floyd as
triple victors this year.
While Nicklaus and Watson have fared well over
these testing 7,097 yards,
Trevino has struggled. He
has been no higher than 17th
in seven appearances, prompting him to crack: "If
they played the Open here,it
would take a full week."
Since the Western found a
home at Butler National.in
1974, its champion's score
has been the highest four
times for the Tour that year.
Ironically,Scott Simpson's
winning 7-under-par 281 last
year was a 724o1e record for
Butler National. He did it
putting on dirt greens, killed
by a mysterious disease
three weeks before the tournament.

SAVEWAY

Straw
Hats

Western Wood
Seven Seas
- Slalom Fiberglass Ski
Reg. $69.99 Special

St. Crotx

;Croppie Pole
10 Ft. 2 Pc. With Guides

$888

Reg 10 99 Special

/fk>
_

3988

Rod And Reel Combo
Zebco 0201 Reel Matched
With Platcor 845 Rod 4' FT With
Ceramic Guides and Bass
Handle Complete With Line
88
Special Combo Price $I0

Lure
Riot

Purchese Two Lures
At.lingle Lee'slow
Price And Get 3rd Lure

FREE

. MN tan)
'(ewee
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one roof... Everything at
DISCOUNT PRICES

Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware
paint, automotive, plumbing
electrical, sporting goods
health and beauty aids
housewares, clothing, shoes
toys, camera equipment and tiu
lowest priced discount pharmacl
in the area.
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Prices Good Thru July 5th

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
*.

60'Y2"

5 Gallon

Garden
Hose

•

Reg. 18.97 Sale

1.1....r
.tc

3 Gallon
Polyethylene

Sprayer

lAz=tf---tc
, Super Rota-Shear Electric
Nylon Cord Trimmer
Double The Power Of Ordinary Trimmers

For Home,
Lawn f$, Garden

With Pouring
Spout

FOR
RENT

Rubbermaid Twin Front

3,000 Sq. Ft.
In Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

GASOLINE
`MA NO

-CAN

Auto
AntiFreeze
------ -41-e

Coolant Kit With
Radiator Cap
Helps Prevent Loss
Of Coolant

Ideal For Camping
& Roadside Repairs

Simoniz
Shines
Like The Sun

NJAU

Liquid
Car Wax
Reg. 4.47
00
$3
Sale

Liquid
Kool
Nylon/Foam

Prevents
Engine From
Over Heating
(Add To Radiator)

• Auto Seat
Covers
•
$757
Models No. 40-114
In Brown, Blue, Black
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Assorted Sizes

Beach Floats
As Low As

I

-

"America's Favo4te

/

Guns

Ice Substitute"

StsrtIuigAtJ.st

—Just Received —
.

Badminton
Sets

I'm a heodin'for Uncle Jeff's To
DoMeSoisaTradj'I

Sh0P Uncle Jeffs SPorting Goods For AfiTour Camping Needs
A/ Lanterns i/ Hammocks I/ Coolers s/Stoves
t/Portable Lights I/ Insect Repellent s/Much More

Igloo
Heavy Duty
Metal 3 Gallon

Coolers;
Heavy galvanized
exterior. Perm-olined interior:Has
recessed spout.

$437
*3127
Rail
eWaterJ
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Prices Good Thru Sunday, July 5
ome items not exact
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Sugar Sweetened,
Makes 10 Qts.
Tropical Punch or Grope

Men's Summer
Mesh & Foam
Wet Ones

Solarcaine

Moist Towelettes

Spray

r
N. 11
A.= A quick clean up when $
.
you're away from soap
water
and
70 Sheets
sae

Caps
$188 to
$25°

Relieves Sunburn
Pain Fast

09

Ford, Vans, Scenic Views

Mens it Boys
Shorts

Black Flag
Vlasic

ila

Flying

..

$11 68

Extra Strength
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Instant
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Tea
20% More Teo
3.6 Oz. Decanter Jar
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Kitchen Towels, Dish Cloth, Pot Holders

8
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9
2
Sale $
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Boy's
Short Sleeve Knit

- - 14 b'

,)

Shirts
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Crew Neck,
Collars and V-Neck
Sizes 4-18

I

5-10
3 Styles

•
Trash

Bags
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etas.,,,

.
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PIC

For A Natural Ton
8 oz. Dort Tanning lotion

••

Sale $239

16

Sale $239

8 et. Royal Tanning Mend 116
sail sr.

8 Ot. Press:lend Tanning 011
Sale $269

I oz. Forever Ten Moe

°I;

Sele $269
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Aladdin
Plastic
.7 Colonder

Ideal For Rinsing Fruits And Vegetables
.
4 Qt. .____..
No. 2210 . - - --
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Western
Boots

II.

$1 88

Sheer Strips AN Wide
Box of 30 No. 4626
Plastic Strips AN Wide Box of 30
No. 5626
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Laredo

!
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Scented, Unscinted

IDEA

%

$219

$1 56

Penpirant
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Homecare

%

%

Ude $1 997

Band-Aid Brand

1
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Regular, Gentle, Super

Runnerup, & Wrangler

Save Up To ;9.11
6½-13

Kitchen
Mates
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Home Perm

7 Oz. Bottle

Dry Idea
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Toni

VitaliS
Liquid Hair Groom

Cools your room without
taking up o lot
of space, lightweight
2 speed
No. 204001
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Shirts

Only

5 Styles To Choose From

.
III

Fan
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Edison
Thin 'N Light
20" Portable
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Pack of 100
White 9" Plates
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Tylenol

Dress
Shoes
$988

4
1
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Extra Strength
Pain Relief Without Aspirin
Tablets Bottles Of 30
Capsules Bottle Of 24

Ili%

Plates

32 Oz. Jar
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••
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Dills

12 Oz. Aerosol Can
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Paper
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Ladies Color
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Colorado Wildlife Heads Try To
ave Wild TroutFishing Sport

/
*V
CABLE TELEVISION AND NEWSPAPERS - That was the topic of a recent panel discussion at the annual meeting
of the Pennsylvania Associated Press Managing Editors Association. Participating on the panel were (left to right)
Gene McCutcheon, managing editor of The Murray Ledger & Times; Douglas Costello, managing editor of the
Pottsville (Pa.) Republican; Jeff O'Brien, managing editor of the Somerset (Pa.) Daily American; and Jayne Greenburg, marketing manager for the Cable News Network. McCutcheon explained to the more than 100 managing
editors at the Reading, Pa., meeting the operation of Murray Cable-News, Channel 13. The equipment in the
photo is the same type used by Murray Cable-News..
Reading Eagle Photo By Daniel J. Devine

Various churches in the ci- p.m.
Cotham will teach a comty and county have antiounced-meetings and services at bined adult-teenage class at
the churches..
10 a.m. both Sundays.
Jerry Bolls of Seventh and
COLDWATER
Poplar Church of Christ,
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Murray. will direct the singSpeaker for the series of ing. A nursery will be providgospel meetings at the Col- ed, according to a church
dwater Church of Christ to spokesman who invites the
start Sunday, July 5, will be public to attend.
Preston
Cotham
of
INDEPENDENCE
Hillsboro, Texas, native of
METHODIST
Calloway County.
The Independence United
Cotham has served churches in Lawton, Okla, Fort Methodist Church, located
Worth, Dallas, Garland, and east of Almo off Highway
Sweetwater, Texas, and is 464, will hold revival serpresently minister of the Col- vices starting Sunday, July
lege Hill Church of Christ, 5, and continuing through
Friday, July 10.
Hillsboro.
The Rev. Layne Shanklin,
The minister received his
education
at 'Freed- former church pastor and
Hardeman College and at now pastor of the Coldwater
Central State University in Charge, will be the
Oklahoma. He is married to evangelist.
the former Loveda Craig and
Ed Garrett will direct the
they have three children.
song service and Mrs.
Sunday services will be Patricia Lassiter will be the
held at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. pianist.
on July 5 and July 12. WeekThe pastor, the Rev. Coy
day services will be at 7:30 Garrett, and the church invite the public to attend the
services to stqrt at 7:30 p.m.

Hog Market

Federal-State Market News Service
July 1.1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report lncludes5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 558 Est, 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1 00 lower Sows 2.003.00 lower,
some 4.00 tower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$51 50-51.75
US 2 210-250 lbs .
$51 00-51.50
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
1150.00-51.00
US 2-1 250-270 lbs
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs
$41.00-13 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
14150-4400
S44.00-46.00
US 1-3450-u00 lbs
546.00-4700
US 1-3 500-656 lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
140 50-41.50
Boars 38.00-39.00

served at noon with Sunday
School at 10 a.m. and a
gospel singing in the afternoon featuring the Poplar
Spring Singers and other
groups.
The Rev. JaMes R. Hale,
pastor of the HOrdin Baptist
Church, ss7ill be the
evangelist for the revival
services to be held starting
Sunday at 7 p.m.
Special music will be held
each night through the close
of the revival on Saturday,
July 11.
The church and the pastor
invite the public to attend.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Roy J. Hem will be the
speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
Williams Chapel Church of
Christ, located west of Lynn
Grove on Highway 94 West,
starting Sunday, July 5, and
continuing through Friday,
July 10.
Hem of the Memphis
School of Preaching, Memphis, Tenn., will speak at 11
a.in. and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, and at 7:30 each
weeknight.
OWENS CHAPEL
The public is invited to atBAPTIST CHURCH
The Owen's Chapel Baptist tend, a church spokesman
Church, located on Highway said.
783, Penny-Airport Road,
will hold its annual
ST. JOHN'S
EPISCOPAL
homecoming on Sunday, July 5, with the pastor,the Rev.
The Rev. David Robinson,
Ricky Cunningham, to speak vicar of St. John's Episcopal
at the 11 a.m. worship.
Church, will celebrate the
A basket lunch will be

THE
FUNERAL
HELPS US TO
MOURN
We grieve without lessons and
we need not be taught sorrow.
But the funeral helps us
to mourn.
The 1 H Churchill funeral Home is bocked by 95 yeors of reliable
family service Allow us to help you in your time of need

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
KM THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

19/7 Chevrolet ElComino
SS, burnt orange, beige vinyl top, bucket seats, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt wheel, cruise control, AM/FM
tope, rally wheels. 57,xxx miles.

Itwoloi Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617
641 South, Murray
INSITS DIVISION

VIM To Close
'Friday To
Observe Holiday
MARTIN, Tenn. - The
University of Tennessee at
Martin will be closed Friday,
July 3, in observance of the
Fourth of July holiday.
Administrative offices will
reopen and classes will
resume Monday, July 6, at 8
a.m.
UT Martin's first term of
the 1981 Summer Quarter
will end Tuesday, July 21.
Final examinations and
registration for the second
term will be held Wednesday, July 22. Second term
classes begin Thursday,July
23.
The annual summer commencement will be held Friday, Aug. 28.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- USDA rattle 600; slaughter steers and
heifers untested; cows arid bulls
steady, slaughter calves untested;
feeders 2.00 lower;
Slaughter cows commercial 3,5
41.75-44.25 ; utility 1-3 41.00-45.60; cutter 1-2 3900-4300, canner and cutter
under 800 lb 32.00-39.00;
Slaughter bulls 1385 lb 5975, 1-3 9001460 lb 48.0055.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
195-320 lb vealers 58 00-64 00; feedeer
uteri 300-500 lb 60.0065 25; 530415 lb
60 0045 80; 300-525 lb 50 0040 00: hotsterns 525-700 lb 47 25-61 00; 7811900 lb
49.50-51 50, 1-2 bull calves 350500 lb
5000-5500, 500445 lb 47.0043.00, holstein bulls 370400 lb 40 0044.75, heifers
350-460 lb 54 79-56.00; 535-600 lb 54 0057 25, 300500 lb 44.00-54 00; 500-700 lb
44.00-54.00.
Hogs 1800, feeder pigs 1100; barrowv
and gilts 1 00-1 25 lower; 1-2 215-245 lb
124$-62.5,Z5415 tb 52.411861.4:
r4 lb 52.0042.56; 2,3 200-245 /h Si*
52.03. 245-285 lb 50.0041.00; 110-210 lb
99.00-50 00, 170175'lb 46.504701; seas .
steady, 1-2 300-400 lb 45.00-49.00; 4411450 lb 46 00-17 50; 450503 lb 47 50-49.00;
5004115 lb 49 00-50.95, boars over 300 lb
4200-4575. boars under 300 I 37.7239.30;
Sheep 40. steady; slaughter lambs
choice and prune 114 lb spring 112.00.

Eucharist and speak on Sunday, July 5, at the 9:,45 a.m.
service at the church.
Nancy Schempp and
Claudia Moore, lay readers
will assist. Missy George,
Jeff Blodgett and Brian
Doyle will serve as acolytes.
Leslie Welker and Judy
Harrington will care for the
nursery.
The Rev. Robinson is planning a series of meetings
with church groups and
organizations and is expected to make an announcement on Sunday.

By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press Writer
CLEAR CREEK, Cob.
( AP)- Not so many years
ago, a good fisherman could
wade into this foaming
stream west of Denver and
fill his creel before noon.
A fisherman on Clear
Creek nowadays is more
likely to hook up with a traffic jam on US. Highway 6
than he is to catch his limit,
and he must watch for
broken bottles and tin cans
when he steps into the chilly
water.
Clear Creek, fortunately,
is an exception rather than
the rule in the Rocky Mountain region, where fishing is
more popular than ever. But
some of the area's fabled
trout streams are beginning
to show the strain of too
many fishermen. Others are
threatened by pollution or
dwindle to dribbles in the dry
months when developers and
vacationers make impossible demands anthem. •
State wildlife officials are
fighting back with policies
aimed at ensuring that
fishing for wild trout does
not become an endangered
4sport. These include no-kill
or limited-kill regulations,
limitations on size, periodic
closures of certain areas and
bans on fishing with bait,
permitting only flies and
lures.
Utah, for the first time
ever, is limiting anglers to a
catch of only two trout
longer than 13 inches.
"Perhaps the fish are as
numerous now, but the
number of people -fishing is
so much greater," said Barbara Hansen of the Utah
Division of Wildlife

Resources.
Both Montana and Wyoming are considering catch
restrictions of a half-dozen
trout or fewer in some areas,
with only one fish over 20 inches allowed - a marked
change in a region where 50trout limits once were cornmOn.
In Colorado, the state
Wildlife Commission is considering an unprecedented
"wild trout policy" that
would implement many of
the new policies but also
discontinue stocking hatchery fish on selected
•
streams. .
State fish- manager Ed
Kochman said the proposed
wild-trout policy is opposed
by fishermen who think the
answer to any trout problem
is to add more hatchery fish.
But many fishing experts
now believe that stocking
can backfire in wild trout
streams, reducing rather
than increasing the number
of trout because hatchery
fish compete for space and
food with wild trout.
A study on Montana's
Madison River indicated the
trout population increased
by 180 percent when stocking
was halted for two years, according to state fisheries
chief Art Whitney.
Kochman said Colorado
would continue to stock
reservoirs to accommodate

Stock Market

ST. LEO'S
Prices of stock of local interest at
CATHOLIC
.CDT,today, furnished to the
11 am.,
of Michigan,
Masses will be held at 6:30 Ledger & Times by Firstfollows
Corp., of Murray,are as
p.m. on Saturday, July 4,
and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30 Industrial Average .. ....-4 09
38% -%
p.m. on Sunday, July 5, at Air Products
3i -%
Motors
the St. Leo's Catholic Chur- American
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Ashland
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6% +14
Chrysler
minister for communion.
23% -/
1
4
Ford Motor
14% -%
A nursery for 2 to 6 year G.A F
32% -%
Dynamic
General
olds will be at the 11 a.m. General Motors
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21% -%
service on Sunday.
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18% -14
Goodyear
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3414 Ail
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57% -14
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1
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-26826/
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1
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3/
1
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1
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+Vs
Wednesday, 10 a.m. on U.S. Tobacco
441
/
4
171
/
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Thursday, and 2 p.m. on Fri- Wendy's
1716
day.
CEF Fund

fishermen who want to keep
their catch, but the state also
wants to offer the "highquality experience" of
fishing for the more elusive
wild trout even if the fish
have to be tossed back in the
stream.
The answer, Kochman
said, is to expand the state's
no-kill policy known as
"catch-and-release" and
limit the number of fish to be
caught and kept in other
areas.
"It's a challenge," he said.
"Since the mid-'60s we've
doubled the number of
fishing licenses (to more
than 600,000) and funds are
harder and harder to get."
Barry Nehring, a biologist
with Colorado's Division of
Wildlife, said some streams
that historically have had a
flourishing trout population
have felt "an extreme impact" in recent years.
Among the reasons, Nehring said, are the big increase
in the actual number of

fishermen and improved
fishing techniques.
"It used to be rare to find a
really good fly fisherman,"
he said. "Now there are
thousands of them."
Nehring said the "catch
and-release" policy may be
the best answer for many
streams. He said trout are
larger and more abundant in
catch-and-release stretches
than in open waters just
yards downstream.
Dan Belsey, executive
director of the Colorado
chapter of Trout Unlimited,
said wild trout are more
spirited than hatchery stock
and are more likely to grow
to the 14-inch-and-up size
prized by most fishermen.
Betsey predicted that trout
supplies would remain adequate as long as catch-andrelease policies and other
restrictions were employed,
but he warned of growing
problems related to water
flow and pollution.

Corrections & Amplifications
The 35 jurors listed in Tuesday's edition are to report
for duty in Calloway District Court at 9 a.m. Friday, I
July 17, instead of the date stated.
The Murray Ledger S. Times tries to correct promptly any errors
fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news articles
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error Of need for
clarification please call 753-1918.

STOREWIDE
SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO 70%
Jeans
Belts
MI Sport Shirts
MI Dress Shirts
Western Hats
Ties.
Booh

25 & 50% Off
25 & SO% Off
400.Off
400.Off
'2 Price
40°0 Off
25°. Off

lenniswear
Swimwear..
Dress Suits
Dress Pants
Shoes
Sportcoats
Feather Bald!

400.Off
40°. Off
40 to 70°. Off
40 to 600.Off
'2 Price
30 to 50°. Off
7 Price

Alterations Etta Cash or Bankcards
No Refunds Exchanges When Possible
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*Murray Leather Co.
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Shop All These Fine Stores In The Dixieland Center:
Buckingham Ray,Ltd.
Space For Rent-1820 sq.ft
-Dor Mae Shop
-Blackford House Gallery
-Town & Country Dress Shop
-Beauty Box

-Dishes N'Things
_Honey
Tree
Wild Raspberry
-Murray Leather Co.
_
The Green Door
=The IGrbi Co. Of Murray
-The Karate Center

-Sunset
Boulevard
Spoke & Pedal
-Watkins of Murray
-Headlines
-Space For Rent
1700 Sq. Ft.
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Join The Progressive Business In The
Dixieland Center!
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For Rental Information
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Medication Can Be Effected By Certain Foods
By LYNN ODOM
Special Writer
The food persons eat may
hamper the effects of a
medication they take.Or the
drug a person takes may affect the body's acceptance of
a certain food.
The effect food and drug
interaction has on the body

depends on the dose or
amount taken of each. Other
determining factors include
the person's age, size and
medical condition.
Drugs can be absorbed by
food in the stomach and intestines. The presence of
food may increase or
decrease the speed at which

the drug is absorbed into the absorption, some drugs af- drug takers avoid aged and
bloodstream. Therefore, fect food nutrient and fermented foods; pickled
food may speed up or slow vitamin absorption. Some herring; fermented sausage
down the effects of the drug. drugs hurry nutrient excre- (salami pepperoni); sharp
Also, additives or natural tion, prevent nutrient ab- or aged cheeses; yogurt and
chemicals present in food sorption, or hamper the sour cream; beef and
may react with drugs taken. body's conversion of chicken livers; broad beans
Reactions vary from mild to :•nutrients into forms it uses (fava beans); canned figs;
dangerous.
and needs.
bananas; avocados; soy
As some foods affect drug
People who take drugs sauce; active yeast preparaover a long period of time tions; beer; Chianti wine;
ate especially susceptible to sherry; and other wines in
these interactions. Taking large amounts.
certain drugs over a period
Drugs prescribed for conof time, a person may gestive heart failure such as
develop a vitamin or mineral diuretics or "water pills"
enhance religious events and
The National Council on deficiency if the drug is may use up the body's
flatter kings and queens in Fireworks Safety and the US taken incorrectly or with potassium supply. People on
their royal gardens.
Consumer Product Safety 'conflicting foods.
diuretics should eat foods
When European emigrants Commission encourage you
The Public Health Service high in potassium. High
came to the New World to to:
of the United States Depart- potassium foods include
establish the first American
'read directions
ment of Health, Education tomatoes, tomato juice,
colonies, they brought with
•have an adult present
and Welfare gives several oranges, orange juice, dried
them their love for a good
•buy from reliable examples of food and drug apricots, cantalopes, figs,
fireworks display. After the fireworks stands
interaction and its effects. raisins, bananas, prunes
colonies decided to break
•ignite outdoors
Calcium in dairy products potatoes,sweet potatoes and
away from England, John
'have water handy such as milk, yogurt and winter squash.
.
Adams envisioned the first
•never experiment,
It is known now that oral
cheese impairs the body's
celebration and included
'light one at a time
absorption of tetracycline. „contraceptives may have an
fireworks in his fantasy as a
'never reignite malfunc- However, citrus fruits. or effect on the body's use and
matter of course. In fact, tioning fireworks
juices containing ascorbic storage of certain vitamins.
fireworks
becarke
'keep at a safe distance
acid enhance the absorption The Pill may decrease folic
associated with In'keep fireworks from of iron supplements.
acid and Vitamin B-6 levels
dependence Day celebra- small children
••
An excess of Vitamin K, in the blood. This effect is
tions long before the signing '
store fireworks in a cool, found in liver and leafy usually only a problem for
of the Declaration of In- dry place
green vegetables, prevents women eating very little or
dependence. Now, more
•dispose of them properly. ,effectiveness_ of an- not eating nutritionally.
fireworks are blasted for JuTo enjoy fireworks as an ticoagulants, drugs which
Chronic use of antacids
ly 4th than for any other na- expert, note the quality of'prevent blood clotting.. May even interfere with the
tional holiday in the world.
colors (blue and white are, Goitrogens in soybeans,-. body's supply of phosphate.
It's no secret that especially difficult to pro- rutabagas, brussels sprouts, The results may be weakenfireworks can be very duce); count the number of turnips, cabbage and kale big of the muscles and
dangerous when misused, as blasts from one firework; may inhibit thyroid hormone Vitamin D deficiency in
emphasized by George pay attention to the ground action and produce goiter.
severe cases.
Plimpton, chairman of the displays of pinwheels, founoxidase
Monoamine
Large amounts of mineral
on tains, and Roman candles; (MAO) inhibitors, drugs 'oil daily may prohibit
National .Council
Fireworks Safety. However, and note the time lapse taken for depression and Vitamin D, Vitamin K and
when used with common between each event (it takes high blood pressure, may carotene (which converts to
sense and caution, they are a clever operator to keep the react dangerously with aged Vitamin Afabsorption.
entertained). cheese, Chianti wine and
as harmless as they are audience
Even licorice, a candy .enFinally, the best view can be chicken livers. Such interac- joyed by many, in excess
spectacular.
had from -it least 500 feet tion may influence blood may increase blood
from the site, wtrich also pressure, cause severe pressure. While many
happens to be the safest headaches, • brain hemor- manufacturers use synthetic
--Adistance. Designated wat- rhage and,in extreme cases, licorice flavoring, many imt'ching areas are chosen with death.
ported licorice candies con' these two facts in mind,so it
The Department of Health, tain natural licorice.
is doubly wise to stay within Education and Welfare sugIt usually requires large
Tuition is an additional $76
gests that MAO inhibitor' amounts of drug or food inModern, air-conditioned them.
rooms are available on campus to participants. Double
occupancy rooms from Sunday, July 5 to Friday, July 10
are $20 for each participant.
A five-day meals package at
UTM's University Center
Cafeteria will be available
for $30.75.
Tennis, racquetball and
swimming in UTM's airconditioned Physical Education and Convocation Center
:
will be available to par
All Men's Summer di_Year Round
ticipants during, the
workshop.
itS Sizes 36-50 Reg.& 38-50 Long
Off
This is the 24th year
Cramer Products, one of the
All Men's
nation's leading manufacturers of athletic training
equipment, has sponsored
AN Men's Summer
Training
Athletic
Workshops. Last year more
than 1,900 coaches, school
One Group Men's nurses, physical education
/
1 2Price
teachers, and college
_ Men's Dress
students participated in
Cramer workshops.
Off
To register, or for addiAll
Men's
Short
Sleeved
tional information, contact
the Department of Physical
Education and Health,
One Table Men's Dress& Sport
Physical Education and Convocation Center, UTM, Mar1
h Price
tin, TN 38238,(901)587-7680.
Men's

Council Advises Safety
Once a year, Americans
celebrate the fact that our
flag was, and still is, here
with rockets and -bombs"
bursting in air. In most
American communities,
hand-held sparklers will
draw bright silver circles in
the,night, while big colorful
bursts of red, blue,and white
stars explode overhead on
July 4th. If Francis Scott
Key were here today, he
would-be delighted to know
that the noise is happy
celebration and, if properly
used, the 'fireworks won't
harm a soul.
Although fireworks are
such an integral part of
American celebration, they
were created in the East
probably China — over 2,000
years ago. They were picked
up by the Crusaders and
brought to Europe where
they were eventually included in Western civilization.
The Italians were the first
Europeans to make
fireworks and became
respected masters in making the noisy spectacles.
From England to Spain,
fireworks went off to

take to result in bad reactions.
However, the
possibility
bilir/of
d
is
interactiondarigerous foodand
there. To be on the safe side,
consumers can follow these
suggestions:
Read labels and instructions of all medications

the

Murray Ledger 8r Times
Summer Clearance
Sale Starts 9:00 A.M. Wednesday July 1st

1/3T..1i2

Sportcoats

IA off

Dress Pants

Wciff

Swimwear

2
. 0%
20% off

Straw Hats

Shirts

Shirts

All Sales Final—Exchanges Where Possible

7he

Children's Fashions
Hrs 9-6 Mon -Sat.
9-9 Fri.

te
S

eaddOP

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-7795

As some of our ads say, "It's a new name outside
but the same folks Inside." Drop by for a visit
during office hours on July 1, and we'll give you a
memento of this big day In our lives.

Pants
Jump suits

SHELTER INSURANCE

Sport Shirts
All Men's

Jogging Shorts

20% off
small-XL 20% Off

Boy's Short Sleeved

Shirts

sizes6-1820% Off

Boy's Converse Canvass

Shoes

••.. • size TA-6

2 Price

One Group Boys

Swimwear

Dan McNutt
_

Blouses
All Ladies Dusters & Cotton

Dresses

• • •.1

4
1 Off
20.50% Off
20% Off

One Table Ladies Dress

Shoes & Sandals

1/
/2 Price

Ladies & Girls

20% Off

1 Girls' Dept. -1

Sportswear
2T-Size 14
All Girls Dressy

20.50% Off

Dresses
-

/
1 2 Price

AN Girls

Sandals

/
1 2 Price
is

Price

Sorry
No Refunds, Exchanges
or Alterations On Sale
Merchandise

/Z Price

One Group Boys Jogging
Sizes 2%-6 1
h Price

Sh es Sizes 2-7% Values to $7.00..

‘
000MMINI•10,001

All Ladies Summer

Dress Shoes

One Group infant & Children's

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

Sportswear ... -

One Group Girls

1 Boys'Dept.

Shoes

Fornserly PAFA inaur

Ladies Summer
•

AU Girls

All Men's Knit & Polyester Cotton

Off

Purses

20% Off

1999

I

All Ladies Summer

Swimwear

Reg. $24.99 Sale

••• •••••.•,111,

iL 1L

Dresses Jr,Misses& Half Sizes

20% -Off

Men's Short Sleeved Polyester

•• ••••
• 1111
Ole •
111 iiiii • •
If II
......
.........

......
:"

All Ladies Spring & Summer

Men's Polyester-Cotton Lighweight

And you're invited
to help us celebrate

-•••••••••-•-•••00.-

OFF

Children's Summer
. Fashions

July Clearance
1
Ladies'Dept.]
20-50%

SU

JULY 1 IS
SHELTER
DAY

•••••

Wednesday,July 1, 1981

Section B—Page One
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Walking Shorts

51210V.Miain 7534445
IOW National Hotel11d0

Ask the doctor how the
drug may react with your
favorite foods.
Eat a nutritional, wellbalanced meal. .
..- If any unusual physical
symptoms or changes occur,
contact a doctor or professional who may help.

•••••

Athletic TrainingWorkshop Set At Marti
MARTIN, Tenn. — The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, in conjunction with
Cramer Products, will sponsor a Coaches Athletic Training Workshop, July 6-10, it
was announced this week.
Featured during the fiveday workshop in UTM's
Physical Education. and
Convocation Center will be
instruction in the techniques
of prevention, treatment,
and rehabilitation of athletic
injuries. Uses of therapeutic
modalities, conditioning,
nutrition, and emergency
procedures also will be included.
A staff of certified
athletics trainers, including
UTM's Men's Athletic
Trainer Bill Davis and
Women's Athletic Trainer
Janet Lozar, will conduct the
workshop.
The $70 workshop fee includes instruction, taping
supplies, and note books.
Participants will receive
four Continuing Education
Units (CEU) and a certificate of attendance.
Participants may receive
four hours of undergraduate
or graduate college credit
for attending the workshop.

;over-the-counter and
prescription).
Follow doctor's orders. It
Is for reasons mentioned
above that doctors specify
when to take a medication
(before or after a meal; and
how much and how often to
take it.

sale

200

Shop Downtown

Settle-Workman

...Y....1,r:

PAGE

Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-6

Wed.thru Sat.
K marts ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our him intention is to have every ad4ertised dem in stock on our shelve* If an
advertised tern is not available Or Purchase due to any unforeseen reason.
K mart well issue a Rain Check on request
tor the merchandise (one tern or reasonable family quantity) to be purchased at the
UN price whenever avaitable or mil Sell
you a comparable quality Item at a comparable reduction ii pnce

2.

Furniture
For Your
Lawn Or Patio
Discount Priced

Ladies Et Girls
Summer
Clearance

Roque

SAVE
UP
TO
30%

7-Pce. Patio Set
Price Includes

Patio Chair

42" Round Table
4 Aluminum Chairs With Pads
And Plastic Arms
1 Umbrella
1 Umbrella Stand

Aluminum frame, webbed
chair:Plastic arms.

Girl's Tops—Ladies Sportswear
Girl's Swimwear—Ladies Swimwear
Girl's Sportswear—Ladies Tops
Plus Slacks,Shorts, Etc.

3

Misses' Sizes

Picture-Perfect
Savings On
Film & Flash

Kodak

Our Reg. 3.96
Screen-print Tank Tops
Deep -U-neck-cbtier4-bol yester Colorful print designs

• PR-10-2 Instant
Twin Pack Film.. 12.97
Total 20 Pictures

FOCAL

2

Focal* FlipFlash Twin
2.47
Pack

Limit
3 Pkgs.

Total 16 Flashes

Our Reg. 2.96
Misses' Pull-on Shorts
Boxers, gym styles. Polyester
or cotton/polyester terries

Model K14012210

88.00

3/Pak of Film 3.67
Choice of 110/20,
126/20 or 135/20 cola
print film. ASA 100
Total of60 exposures.

(Y

1Sale
Price
SO Foam Cups
6.4-oz. cups for
hot or cold drinks.

okOff Our
VReg.Price
Sunglass Sale
Men's. women's. in
many fashion styles.

Pkgs.

•

37Limit2
Lemonade Mix
24-oz.* Wyler's•
mix, with sugar.
•NW Wt.

Model AFR248

Our Reg. 4.97
Hugger's'
Insulated
Beverage
Holders

Kodak
K mart's*

SHOWER CADDY

Sale Price

Take-with
Price
Black/White Portable TV $.t'
Solid state, instant picture and
sound, AGC. White cabinet.

'Take-with
Price
AC/DC Playmate'Portable TV
2-way power, house current or
12-V cigarette lighter. Save

Durable plastic
shower caddy
holds soap,shampoo, washcloth
and more: Great
for every showed

Your Net Cost After
Factory Rebate
111
• Kodak Coloibursr 2
Instant Camera
Automatic motor,fixed focus, built-in flash.

Use For Cans,
Bottles or Glasses
While They
Last

770

Says At
K mad!

*DC power coed Induclect

k MART UMITIO WM/20TV
6 woo, clurobillty worronted wINer.

WARRANTED

surlare
,
1 00

G.
,
mor,s Obpohor
Irryls,71 !doh, In r.fund

8-Years e,
RO:
LATEX
HOUSE' PAINT GLOSS LATEX

t

kRIOR •

ONE COAT 1'

TEIticoR . oNE

CO'

''Y
E
e
S"aP
Tr:11/11

Save 6.9
Each Gallon

2
For
Mc'Lighters
Adjustable flame
disposable Colors

Our
6.97
4" Paint Brush
"Painter's Choice"
• polyester brush

For

(our Choice
Dur Reg. 13.96
•
11-Yr. Exterior Latex Or Gloss Paint
Ofle-COOt easy-apply house paint or House
& Trim gloss with 8-yr. durability White.

13
Sp
•N

-.700 U.S.+Eghway 641 N. Murray ift
Rt. 1 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

12

Limit 2 While 500 Last!
2,55

***

2.97

Handy Table Top Hibachi
10x17x 7' hibachi for convenient
table-top cooking.Black. Save now.
r

Portable Table Top Grill
18"-diameter grill to carry to picnics
or use on patio. Colors. Save now.

20-1b.• Bag Charcoal Briquets
Stock up for your ,holiday cooking!
Qt.Lighter Fluid,511°
• Ney wt

SAVE

20%

Women's Full Sizes

Sale Price

0

Special
. Purchase
Slip-on Thongs For Summer Fun!
Satin-look uppers, with siripes.
Molded bottom, Women's full sizes.

Women's Foot-pampering Slides
1-band vinyl, with padded lining,
wedge sole and ,jute wrapping.

Men's & Boy's
Reg. $12.97
Jr. Boys
Reg. $9.90
Men's,Boys'Basketball Sneakers
Sturdy canvas upper, A-grade
arch and rubber sole. Save.
For Many Cars
"The Season Radial"
KM* Special...Fiberglass-Betted Radials
Our Reg.45.88-P155/80R13

Save 43%

SPARKOMATIC

Our Reg. 138.88

109

AM/FM/Cassette
Deluxe push-button
AM/FM stereo with
cassette player.
6x9" or 51
/
4" 3-way
S. Ice Pr. .37.88

Our Reg. 3.47

P203/751114
(111711,14)

10205/MI2
(111711, S)

11213/75114
lianx14)

Handy Commuter Cup
For hot or cold drinks„
Spillproof. 12-oz.Save:

UM
55,55

P215/75115
(5175,1 5)

• 2 Fiberglass Belts
• Aggressive Tread Design

2.42

All Tires Plus F.E.T. Ea.
Mounting included
No Trade-in Required

2.43
2.51

P222/751113
(WWI)

Coleman 44-quart insulated Cooler With Litt -out Tray
Polyurethane insulation keeps food cold. Tray separates food from
ice. Safety force-fit lid, swing-up handles. Baked enamel finish

P235/75115
velum
1.10/7S113 le Lted
Treed Des* May Very

, ,-inesemmessr
SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Replace front broke
pods
-2. True rotors
3. inspebt calipers
4. Reid hydraulic system
5. Repack inner and
Older
b
krgrease
6. inspecilfo
seals
7. Inspect master
cylinder
8. Inspect rear linings for
wear(additional toot
• itrepairs on rear
brakes ore needed)

jet-sP
GilM0111

limesimil I Mow* Fr*.
111.10[001•10 1.410411

4* Si" Month
Prviret• Adive**ni
WeIrceo,v
Orem.,411•••••

Sale Pr ce

•• 0.1.•

Our Reg. 3.47

Our 48.88-With Exchange

OOC
(Burnout'or Armor ali*
.
li
13-oz." Gumout
spray or_,B-oz.- Armor all° spray.
•Net wt.
•'R.

Shock Installed
Monro-matle replacements. For
many U.S. and
foreign cars. Save.

15-quart Cooler
18, 12-oz. can capacity. Polyethylene.

2.47

Mooting Flashlight
Weatherproof, sealed
case 2 H.D. batteries:

"Thank You" or shopping at K mart

•
_
41. ••-•
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Entrants In Jaycee Fair Queen Contest Are Featured Today
Seven of the 33 entrants for
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest scheduled for Friday,
uly 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
University, are
State
featured today.
The contest is sponsored
by the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the
Jaycees,
k
laccording to Janice Nix and
1%Sue Spann, co-chairman for
the contest. The contestants
are sponsored by a club or
room in their schools.
Leslie Hopkins, 17, is the
daughter of Jerry and Ginni
Hopkins, 1602 Sycamore
Street,Murray. She is sponsored by Mr. Etherton's
%homeroom at Murray High
School. Her special interests
include varsity cheerleader

1

captain, gymnastics, class
officer, and swimming. She
plans to attend college.
Jena Hoke, 17. is the
daughter of Charles and
Peggy Hoke of Almo Route 1.
She is a 1981 graduate of
Calloway County High
School and is sponsored by
the Basketball Teams at the
school. Her special interests
are basketball, track,
skating, skiing, swimming,
and softball. Her future
plans are to attend Murray
State University and major
in biology.
Dana Hoke, 17, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Hoke of Murray
Route 2. Sponsored by
Homeroom 11E, she will be a
senior at Calloway County
High School this fall. Her

special interests include
basketball, swimming, skiing,camping,and horseback
rutin" She plans to attend
Murray State University
after her high school graduation.
Nina Marie Harrell, 18, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy D. Harrell of Hazel.
Sponsored by Homeroom
11D, she will be a senior at
Calloway County High
School this fall. Her special
interests include SAE Pep
Club, FFA, cheerleading,
jogging, football, and other
sports activities. She plans
to attend Murray State
University and major in
special education.
Lone Hale, 18, is the
daughter of Edward and
Patsy Hale of Murray Route
6. She is a 1981 graduate of

Jane Krabill,a graduate of want to do," Krabill said.
Murray State University, "I'm looking forward to
has been named production someday producing a procoordinator at WICMS-FM, gram like 'Black Cats Jump'
aecording to Bruce Sm1124---or -Trossroads' and syndicating it on the National
station meinager•
1
Public Radio network, as
sofor
called
position
"The
are."
those
meone qualified to engineer
23-year old native of
The
special
and
local programs
events, plus produce taped __Versailles, graduated from
promotional announcements Murray State in 1980 with a
for shows," Smith said. Bachelor of Science in
"Jane has worked as a stu- Radio-Television. She is
dent for four years and is presently working towards a
Masters in Communications.
familiar with our set-up."
While a student employee
Mark Welch, former, proof the fine arts radio broad- duction coordinator, has
casting from Murray State been promoted to program
University, Krabill hosted director. Welch, 25, is from
shows such as "Afternoon Fulton.
Classics," "Masterworks
As program director, he
Showcase," "Morning Edition" and was traffic direc- will choose programs and
broadcast time, be editor of
tor.
"This is the type of work I Air-Fare, the monthly pro-

4

7,40Pr

Plunge Into

m
qraha
Sk_Jacicson(
BIG SUMMER

1k:\
)

CLEARANCE SALE

Jane Krabill Named As Production
Coordinator For Station WKMS-FM

-

PAGE,

Calloway County High special interests include drafting, swimming, biking, and Industrial Arts Club. She ty of Kentucky and major in
School and is sponsored by gymnastics, art, dancing, Student Council, Pep Club, plans to attend the Universi- architecture.
Homeroom 12D at Calloway
High. Her special interests
include cheerleading, swimming, softball, and skating.
Her future plans are to attend Murray State University and major in computer
data processing.
Debbie Ferguson, 18, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gregory Ferguson of New
Concord. Sponsored by her
Calloway County High
Melissa Farris
Lode Hale
Debbie Ferguson
Jena Hoke
School Homeroom, she is a
1981 graduate of the school.
Her special interests include
skiing, horseback riding,
cheerleaciing, and farming.
She plans to attend Murray
State University and major
in social work.
Melissa Farris, 16, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tremon Farris of 509 South
11th Street, Murray. Sponsored by the Industrial Arts
(The Sale You've Been Waiting For
Club at Calloway County
High School, she will be a
Savings Up To
tudent there this fall. Her
Dana Hoke

gram guide and retain his
position as co-producer of
the "Black Cats Jump"
series.
Welch graduated from
Murray State in 1978 With a
Bachelor of Science in
Radio/Television and is now
earning a Masters in Communications. He has been
employed at WICMS, located
at 91.3 FM,two and one-half
years as staff and two years
as a student employee.

25%
1
50%
TO

SHO

R.

OFF ENTIRE
STOCK

\Bel-Air Shopping Ch.

Sale In Progress
‘7,T••

Mother Goose Shoes
-

DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAVINGS

Qraham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR
Leslie Hopkins

_
Nina Harrell

MAN

Downtown Murray

Camp Planned
MARTIN, Tenn. - The
University of Tennessee at
Martin will host a National
Gymnastics Institute Summer Camp for girls, July 1317.
Paul Ziert of Norman,
Okla., coach of the Universi-

Holiday Celebration
To Be Sponsored
By Action Group

Kid
stuff!

/0 OFF STOREWIDE
50°

The second July 4th
celebration, sponsored by
the Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee and Kenlake
State Park, will begin at 7
p.m. at the park.
Square dancing and live
country music will be held in
the park's amphitheatre
from 7 p.m. until dark. Professional caller Arnold Herrin, Paducah, will be on hand
for the square dancing.
A fireworks display will
begin at dark.
Sandwiches and cold
drinks will be served. There
will be no admission charge.

Civitans To Meet;
Will Honor Media
The Murray Civitan Club
will hold its first meeting of
July at 7 p.m. Thursday, July 2, at Joe's Family
restaurant.
The program will be to
show appreciation to the
Murray Ledger & Times,
WSJP and WNBS for their
services to the Civitans and
to the community.
The Otis Elkins Pickers
and Singers will entertain
the Civitans and their
guests.

ty of Oklahoma's men's and
women's gymnastic teams
and one of the nation's most
knowledgeable and experienced coaches, will
serve as camp director.
Charles Rayburn, UTM
assistant professor of
physical education and
health, will serve as oncampus coordinator.
Resident cost for the fiveday clinic is $159. Commuters willwy.$03:
-"We are pleased to host a
gymnastics
top-quality
camp,"Rayburn said."Paul
Ziert is a tremendous
teacher and coach, having
been named the 1979 and 1980Coach of the Year by the
United States Gymnastics
Federation. Last year he
was selected as an assistant .
coach of the United States'
Women's Olympic Gymnastics Team, and he has
coached U.S. Teams to
championships in a variety
of international competitions.
'.'Coach Ziert will bring
with him some of the very
best gymnastics coaches
from across the United
States. Our gymnastics
camp is an exceptional opportunity for young female
gymnastics to learn from the
best teachers and coaches in
the nation."
To register, or for additional information, contact
Rayburn at UT Martin,
telephone (901) 587-7310, or
write UT Martin Gymnastics
Camp, Department of
Physical Education and
Health, UTM, Martin, TN
3=8.

GOODIVEAR
FOR
14%
*It
TH
THE

C'IAA
4forn

ers

1

A78-13 Blackwell. plus $1.50 FET per tire.

4

Power Streak
Drive It With Confidence!
• The strength and resilience of polyester cord
• Plenty of road contact for all-around traction
• The performance dependability of bias-ply construction
- No annoying tire thump,even when first starting out

4forq206° 4for$1524o
G78-14 Blackwell
plus $2.28 FET per tire.

B78-13 Blackwell
plus $1.61 FET per tire.

4for$157"

4for$14020
E78-14 Blackwell
plus $1.75 FET per tire.

G78-15 Blackwell
plus $2.36 FET per tire

4for.147"

4for$164"
1178-15 Blackwall
plus $2 57 ITT per tire

F78-14 Blackwell
plus $2 14 FITT per tire

No Trade Needed!
WHITEWALLS SALE PRICED TOO!
RAIN CHECK - if we sell out of your size we will issue you a
rain check. assuring future delivery at the advertised price

"Polyglas Whitewalls
SAVE!

$39

NOTICE!

B78-13
whitewall.
pr., $1.80
FET. to, trade
needed_

For All Your Concrete Work(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)
Pm-engineered Metal Buildings
or
Any Type Consfruction

•
Whitewall
Siae

Regular
Price

SALE

PRICE

You

Pius FEL

Save

Pd• tiade

1378-14 -$53.85 $44.00 $ 9.85 - 12.04
E718-14 -$55.95 $46.00 $ 9.95 $2.14G78-14 $60.75 $49.75 $11.00- $2.44
Cushion Belt Polyglas
H78=14 264.55 $53.05 $11.50 $2.62
If It Doesn't Say Goodyear. •
It Can't Be Polyglas!
678-15 $62.15 $51.00 $11.1$ - 12.50
- H78-15 .$67.00 $55.20 $11.80 $2.72
Sale ends July 3

PROLONG TIRE LIFE. BOOST MPG

Front End
Alignment --

$19
Parts anti additional
services extra if
needed

• Inspect all four tires • Cornea
air pressure • Set front wheel ,.
camber. caster. and Me to proper
arn
cia
sumos
Inspectaligm ,s
•nd steeling
and imports with and;usitable s•
w
pensions. Includes (Tont -wheel
drive. Chevettes. trucks, and cars
requiring MacPherson SIMI
rerrtian extra.

7
Just Say 1:411111
'Charge It onnrI.A.
llse an of these other ways to buy MasterCard
VISO
Amery an Express Card - Carte Manche
• Diners Club Cash

MOOS
••••

•••••••• •

ALL TERRAIN
TRACTION FOR
-LIGHT TRUCKS
Wrangler All Season Radial
Sun tire, rain tire, snow tire...one tire
- for trucks & RV's
'Gas-saving. steel- belted radial
construction
• Available now only from Goodyear

GOODOVEAR

Coifed

E. & P. Construction Co.r _Inc.:
•
_ IOU Moral
_
itrf Plow111444-tUa'
Pais; Tow

Goodyear Service Store
12#11•Murry,Ky. •
Moss.-Sat.753-0595
7:30 ass.-6:00
a

•

ft.
s
weeiellaw

-•.

•

AmaiL

Amasa.

------r.r•rusrapierairerx--
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A GREAT NEW
WAY TO SAVE
AT
Ii
WITH CHECK IIT BONUS CERTIFICATES!

hI

1

HEWS HOW THEY WORK: -

CHECODUT BONUS CERTIFICATE
(Front)

11

Paste one.
ClICKIPT
Bonus Stamp
here

Paste one

Paste one

OliCKgr
Bonus Stamp
here

CliCkeiff
Bonus Stamp
here

.

Paste one

Paste one

Paste one

CIOCkerr

CliKkeln

Bonds Stamp
here

Bonus Stamp
here

CIIKODIT
Bonus Stamp
here

,

._
Paste one
Cmckeir
Bonus Stamp .
here

Paste one

Paste one

ClICIOSEF

C.IIKICOUr

Bonus Stamp
here

Bonus Stamp •
here

Paste one

Paste one

CNICIEOUT

CliCken

Bonus Stamp
here

•
Paste one

Pfste one
,

CIIKKIPT
tamp
Bo'
1111Cielliie

Paste one

Bon01.0141-4.uspr

Bonus Stamp
'
here

here

p

Paste one

CIIICIEOUT
Bonus Stamp

ClICkeir

here

Bonus Stamp
here
.•

Paste one

Paste one

Cinaossr
Bonus Stamp
here

CliKkelgr

Paste one

Paste one

CIIK1091T

CIIKICOM
Bonus Stamp

Bonus Stamp
here

,
Paste one

Paste one

Paste one

CNICken
Bonus Stamp
here

CNICkeln
Bonus Stamp
here

Paste one

Paste one

CNICk&FT
donuiStamp

CliCkeir

eal*
k. ••fta
Bonus St
here

. ClaCkeiT
Bonus Stamp
here

Bonus Stan p
here

Paste one

Paste one

Paste one

014.10911

Clad(011

CliCkegr

Bonus Stomp
here

Bonus Stamp
here

here
,

1.
Pick up year free Cheek-Out Bono
Certificate at the checked stand.
2.
For each 1.00 les speed,(excluding liqaer,
tebbsees and tax)* IOU get one Cheek-Out
Bones Stamp.
3.
36 Cheek-Oat Beans Stamps fiN sash
certificate:
4.
Present one filled Check-Out Bones
Certificate to the cashier for each Cheek-Out
keel Special pa select.
S.
See our ads for new Cheek-Olt Bonus
Specials each week.

.,

danus Stamp
-..,"
here
_
,

Bonus Stamp
here
.-

Paste one

'kir,predssIs she essimistl is WWI"& Tsessasse.

CliCkeir
,

Bonus Stamp
here

1
VALUAILE STAMP COUPON

Paste one

Paste one

Paste One

Paste one

CNICker
Bonus Stamp
here

Cockeir
Benue Stamp
here

Coat&
Bonus Stamp
here

Cockew
Bonus Stamp
here

Paste one
• C111009,1
Bpnus Stamp
i here ,

Paste one

ClaCken
Bones Stamp
here

TINS COUPON
4000 FOR 10 FREE
CHECK OUT BONUS
STAMM
U.IOus
tori
Fung
Bi I IGI 1.1101HINUS

meow
•

.s.pook
4

•

••••\

•
_

2
_
•
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Open 24 Hours

IECIO
cI
AT
NEW WAY TO SAVE AT
A

Is

win

ClIECK4IT BONUS CERTIFICATES!!
\\\i44' \\\

I

.A0

Iola&
HAMS
hiss Oa

PORK
ROAST

Was Itslt Med (Fro nose)

..$109

BONELESS POR$1159
IJ.
ROAST

beam/ Pak

Ens Ti emit Emmen Psk

PORK
STEAK

PORK
CUTLETS

11$1111

1 /
\ I 5_5,/

4111111111
bluish grass Or Assam

WIENERS

Li.sis9

Ulrich Smoked Or hash

.$169

.•

-

90111

•990.000000
••• ••••
•••••••0116W. ••
•••
.4.111.9•••••••

•k.

SAUSAGE

LI.I99

Min Wesoor's

4141

Mg Ma Saw Tie&

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK
Li $239

PIMENTO
SPREAD
Osesser Fran

Ibis Owl

FRIED
CHICKEN

BREAKFAST
La.$269
STEAK

32 Ot.$259

hi
/

STEAK-UMMS
$4 ot $299

FRYER
BREASTS
FRYER
THIGHS

CaloryWI Sisb 4 LBS. or lin

SUCED
BACON

Jeks !sow ham Whole
Ruda. Regally

WIENERS uck si°9
Pima

CHICKEN FRIED
STEAK
issis9

BIG JOHN'S FARM FRESH FRUITS &
Wends Ws Ras
VEGETABLES
caw* ihmePiN
PLUMS
Waders Orsav
WINTE
ORNESSut
$139
EE"S
•

RED FIN*
•I SEERESS ARMES
$1139

U.$Jh.1 Ilsdiew

MOW
ONIONS
3 Li.029

6111sah UaouM*
00
Fir
top n —sae 5 '
1•

La.99s BROILER La79$
\\\ \ ///

\4t7rit"
\)41
_ ;14Y
• m BIG JOHN'S
FRIED DEU
Ma

PORK
SAUSAGE
. (2 1.1. 1")

•
OslIsruim Now WA*

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS Ls.
L2.$129 T Fse Th. Orll

Tyne Oral A Jambs Pik

Trnsesses Prla 12 Oz. Usk Or

SIRLOIN TIP
Li $2°9
ROAST
view ouLtri
BRAUNSCHWEIGER
LB69'

Tyne *sae A hobs Pak

Tyne Ore& A Jenks hk

Noggin Besiel

BOSTON $379
FERN
6leshPw

VE NNE A HUMUS SELECTION Of
CANTALOUPES, NONEVOEVI ONIONS, MID
VIATERSIELONS, QUARTERS MO NAVES.

CHICKEN to P.
moose
BARBECUE
RIBS
hso
BAKED
BEANS L$.891'
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ellECK OUT
BONUS

1/ /

BATH
TISSUE

ia btERS
'oNlit
1 LB.
0th Cheek Oat
Beams Certificate

efa

5 IS.

it Rol hk
Wilk Cheek Out
Rem Certified,

t2 Oz.
With Cheek Om
Beats Certificate

illh Cheek Oat
heat Certificate

\Lili
You get 1 Check-Out Bonus Stamp for every
Pick up a free Check-Out Bonus Certificate 2. 11.00 you spend,(excluding liquor,
tobbacco, and tax)*. Paste 36 Check-Out
from the checkout stand.
Bonus Shunt in ad certificate.

Jot
When you checkout, present one filled
Check-Out Bonus Certificate for each
Bonus Speol4you_salact.

irDOO
BUNS

add .
44
YARD
GUARD

Wan0£

$359

Wk.

Ng Miro SA Sptiood

P011110

sncKs

Ulises btra

79' PIZZAS

15 01 SI"

4.5 Oa.

Om.Olarri 106111611

MARGARINE
2t189'

Osaka Maw Or Isemberpor

NIG* WPM

DILL
SUCES

CORN ON
ORANGE
PAPER
JUICE v,.....$169 THE COB 6 Esli99° PLATES
%N\\\ \ 1 f//

$109
12 Oa.

INSTANT

II* Park

CATSUP

Ilwir

noone

440.159

3 Oa 8229 TOWELS

TEA

1104 PIA

wit

STUFFED
OUVES

LAWN &

7o.99

PAPER

794

Jambs

Wilrisrf

LEAF

sag
"TISSUE

BAGS

T.V.
DINNERS

BATH
449e

SAUCE

Ni
Noel moil
REYNOLDS
WRAP mkt'NAV
111

MAYONNAISE

MUSTARD seen'

WRAP

Melo* Of The See

Tsm (1.46 s.

/499

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
49

MARSHMALLOWS

KOOL-AID 1441 $249

1.01.59e

SARAN

61
/
201994

11•41-.14as

Dow

*fag hrk Swat -

TUNA

Kroft 40

BREAKFAST
DRINK
27 Ot $199

CHER-ITS wo1.794
We Reserve
The Right Ts I
Limit Quantities

169
s

KOOL-AID

C[IP& SAVE 7

BARBECUE
SAUCE isoihrsits
T.. sokkkatke to rog. Price. 1.1reiil sot tio•••

Pt,Itnolv •i BIG JOINS $14.0

MAYONNAISE
Tas aottlkablo le rto Poke Limit one
coon..
1141
,/*HWY at 110 JOHNS Is...
,

TEA RING
A Maims Treat

I]G k 0
.13AKERY

•

COFFEE

"N"°".GlsoIGGIGGIGGGIGGIIIIIGo'""P
"
*

het

59'

149'
CAKE

*aro.

"

59'

COUNTRY
s et89'
KOOL-AID 2 01.7Fer$1 TIME
Fv.•
SOFT
LONG
DRINKS
JOHNS
Iit
54,99$

•

"11MTWPF

2 01

1J11uutIIs

Fresh No The Os..

teak$379

1

FOR YOUR

COUNTRY

Gelder

KOOL-AID 1501,359
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Calorie ControlCouncil Urges
Saccharin Legislation Passage

s •

ATLANTA - The ConOn February 9, 1973, make his decision during JuIn his opening remarks, not a carcinogen. Period.
gressional
moratorium Dr. Joseph A. Cimino, presi- Certainly not to man."
Searle submitted to FDA a ly. If approved for use,
preventing saccharin from dent of New York Medical
The Calorie Control Coun- petition proposing the is- aspartame initialy would be
being banned expired Tues- College and a former New cil believes it is important to suance of a food additive used in only those foods for
day, and the Calorie Control York City Health Commis- the consuming public, as regulation to provide for the which it was originally petiCouncil, an association of sioner said, -We must be well as manufacturers of use of aspartame in foods. tioned in 1974.
The Calorie Control Counmanufacturers and sup- reasonable. If we are to dietary foods and beverages, Aspartame was approved in
•41101111100.........
pliers of dietary foods and restrict everything that pos- that the widest possible the U. S. in 1974 for use in cil notes the availability of a
beverages, urges Congress ed a risk comparable to sac- variety of safe, low-calorie tabletop sweeteners, chew- variety of sweeteners will
to move quickly to extend charin, we would have to ban and
non-nutritive ing gunk instant coffee and result in the following
_
the moratorium. The Council most of the foods we eat, sweeteners be made tea, powdered soft drinks, benefits: consumers will not
also urges Food and Drug most of the water we drink, available for use in the and dry mixes for desserts need to rely on a single alterAdministration (FDA) Com- most of the manufacturing American food supply. and toppings and pre- native sweetener; the
STUART CURATOR - Dr. Jerry Herndon, professor of English at Murray State
missioner Arthur Hayet,Jr., jobs in the country and, un- Aspartame, a nutritive sweetened cereals. However possibility of their exceeding
University, works in the Pogue Library Jesse Stuart Suite. Herndon is preparing a
announce approval of doubtedly, most of the sweetener approximately it was never marketed. Ap- the acceptable daily -intake
to
register of personal papers the author donated to the university.
aspartame,
another safe, medications we use. I think 200 times sweeter than proval was stayed by the level for any single
(Photo br )ohnny Mier)
sweetener will be minimizalternative sweetener. FDA the time has come when the sucrose, is approved as a FDA in 1975.
has stated it will decide on public deserves more tabletop sweetener in
On October 1, 1980, the ed; and a greater variety of
aspartame in July.
research into such concepts France, Belgium, Luzern- FDA announced that its better-tasting products will
saccharin, as maximum tolerated doses bong, Brazil, Tunisia, Mex- first-ever Public Board of In- be available to help conRegarding
Health and Human Services and threshold limits."
ico and the Philippines. A quiry had recommended sumers in controlling their
(HHS) secretary, Richard The concluding remark by proposal to approve it for use that aspartame not be ap- diet and enjoying eating.
Schweiker, recently said: Dr. Michael Shimkin, a in Canada is now under con- proved for use in foods. Wet washcloths kept in
much longer."
Sorting through letters, for permanent keeping.
"We would like to give Con- noted oneolog,ist with the sideration by the Canadian FDA's own Bureau of Foods, plastic bags in the freezer
are good for soothing minor
Included in the Jesse gress an opportunity to University of California
scrapbooks and a lifetime of. Herndon is preparing a
Health Protection Branch. however continues to recom- burns, and can numb the
are
Collection,
Stuart
correspondence is a job easi- register of the collection. It
legislate in this area."
School of Medicine at San Other countries are also con- mend. approval. FDA has skin around splinters to
ly postponed until tomorrow. will be published and made original manuscripts,
On June 8, Schweiker add- Diego, was, "Saccharin is sidering its approval.
said the Commission will make removal less painful.
Nevertheless, Dr. Jerry available to scholars who publisher's typescripts with ed, "I strongly support a
Herndon, professor of wish •'to study Stuart's galley proofs and valuable two-year extension of that
first editions of many of his prohibition so that saccharin
English at Murray State writings.
University, "volunteered"
can continue to be available
The register, or guide, works.
Stuart placed much of his to the public." Senator Orrin
for that very job when he should also "help stimulate
learned it was Jesse Stuart's interest among scholars in collection at Murray State in Hatch (R-UT), chairman of
papers that he'd be sorting.
works by Stuart," said Hern- 1960 on a long-term loan the Labor and Human
basis. He made the collec- Resources Committee which
Herndon was named don.
tion
a permanent donation in has jurisdiction over health
curator of the Jesse Stuart
A non-published guide to
Or
**A
collection in the campus For- -the---worka--hat--been 1977. Herndon noted that matters, has introduced
r **
Kentucky
universities
other
rest C. Pogue Library two available. Herndon's will be
Senate 8111 1278 to extend the
*
years ago. The task is long, more detailed and available also have some of Stuart's saccharin ban moratorium
ritt'ìt
k collection, but he added, two years from the date of
and Herndon has probably for sale.
fortunate
to
have
"We
are
shuffled through more
the Bill's enactment. S.1278
"I've gone through revismanuscripts, personal let- ing and updating everything. the best of it."
is co-sponsored by Senator
The manuscripts and Edward Kennedy (D-MA),
ters and mementos, than But much work is still
By Tandy -®
most people will in a ahead," said Herndon, ad- typescripts for hundreds of ranking minority member
I I I J il l 1111
lifetime.
ding that of MAO letters in Stuart's poems and stories on the Committee, and
Stuart, renowned Greenup the vast collection, to date he are housed in 169 Hollinger Senator S. I. Hayakawa (RCounty novelist, poet, has gone through about boxes, special acid-free con- CA). The United States
essayist and short story 6,000. The professor said he tainers. There are also Senate, on June 25, passed
writer, in donating much of hopes to have the register records and braille editions the saccharin moratorium
his vast collection to Murray ready for final typing this of some of his works.
extension bill. No immediate
PortaVisiona by Realistic
In addition, the collection FDA action to ban saccharin
State indicated his desire to fall, with the exception of the
have the collection arranged letters which "will take contains 276 scrapbooks, is anticipated, but passage of
dating from the 1930's to the a moratorium extension by
1970's. Herndon said Stuart the House will clarify sacclipped short stories and charin's status.
poems by other authors and
staLl:tilk
Saccharin continues to be
placed them in the scrap- the only non-caloric
Reg. 29.95
books along with book sweetener available to
arrevieds, pictures and
Americans, and it is a
ticles about eastern Ken- aid to the millions of
Listening freedom is yours with this
tucky.
Americans who utilize non,-lightweight headphone
Save$10.00and take-it-irloricyto-keep-up-with
The manuscripts (original caloric sweeteners as part of
radio that goes with you anywhere.
TV sports or soaps, or listen to AM or FM
Corner of 94 East & Industrial Rd.
hand-written copy) are of their diet. The basis for the
Two wide-range 21/4"speakers.
stations. With earphone. AC/battery operation.
(totaled in Service %lion Bui)ding)
anyone
special interest to
#12-186
earlier proposed FDA ban
#12-658
Satterlirs extra
researching Stuart's work, against saccharin rests on
said Herndon. By comparing results of Canadian research
(Fa his Weekend's token
a manuscript and a publish- in which bladder tumors
ed text, one can check to be were found in some secondBy Radio Shack
certain that "what Stuart generation male rats fed
Lb. fixed The Way yes Wani
meant to put down actually massive doses of saccharin
got into print."
Open 8:00-100 Mon.-Sat.
(doses equivalent to 1,250
Minor differences such as cans of diet soft drink daily).
Closed Sunday
the spelling of some name The interpretability of these
may be found in some tests has been criticized
Or Call 1512584
stories. Herndon said that because the tremendous
Stuart's well-known reluc- doses
produced
tance to "go over a story physiological changes which
Features autoMagnificent color at a 17% savings!
after he had finished it" may appear to result from the imcorrection
fleshtone
automatic
matic color control,
account for some discrepan- pact of high doses on animal
Accurate
tracking.
color/contrast
and automatic
cies.
physiology as opposed to
electronic tuning. #16-220
-locked
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digital
Limited
Stuart
Herndon
noted
that
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The physiological changes
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since Oct. 8, 1954, when the Calorie Control Council's
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author suffered a severe opinion, provide increasingNavy Canvas Espadrille
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Purple & Black)
to teachers attending a First gesting
the
inapDistrict Education Associa- propriateness of using the
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$5.00& $10.00
tion meeting on the campus. saccharin two-generation
He was hospitalized more rat studies as a basis for
-AN
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All White Shoes Dress and
than six weeks in Murray, human assessment and
during which time he regulatory action, parCasual
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use studies which support
or!
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Herndon has been working saccharin's safety and 11
Reg.
with the collection parttime single-generation animal
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during the regular academic studies which showed that
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61
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response. Power handling:
levels.
Herndon said he has long
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1
21' #40-255 Additionally,
in
May,
at
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characteristics of southern Sweeteners," which was
literature. Jesse Stuart cer- held in Washington, D. C.,
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tainly considers himself a many favorable comments
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southern writer."
about saccharn were made
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Curator Enjoys Sorting
Through Stuart's Papers
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TVA Board To Consider Blue
Ridge Dam Improvement Plan
The TVA Board of Directors Thursday will consider
authorizing $13.6 million for
a safety improvement plan
at TVA's Blue Ridge Dam on
the Toccoa River in north
Georgia.
The proposal was
developed in response to new
Federal Guidelines for Darn
Safety. The 50-year-old
design will not meet the current Federal guidelines pertaining to extremely large
floods.
TVA plans to widen the
dam's spillway, modify the
spillway gates so they can be
operated by remote control,
and set up emergency action
plans for downstream
residents.
The proposed plan will ensure safe operation of the
dam during exceptionally
heavy floods and provide
warning for downstream
residents in case of
dangerous water releases or
If a flood is so severe that it
could cause the dam to fail,

according to George Kimmons, TVA's dam safety of.
ficer.
The existing spillway will
safety handle a flood
resulting from a three-day
rainfall of 17 inches.
Although this is a larger
Oorm than has occurred at
Blue Ridge, several larger
Storms have been recorded
lathe region.
- • The proposal "ftw Blue
Ridge Dam follows a general
safety review of all dams,
said Kimmons."Dam safety
is not new at TVA. We
always have taken every
precaution to assure the safe
operation of our dams," he
said.
Over the past few years
TVA has made safetyrelated improvements or
repairs at three dams —
Fontana, Nolichucky, and
Ocoee No. 1. The spillways at
Nolichucky and Ocoee No. 1
were strengthened to withstand extremely large floods,
and a crack that appeared in

A GIANT,AREA-WIDE PRAISE

Fontana Dam ?A years after several years, ordered
rehabilitation at numerous
completion was repaired.
In addition, after identify- dams owned by private coming and attempting to cor- panies in response to the
rect some severe foundation Commission's dam safety
problems at Hales Bar Dam, program.
Blue Ridge Dam was comTVA razed the dam in 1968
and replaced it with Nicka- pleted by the Tennessee
Electric Power Company in
jack Dam.
The Blue Ridge proposal is 1931 and purchased by TVA
°part of a nationwide effort to in 1939.
If approved by the TVA
conform to the new
• guidelines developed after Board, work on the remote
the 1976 failure of the Teton control operation of the
Dam in Idaho, aaid Kim- spillway gates and the
mons. Other TVA dams not emergency action plans will
in conformance with the begin Immediately. Work on
guidelines will be studied by widening the dam's
the agency over the next few spillways will begin by mid1963.
years.
The U.S. Army Corps of
And For Fourth Place,
Engineers is currently
A Case of Toilet Paper
rehabilitating 7 dams, while LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP)
the Bureau of Reclamation — If the two greatest feats of
is reevaluating 270 dams and engineering are, as the old
has modifications underway joke goes, Wheeling, W.Va.,
on several. The federal and Flushing, N.Y.,just how
Energy Regulatory Commis- great a feat is wheeling an
sion — a licensing agency'for outhouse?
non-Federal hydroelectric Ask the competitors in the
dams — has, during the past first Pacific Northwest
Outhouse Race, in which
GATHERING
teams of five will attempt to
push, shove, kick or otherwise motivate outhouses
toward a finish line. The
crews are to consist of one
"sitter" and four others who
push — all aged 21 or older.
Organizer Walt Geisler
said television crews will
help judge Sunday's race,
sponsored by the Longview
Eagles men's club.
"I like to do things for people, I like to see people hap• pf,'Geisler said. Proceeds
from _ the 625-per-outhouse
entry fees go to the Cowlitz
County Special Olympics.
Outhouses entered in the
double-elimination event
must measure 4feet by 4 feet
and stand 5 feet high. Wheels
can be no larger than 8 inches in circumference.
"So far we have 17 confirmed entrants," Geisler
said.
Trophies will be awarded
for the first three finishers in
the race and for the most
original costume and
'use.
A case of toilet paper goes
to the fourth-place team.
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WAR ADS ARE YOUR BM BOY

Several Arrested DuriniCampaign

Budget Cuts Cause Protests
By TERENCE HUNT

Associated Press Writes
WASHINGTON (AP) Hermene Evans, a 74-yearold woman with eight
children and two dozen
grand-hildren, kissed her
husband, a retired surgeon,
goodbye and set out on a mission that would put her in
Daouda Lawrence, 32, a
correctional officer at the
District of Columbia jail, felt
he, too, had to break the law.
So did Catherine Litchfield, a Gold Star mother
from Dedham, Mass.; T.C.
Dixon, a 72-year-old Baptist
pastor from Washington; the
Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, a
civil rights leader from Cincinnati; Agnes Bauerlein,
mother of 11 children, from
Ambler, Penn., and such
longtime activists as Benjamin Spock, Dick Gregory
and Philip Berrigan.
Each has been arrested
during a month-long campaign of civil disobedience
and protest at the White
House against President
Reagan's proposed cuts in

spending for food stamps, Creative Non-Violence and they will be arrested,
Mrs. Evans, for example,
housing, welfare, Medicaid the Jonah House.
and other social programs at
In the first cases to come was with five other women
military to trial, most defendants and a priest when she was
a time when the
budget is being boosted received
suspended arrested June 11. They were
sharply.
sentences and probation, iandcuffed, put in a paddy
After 19 days of though several women with wagon and taken to a police
demonstrations, 154 people previous arrests were sent to station to be fingerprinted
and photographed.
stand charged or convicted jail for two to five days.
Four of the women, inunlawful entry, a misde- ..Typically, the protesters
wolher people chiding Mrs. Evans, spent a
--dr
meanor punishable by up toj 'his
ynig
tours ht in jail before being
six months in jail and a $100 on dail
White House
fine.
every Tuesday through released. They face a court
appearance later.
"It's the largest group- Saturday.
"This was a time I had to
type arrest that we have any
As they leave the mansion
do
something," Mrs. Evans
Serrecord of," said Secret
and walk down the White
vice spokesman Laurie House drive toward the exit, said later. "It was a very
Davis. The demonstrations however, they step over a small thing. I'm terribly conare sponsored by two rope barrier, kneel on the cerned about the direction of
community-action organiza- grass and sing, refusing to the budget cuts and increastions, the Community for leave despite warnings that ed military spending. The
values are turned around."

SPECIAL
Up to 715% otf on 8M
Jewelry. Purchas•
4100.00 or more and
get a set of 14kt gold
earrings. A 'aril'
selection of diamond
rings, earrings, gold
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from.
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Television Directors Okay
Contract Offer, Avoid Strike
union when directors voted
overwhelmingly to accept a
new contract and avert a
midnight walkout that would
have crippled the industry.
The vote by the Directors
Guild of America came
shortly before 11 p.m. Tuesday during an overflow
meeting at the Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD ( AP Film- and television writers,
whose strike against major
producers still threatens the
start of the'fall TV season,
were isolated by a sister
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Satellite Antennas.
Bay direct from
Manafactantr. 180 TV
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Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification pat' are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. Irl Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IS. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
28. Sports Equipment
Zl. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. M iscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21 Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
33. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. RearEstate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms for Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

HER

0
11 1 1 1 III

IT;SLJSTTI-IAT MV
MOM WANTS A
LITTLE PEACE
ANOQuiET
FOR A Wi-OLE

Seven days a week

I

We can copy and tram 111
sf arm prints into light Or
heavy 01IS

Carter Studio
300 Main

753 8798

3. Card of Thanks

TPOROW„
„
OUT,.

0/4/CE moRE„ALL
/5 PEACEFuL IN
TmE TREE HOUSE„,
CASTLE //v THE AIR

PEACEFUL? MOT OulTE„.

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600

5. Lost & Found
Lost dog in vicinity of New
Concord. Answers to the
name of Playmate. Please
call 436-2329.
Lost, female German
Shepherd, blac,Ji and tan,
very shy. Has black spot
over each eye Last seen in
Sinking Springs area, Rt. 7.
Call collect. 1-522-3741.
Reward.

6. Help Wanted
WANTED; Experienced
Groomer with own equipment. Sharon's House of
Pets. Call 753-8619
between 8:30am-6:00pm,
after 8pm call 759-1673.
Experiencd body man
needed. Apply in person, or
call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to-offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan. High
commission. No investment, delivering or collect*.Car and phone needed.
,tall toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write: MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson St., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Jobs overseas-Big money
fast. $20,000 to $50.000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000. Ext. 1705.
Need reliable person to
babysit part-time with two
children in my house. Must
be experienced and have
references. Call 753-9927.
Part time Bookkeeper. Two
days a week. Call 753-4699
for an appointment.
Secretary, requires good
typing, prefer dictaphone
and key punch experience.
Full time. Action Personel,
753-6532.
Senior Citizen needs someone to live with her. Nurse
Call
required.
not
753-3760.
Sitter for one 2 year old
child, plus light housekeeping. Must have references
and own transportation.
Call 753-6532.
Someone to live in and take
care of elderly lady. Call
753-3681 or 753-2582
WANTED: Woman or man,
part time, good with hand
work, especially wood,
pieces. Send
small
qualifications and experience to Box 1040-A,
Murray.

1. Storage Bldgs.

NOW
OPEN

Ky.
Box H7
Ilwy. 444, Ridge
Reed
436-2182

WI-r,', 15 YOUR SET
BROKEN"'

vice

Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751

DURGIN
BAIT
SHOP
0

753-8500
Call
Economy Tire 8. Ser

Final week of Shoe Sale. All
shoes cost or below. Hardin
Discount Shoes.
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

NOW BE GLIRE AND
KEEP AN EvE ON

fast deperwoble form
and truck tire service

Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984
MANUFACTURER'S 1st
QUALITY ALL STEEL BUILDING 52 125 x 25/20 x 14
Door $15,995 - 36 x 72 x
18/12 x 14 Door $6,995
Limited offer. 1-800-8217700 Ext. 803 or 417-7362183. ---

C tOr unii•O F••••r• Syr•Sleab• onc

MISS 131.1XLEY
TAKE SOME PAPERS
INTO 'TOWN AND
NEEDS A DRIVER

ad.

Venom's
West•ne
Steno

three-hour meeting was by the 12-week writers
devoted to an explanation of strike. Only a few scripts
the new- contract with movie-were completed for most TV
studios, independent pro- shows when the writers
ducers and three television walked out April 11.
networks.
The 6,400-member guild
also was holding votes on the
new contract in Detroit and
Chicago prior to a vote
Wednesday night in New
York. Although the voice
vote was overwhelmingly in
favor of the contract, a small
All American Cancer
protest vote was lodged by
residental packets
'Society
members
network staff
be turned in
should
out
still
directors, associate directhe Univerat
Hunt
Linda
to
tors and stage managers of Murray
who objected to receiving a sity Branch Bank
to Dr.
according
15,
July
by
smaller pay increase than
of the
president
Frank,
Jim
Giovansaid
staffs,
the film
County
Murray-Calloway
na Nigro-Chacon, a member
chapter.
of the guild's Women's Com- Cancer Society
Frank added the persons
mittee.
packets
Ms. Nigro-Chacon said the need to turn in the
they have
if
of
regardless
of
agreement
the
aspect
best
from her commitee's view- collected money.
As of June 15, the residennona
was
point
$7,100,
discrimination article - the tial drive collected
goal
year's
This
said.
Frank
,,,first ever in a guild contract
-L-that calls for an arbitra- is $10,000.
However, Frank said that
for
procedure
tion
businesses had not
several
grievances from women and
on and 50
called
been
minorities. She called that
to be turnyet
have
packets
provision a "tremendous
ed in.
victory."

NEY MASKEP MARVEL
lx)HAT PIP I GET ON THE
FOURTH HOLE 7 LET ME
SEE THE SCORE CARP._

LET'S SEE ..I REMEMBER
CHIPPING OVER THE
6REEN.. AND THEN...

Approval had been expected in the wake of the
DGA board's recommendation of the contract at a
meeting Monday night. But
spokesmen for the three major TV networks said that the
agreement with the directors still would not keep the
start of the fall television

2. Notice

2. Notice

9. Situation Wanted
10. Business
Opportunity
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob. Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Immediate opening, on the
job training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.

12. Insurance

Friends and neighbors of
NSURANCE CO.
Harry S. Rowland.
FAIN
JIM
Our sincere thanks and
AGENT
appreciation for the many
1145o Ith St
acts of kindness and
Won", Mn. 42071
sympathy extended to us
bus DMZ 7634C32
during the illness and
maw New
1602171134370
LIFE. HEALTH.HOME
subsequent death of our
father, Harry S. Rowland. A
special thanks for the gifts
15-. Articles For Sale
of food, and flowers, the
consoling wards, Via
Large yellow Sweet Corn.
753-4725. Floyd McKenzie.
P r a y " •e -- rr4
an4 __cards of our
'a"
friends, neighbors and '
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
relatives
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
God bless and keep each of
Wallin Hardware.
you in His love
Set of golf clubs Call
The family of Harry S.
753-1812 or 753-6933.
Rowland.

15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

32. Ap

Tomato juicer, Victorian
200 No peeling, coring or
cooking, does a bushel in
30 minutes. $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

New Vivitar zoom lens
75-205, F 3.8 Olympus
mount. Two Van captain
chairs with swivel pedestal
Matching sofa, bench seat,
brown. 753-2226.
Riding mower, 8 HP, $150.
Call 753-8895
Treated rustic and basket
weave fencing in stock For
information, call Murray
Lumber Co. 753-3161.
Wait and bum green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood Call 4362758.

Apartme
downtov
4109, oi
Equal h
for thosi
Murray
753-866
12:00,
Friday.
Extra Ili
bedroom
ces turn
and air
dryer hi
deposit
ferences
August
759-1751
For rent
ment.
$80.00
436-242:
Furnishei
ment, on
Also, sle
mer Aim
Street, 7!
Furnishei
apartmer
ance. Cl
753-791f
Looking
priced,
furnished
apartmen
Nice fur
room apa
100 S. 1?,
Onear
furnished
joining I
3134.

16: Home Furnishing
Dresser and chest of
drawers, $50. Maple coffee
table, $35. Maple dinette
table, $35. Cot and chairs.
and misc. 753-2695.
For sale: Early American
couch, Maple end tables
and coffee table. All in
excellent condition. Call
753-6391 after 5 pm
Full size mattress and box
springs, head board and
foot board. Excellent condition, $75. Call 753-9816.
Queen size mattress and
springs, $50. NI walnut
bed, $75. A Bassett couch
• and chair, needs recovering, $50. 436-2411.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Used vacuums, $5.95 and
up. Call 753-9927.

19. Farm
Equipment
1960 Massey Ferguson, 50
series; with grader blade.
$2400. Call 753-4107 a
753-6788.

26. TV-Radio
Mow Magnavox
25" Color
TV
$25 Down
$25 A Month
4.Yee Werrenty
Opea Daily 81111

CLAYTON'S
Across from Big K
RCA Selectavision videodisc player. New, $400. Call
767-2548.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale

10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
20. Sports
12 x 40 Clean, used trailer.
Call 753-7438.
Equipment
12 x 60 Trailer. See
WIND SURFERS. World's
Branden Dill, Dill's Trailer
largest selling sailboat now
Ct.
in stock. Lessons available.
Ky. Lake Sales, Hwy 62,
12 x 60 two bedroom,
Calvert City, Ky. 395-7844.
partially furnished. Call
753-9704. .
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
variety, lowest priced, no
baths, furnished, central
registration or red tape in
heat and air, $4.950. Call
Kentucky. Country Boy
753-0528.
Store. 9 miles west of
1975 12x60 Furnished
Hopkinsville junction KY
trailer, washer/dryer,
house
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
air-conditioner,.
dishwasher,
.
885-5914.
12-5,(502)
utility pole and box, and
22. Musical
underpinning 753-5867
For sale: 1970 Cambridge
PIANO IN
mobile home with 7' tilt
STORAGE
• out living room, large
1 12x24 factory add on
erartifW spinet-owe
wed Welly. Reported
- bedroom, 14 baths, central
. Responsible party can
heat and air, fully carpeted.
• at big rerriaps cu kw
approximately 1080 sq. ft.
bekusee. Wtife
living space. Call 436-5675.
opht Piens, he., Joplin,
mei 44081. help&
Two acre lot at Lynn Grove,
hoe.seeker.
10 x 42 Detroiter Trailer,
good well and septic. 12 x
14 pump house, 24 x 20
New and used Baldwin
garage. $10,500. Lot seperpiano and organs, Lonardo
ate, $8400. Trailer, $2300
Piano Co., across from the
Call 753-6973.
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Mobile Homes
28.
Used organs ideal for
church or . home. New
For Rent
Baldwin pianos and organs.
FOR RENT 12 x 60 Mobile
Lonardo Piano Co. across
Home, Furnished, Nice,
Post Office, Paris. TN.
Near University, Nat. Gas,
Prefer married couple or
MUSIC
students. Phone 753-3895.
LESSONS
For rent, nice two bedroom
trailer, near East ElemenPiano, Organ,
tary. $130 a month, plus
gaiter beginners
deposit. Call 753-1873
or advanced child
Nice two bedroom, all
or adult.
electric. 11•2 miles east of
CLAYTON'S
Murray. $125 per month,
plus deposit. 753-8928.
HOME
Two bedroom trailer near
ENTERTAINMENT
Murray, no pets. Call
CENTER
489-2611.

753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Carpert Stretcher. Roberts
Jr. power stretcher with
extras, Roberts wall trimmer. Roberts electric seaming iron. All like new and
extra good condition. 4892706. after 5.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape. $275.
Call 753-8127.
Go-Cart, 4 HP. Runs good
Call 753-8928.
Lattice panels for screens
and decorative use, both
ipterior and exterior.
Wurray Lumber Co
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.

Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric, Call 753-9104.

k

753-873
Two bed
attractivi
central
kitchen
nished,
up. 753Two-bed:
peted,
ment.
redecora
After 5,
489-274
Two be
nished
ment. N
heat an
furnishe
Couples
smoking
pets. $2
$100 d
St Ext.,
121 Byp
Two be
Doran
fur nishe
1st. 759

SP

30. Business Rental
I

Mini
Warelseose
Storage Splice
Fey Rent
-. 753-41511

31. Want To Rent
Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex for rent: 2 bedrooms. all kitchen appliances, central heat and air,
central vacuum system.
753-8146 or 753-2437.

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPT.
A local manufacturing concern has an iatinediate
opening for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirements to:

112.USTIE RELATISKS SIIPERVISOR
EMERSON MORK
VOX•tr--,
PARIS, TH. 38242
Or Casetoct:
Tflairf Meyer, 1401442412S
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

a.
;

Two 2furnishi
Clean, fli
referenci
and $17

29. Heating-Cooling

•

•

Now I
move
Apart'
bedroc
fa re
43311
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1

2

f
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•
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33. Rooms for Rent

1
32. Apts.-RE-Riff-

1

,July 1, 1981

38. Pets-Supplies
43. Real Estate
•
For sale: Adorable Persian
.
kittens. CFA, ACFA chamzuktob
pionship bloodlines. Com-

Apartments for rent, 'near Rooms for rent, one block
downtown Murray. 753- from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.
4109. or 436-2844
Equal housing opportunity 34. Houses For Rent pletely trained to make
for those who qualify. Call 3 bedroom furnished excellent housepets. Paper
Murray Manor sApartments, house, for three college available. 753-8291.
753-8668 from 9:00 to girls. for Fall semester.
12.00. monday through Near University. Call 753- For sale. Golden Hampsters.
Call 435
:
4158 after 3 PM.
Friday.
4974.
Extra nice, unfurnished, 2 Extra nice three bedroom 40. Produce
bedrooms, kitchen applian- house located in Murray. Will sell June apples.
ces furnished, central heat $495 per month; security Tucker Orchards, Landfill
and air, carpet, washer, deposit and 1 year lease Rd. Call to reserve order.
dryer hookup, lease and required. No pets. Call 489-2467.
deposit requirerk re- 436-2935 or 753-0839.
41. Public Sale
ferences required. Available
on
Located
rent.
for
House
Five party yard sale.
August 1st. No pets.
12th St., near University. Antiques, antique furniture,
759-1750.
Two bedroom, partially clothes, misc.' items.
For rent, furnished apart- furnished. 753-8146 or
Located 3 miles South 121,
ment. New Concord. 753-2437.
on Old Salem Rd. Next to
$80.00 a month. Call
New 3-bedroore house. church. Thursday, Friday,
436-2427.
Dining room and family Saturday.
Furnished efficiency apart- room, two-car garage. on 5 Moving Sale. Everything
ment, one or two bedroom. acres; central heat and air. must go. Children's clothes.
Also, sleeping room. Zim- $275 a month, deposit Miscellaneous household
mer Apartments, S. 16th required. Call 498-8589 or items. Toys, games, books.
Street, 753-6609.
901-247-5576.
Much, much more. 1709
Furnished one bedroom Panorama Shores lake front Farmer Ave. Friday, July 3,
apartment. Private entr- house, private boat ramp, 2 8 a.m.
ance. Close to MSU. Call bedrooms, utility room, Moving sale. Everything
753-7918.
garage, kitchen appliances. goes. Cultivator, chickens,
Looking for a nice, low Utilities included. Deposit household items, furniture,
priced, furnished or un- and references requested. etc. Call 489-2330.
furnished one bedroom 436-2484.
apartment? Call 753-3949.
Three bedroom house 6th
COMMUNITY YARD SALE Nice furnishek one bed- and Sycamore, $225 per
Antique turn . depression
room apartmenrinquire at month. Deposit and reglass. CB equip children's
753required.
ferences
clothes, avon baffles and
100 S. 13th St
• numrous other Items Fri and
8895
One and ----3----- - bedroom
SAC-July-- 3rd and 4th 2%
motes oast of Hardin on Hwy
-furnished apartments ad- 36. For Rent Or Lease.i 80
In case of rain will be
joining M.S.U. Call 753lottowingfri &Sat
3134.
Three family yard sale.
Thursday 8 til 4. Vacuum,
glassware, kitchen applianand misc. Books,
ces
Now is the fime to
records, black and white
move to the Embassy
TV, Avon bottles, toys, and
more..4 miles West on 94.
Two
Apartments.
Yard Sale: 512 North 1st
bedroom apartment
St. Thursday and Friday.
Baby bed, furniture, clothes
for rent. Call 153all sizes.
4331 or 153-3530.
Yard sale,Avon and other
items. Highway 641. Hazel
37. Livestock Ky, 8-5, Friday and Saturday.
Supplies
Two 2-bedroom partially
Yard sale: Friday, July 3.
furnished apartments.
Saddles, Bridles, BMWs,
range hood, glass
Clothes,
and
Deposit
pets.
Clean, no
Betts, Nets, if it's leathrg
fireplace screen. June
references required. $130
we tan fix MI
apples. 502 Broad St.
and $175 monthly. Phone
MORRAY
753-8731.
Real Estate
43.
LLAMA
Two bedroom apartments in
COMPANY
Purviews & Thyme* I
attractive setting, carpeted,
Sleep. Cir.
Blxleiland
hisereeco &
central heat and air,
ipso Ray
Komi Wet*
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
Seetiashio Court Sq.
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559. REE MAR ARABIANS.
Merruy, Kentucky
Purebreds for sale. Trained
753-4431
Two-bedroom, fully car- and started. 753-6126 or
peted, basement apart- 753-8467.
Visitors
Just
ment.
Hemmed In? The open
welcome.
redecorated, $165 a month.
spaciousness of this one
After 5, call 753-0157 or For sale: 30 bred heifers, floor plan makes the, kit$500 per round. Your pick. chen, dining area, and- liv489-2741.
48 to choose from. Some
Two bedroom, partly fur- black, some whitefaced. ing room practically one
huge room with beamed
nished basement apart- Call 753-3625.
cathedral ceiling and inment. No windows, central
direct lighting. The 3
heat and air, all utilities 38. Pets-Supplies
furnished, cable available. AKC Registered Doberman bedrooms are in a quiet
Couples or girls only. No puppies;
champion separate wing. Add 1 and
smoking, no children, no bloodline. Goats for sale. /#s baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
pets. $200 per month with 759-4588 or 753-7367.
the low 40's. Call 753$100 deposit. North 16th
2 miles North of Dog obedience classes are 1492...Offered by Century
/
St Ext., 11
fun for you and your dog. A 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
121 Bypass. 753-1310.
sport all ages can enjoy.
Two bedroom duplex on Discover the thrill of
Appraisels - CoonDoran Rd. Appliances knowing how your dog
&tug - Management
furnished. Available July really communicates. 436and Sales.
1st. 759-4130 or 753-9898. 2858.
RON TALENT
•
REALTOR
753-9894

1

Don't Miss This Sale
SPECIAL 8 Track Tapes
SPECIAL
BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE OF-EQUAL VALUE
i:elocr
Also in;Ifr
2225. 12th St.

t tr
etigi
753-5865

4th July Special
ree Levi Belt
With Every $25.00 Purchase
en's Boots
$10.00 oarke4 price
• S Boots
$10.00 le $30.00 oft
enny Rogers Jeans
_ $1000011
Buy a
Get
112
diered fiat Band
*VERNON'S

WESTERN STORE
-iimpi•-ampplairmo•r
/Agri*,Itompeky
Op= suo.$I J.Rely
• ,'â Il•

753-12221
HOME'S FOR LIWIFK.

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods, and 2
picturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only $13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
details.
CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST.
This home is just barely lived in. features 3 bedrooms.
2 baths, and a spacious
great room woth a large
beautiful fireplace. This
house is not only beautiful,
but is built for the practical
use of the everyday family.
The large kitchen and dining area are truly a blessing
to any harassed woman.
The private fenced back
yard and patio are perfect
for small ones in your family. So for beauty and just
plain everyday living, you
must see this dream of a
house today. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
WITHIN
WALKING
DISTANCE OF LAKE No. 128 -'
1 ACRE M./L.
,
Building lot joins TVA and
has a pretty view. Located
on hard-surfaced road and
service routes; 6 miles to
store, Utilities available.
lWalk to lake, enjoy boat
ramp rights and picnic area.
Bring your blueprints and
see how your home will look
here. $7800 price. Owner
financing.

Strout Realty
' pot. L KENNON,Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 12071

Call 71341111(anytime)
Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

I•

I•

753-1222
Homes FOR UVIliG
FI M
MI* BOYD-MAJORS

REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"Professional Sen.ices
With The Friendly Touch-

BETTER BUY!!
Good location - close
to
shopping.
2 story
/
Remodeled 11
brick home with big
comfortable rooms 2 large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in Hazel
on a 75 x 140 lot, nice
nd gasf
rdfen t area.
avarietY
trees
Very affordable at
just $29,900. Take
action-call today!!
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Grocery store with
all stock and equipment(Well established business), 2 car
clean up shop now
rented,2second floor
3 room apts. with appliances, gasoline
business. Located in
town on busy
highway. An excellent opportunity call today for details
and private inspection.

37534080

ECONOMICAL
FAMILY HOME
three
Modern
bedroom brick home
in Sherwood Forest,
just west of Murray
City limits. Central
heat and air, living
room with fireplace,
abundant storage
areas with extra
room which could be
used as fourth
bedroom, or study.
Offered in low
50's.Price just reduced. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for
full time Real Estate
Service.
THE CURE FOR
YOUR HOUSE HUNTING HEADACHE
There is plenty of
roan for a large
family in this new
four bedroom, 2.0
bath home. It is
located in a quite
country setting only
minutes from town
and close to Oaks
Country Club. There
are two heat pumps
for economical
rtg and cooling.
Contact any member
of the Kopperud
Realty 'Home Team'
for real service
eal Estate,

44. Lots For Sale

43. Real Estate
Vacant lots Three building
lots in Sherwood Forest,
$2,000 each. Three
building lots in Growe
Heights Sub. Also, lots
available in Stadium View
Sub. and Gatesboro Lake
lots in Aurora and
Panarama Shores

Morroy-Collovioy
C000ty Realty

(502)751-114a
304N 12M
Illherray, K y 42071
..,A l.....-I.'

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
houses, total
price, $1 5, 00; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sale,
$8,000.
%rootWaldrop
Real Este*
Three

Lake lot, $3500 or trade for
car or truck. 759-1801.

46. Homes For Sale
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot $49.900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
formal dining room, large
den. 2 car garage, concrete
drive. Large patio with
cedar fence. House has
many extras. Owner will
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswill Rd., or call
753-0831 or 436-2935.
By Owner 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.

$9750 can buy you this 4
bedroom house located on
Hwy 280, on approximately
2 acres with a smooth and
lovely yard and nice shade
trees. Has garden space,
also several outbuildings.
Come let us show you this
one-. Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.

753411911
1;

conditioning
New
every
on
Volkswogen in stock.
Offer good through
July 4, 1981
$585 00 Vane

Free Air

For sale 14 John boat. 20
horse Johnson motor
trailer, trolling motor
51000 753-3185

53. Services Offered
Bill's Upholstery We give
your car. boat Of furniture a
new look! Located behind
Call
Queen
Dairy
753-8085.
MADE
AAA CUSTOM
CABINETS. bookcases.
music centers, etc
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 753-

I

Three each,. 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sale. Rents for
450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.

III

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered

Concrete and block, brick
evoprk Basements, driveways storm cellars porches 20 years experience
CARR011 VW
753-5476
SOO Chasm
fence ROCS at Sears now
1531150
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your1970 Buick Skylark. local
needs
one owner Power steering
cut any length.
Firewood,
and air Good second car.
and hickory. $20
oak
mostly
Call 753-8096.
, delivered 489-2492 or
1873.
753-4157
COLDWATER LAWN &
1979 CHEVITTE
Guttering by Sears, Sears
SHOP.
GARDEN
four door
continuous gutters installed
Roto-tillers,
Lawnmowers,
local, one owner
chain saws, expertly per your specifications Call
repaired. Pickup and Sears 753-2310 for free
PURDOM
delivery available 489- estimate
OLDSMOBILE
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
Kirby Vacuum Sale and
PONTIAC
new and used Call
Service,
REPAIR
HOME
GENERAL
CADILLAC
753-6050.
15 years experience carpentry. concrete, plumbing, Laborer, $4 an hour.
1 406 W. Mon
roofing, siding, things 753-3058, 759-1675.
For sale by owner, two753-5315
around the home. Free
bedroom home on a half
Electric. Comestimates' No lob too small Johnson's
a
mercial and residential
474474-2359.
days
Call
in Hazel. Needs some repair
wiring, gas installed and
Dodge Charger. For 2276 evenings.
work. May be seen by 1974
repairing. 753:7203.
will trade for
or
sale,
appointment. Call 753car. Call 437-4125. K & K Stump Removal. Do Need work on your trees?
smaller
8581. Priced at $17,000.
you need stumps removed
Honda Civic. Good gas from your yard or land Topping, pruning, shaping,
1974
owner.
by
sale
House for
mileage, good condition. cleared of stumps7 We can complete removal and
Make down payment,
or 753-2565.
759-1750,
remove stumps up to 24" more. Call BOYER'S TREE
assume loan, and move in.
below the ground, leaving SERVICE for professional
low
1974 Triumph Spitfire,
Call 489-2874.
tree care, 753-8536.
mileage, good condition. only sawdust and chips.
Loghouse with woodstove.
Bob
estimate,
free
for
Call
Aluminum Service Co.,
greenhouse, 1 acre out- Call 489-2303.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
aluminum
and vinyl
2 bath. 1900
/
building, 11
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
siding, custom trim
FOR SALE
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
MITCHELL BLACKMPPING_
drive to Murray. $26,000.
work. References. Call
1972 Caprice,
Commercial and residen436-5859.
Will Ed Bailey. 753tial. Also patching, sealing.
Sharp, good con0689.
New 4-bedroom house in
and striping. For estimates
dition. Call 753Canterbury. Well planned,
call 75x3-1537.
Remodeling, small repairs.
custom built home. Call
5281 or 753MOBILE HOME ANCHORS We do cement, brick, and
753-3903.
4304 after 6 p.m.
underpinning, roof's sealed. block work. 901-274-5764.
Reasonably priced in the
patio awnings, and house
read till
$40s. Zoned for business or
1976 AMC Hornet Wagon, type roofs for mobile Warning! Don't
residental use. Attractive 4 air conditioned, cruise con- homes. 753-1873, Jack unless you're in Reed of
roofing, carpentry. or elecbedroom house with 1 and trol, automatic, one owner. Glover.
trical work. New or repair.
2 baths, extra large living Call 753-9341.
1
a/
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- All guaranteed. Call Joe.
room with fireplace.
kitchen-dining area, large 1976 Mercury Monarch stalling tie downs, under- 753-9226 for free estimate.
- Utility room. Economical Ghia, mint condition. pinning, roofing, installing Wedding photography costs
gas heat. Central air Loaded with options, auto- doors and windows. Also too high? Give us a call!
matic windows and seats. build porches and patios.
conditioning. Can be used
753leather
seats, FM stereo, Call 753-6973. Free Pardue Photography,
or
residental
for office or
9487.
exterior
and
extra
interior
too
lob
estimates! No
both. One car garage. Large
Wet basement? We make
wooded lot. Near 12th and decor trim. Call Bill small!
wet basements dry, work
Local
753-1222.
Kopperud,
Sycamore. Ken Shores
Air-conditioning and com- completely guarenteed. Call
111-1 car, $2995.
Inc.
Estates,
plete appliance service, or write Morgan ConstrucSycamore. 753-0101 or 1979 Coupe- --DeVille. 759-1322.
tion Co., Route 2. Box
753-7531.
Cadillac, white. Call 753plumbing and 409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
your
of
All
Two-story cabin, two lots. 4320.
air-conditioning needs. Also or call day or night,
Pine---Etfuff Shorn-Fur- 50. Used Trucks
do carpentry. painting, 1-442-7026.
nished. Year round living: 1966 Dodge Yin. Excellent roofing, and concrete. All
insulated. air-conditioned, zonclition. Automatic. work done to satisfaction. Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
2 sun decks. 525.000. 5795. 759-4845.
753-9822.
753-9131, 753-2981, or
753-5791, 759-1074, 753APPLIANCE SERVICE:
come by 641 Shell Station.
2649.
Whirlpool,
JEEPS, CARS I Kenmore,
Will do light hauling of any
47. Motorcycles
Westinghouse. Experienced,
PICKUPS
kirld. 753-5857. independent service. Bobby
1975 Honda 360-T. Al
from $35. Available
Will haul driveway white
753-4872.
Hopper.
Shape, $500. Call 753at local Gov't Aucand Ag lime, also have
rock
6204.
tions. For Directory
Asphalt driveways and any type of brown or white
call Surplus Data Cenparking lots sealed by pea gravel. Also do backhoe
1979 Yamaha 80. $150.
Sears. For free estimates work. Call Roger Hudson.
ter 415-330-7800.
Call 437-4945.
call 753-2310.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
1980 Yamaha YZ 250, 1969 Ford Van. Clean. Best
Big Joe's Small Engine Will mow yards, 15 years
$895. Call 759-4712 after Afer, Call 753-7675.
Repair, 808 Coldwater
6.
Call 753-6564.
1980 Datsun, long wheel Road, 753-8834. Chain experience.
3 runner motcircycle trailer. base with topper, auto- saws, lawn mowers, and Will sharpen hand saws and
Can be seen at 1400 matic. $5800. Call 753- tillers. All makes. Andy skill saws. 753-4656.
Sycamore. $500. Call 753- 2813.
Elkins mechanic. Also have 55. Feed And Seed
0646. or 753-8849. After 6.
used mowers for sale.
speed
4
Pickup,
Chevy
65
759-1972.
For sale: Essex soybean
and positrac. $495. '62 College student wanting to seed, $10 per bushel. Call
2
/
11
Enduro.
175
Yamaha
Dodge Pickup, slant 6, do odd jobs around yard 759-4019.
years old. $650. 489-2813. $250. 759-1801.
and house. Call 767-2548
56. Free Column
Yamaha GT-80. Good condi- Chevrolet 3-3, Crew Cab.
Male kitten, 8 weeks old
tion. $250. Call 753-7774.
and chasey. V8 automatic.
itxpert car and home
Orange co0. Sparkling
air. Would make ideal hot l
ere* repair.
playful and
gray eyq,
rod hauler. 51750. 759WORLD OF SOUND
affecURte Has already
1739.
AUTO PARTS
had distemper vaccination
222 S. 1 2th St.
515 S. 41116 St.,
51. Campers
753-5865
Call 753-3535 after 530
Murray, Kestiedry
2 ton
1
pm
Camper that fits on /
Batteries,
tiros,
pickup with 8' long bed.
wheel lovers, aide
Has stove, double sink,
water tank, ice box. Porta
1.4001150,101. 24 beer
Patti, sleeps two, has
towhee. Also 4I COM225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from community Center)
permanent storing jacks.
$
000 Noe of wood
Specializing in Senior Citizens
$600. Call 753-3941.
wee pools.
Open Hours
Two campers, 15' and 18'.
7534500
1 mile North of Hazel on
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
49. Used Cars
641. 492-8866.
8-12 753-3685
1966 Ford Fairlane, like, Walk-in camper for pickup.
new. Call 437-4945 after 5 sleeps 4, $350 Call
For Appointment
PM.
753-8895.
1968 VW Beetle $600 Call 52. Boats and
753-0037 after 5 pm

Ruda Dal Carer -711-1797

•

49. Used Cars
VIV SIBS
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

‘7!

G1P5OFEETT MANAGEMENT
0 or
41:*

753-1222
Homes FOR tavnic.
NIP
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family living in this wooden
contemporary home
• • 1# acres located
in a lovely setting at
the edges of Murray.
Many unique unusual
features including
solid Birch kitchen
cabinets, 40x12 Redwood deck, 40x12
patio,
concrete
fireplace in living
room and family
room, pella thermopane windows,
and much much
more.Price reduced.
Upper $70's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple
Listing service.
"SOUTHERN COMPORT"
Plus quality, beauty
and convenience.
These are a few of
the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 3
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a family
room, fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeFieldSubdivi•ion. Priced at
,500 through Kop• •rud Realty, 711
am Street. Look for
lur new red, white,
:nd blue signs-verywhere!

HORNBOCKLE BARBER SHOP

Boat Motors

IINOTICEI!

44. Lots For Sale
Lake front lots or five acre
wooded parcels near Kentucky Lake on Kirby
Jennings Trail (Ky 1918)
near Hamlin, Ky. Property
restricted to homes only.
Reasonably priced Small
down payment balance
financed at 113 interest.
Ken Shores Estates, Inc.,
1111 Sycamore. 753-0101
Of 753-7531

If you hate a tared and
need a wrecker please
Remit tie policemen in
charge 641 vas a/4.

PAL*1111

FORD
WRIIKEIR 1111111flei

Days 7531273. Nigh 1531133 24 km stoke.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES-FO IIINTABOXSAISE-•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLIST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Detiveo on Piescriptiols in Citv limits

14' Aluminum fishing boat.
10 HP Mercury motor and
Call
$600.
trailer.
498-8585.
14' bass boat with 50 HP
Evenrude motor and trolling
motor. Excellent condition.
$1700. Call 759-1233.
18' Winner 14ik,
yan Ave
120 ,
1977 Chrysler Buccaneer,
18' (6 passenger) centerboard Sails-main, itb. and
;pinaker Motor-2 HP John;on outboard, Trailer-2
Chrysler Cockpit
N heel
:over. Excellent condition
-r. Corr be seen
Price, $21Sin
at 6t;raand Chestnut Phone
- --after6 PM: 502-589.-21V,
Collect.
22' Venture sailboat Motor.
trailer, and 3 sails $5200.
436-5859

4th of July Special
Come in and register for a free
Block & White Television Set.
Register in store. No purchase
necessary.
Sylvania Solid State
$239.95
Color TV
$29.95
Special UM TV Set
Large selection of knives, guns,
musical instruments, glassware,
small appliances, radios, tape
players etc. All at reduced prices.

GOLD SILVER
PAWiri SHOP

44.

Olympic Shopping Contor
Op•a 9 a.m. to p.m.
753-71
•

• 1

•

•

•
•••

44.4444,
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Native Of Paris, Tenn.
*as

Actress To Teach In Institute
Cherry Jones, a budding
young New York actress
•from Paris, Tenn., will be
among the faculty members
participating in the 7th annual Summer Speech Institute for high school
students scheduled at Murray State University the
week of July 19-25.
Miss Jones, a graduate of
Grove High School in Paris.

she played Helena in the
Public Broadcasting
System's television production of Shakespeare's "A
Night's
Midsummer
Dream."
As a high school graduate
in Paris, she was one of 67
chosen from more than 1.000
auditioning for the freshman
class at Carnegie-Mellon. In
her junior and senior years,
she was the may actress
chosen for summer stock
work under the direction of
New York producers.
-During the week of the institute, she will be wqrking
under the direction of her
former dramatics teacher in
Paris, Mrs. Ruby Krider,for
nine years a member of the
speech and theatre faculty at
Murray State before her
retirement in 1975.
Mrs. Krider, now a visiting
professor at Bethel College,
McKenzie, will head the
Division of Interpretive
Studies at the institute.
Students in grades seven
through 12 may enroll in the
institute for studies in
Cherry Jones
debate, oratory, prose and
holds the bachelor of fine poetry reading, and
arts degree in acting from dramatic interpretation. The
Carnegie-Mellon University
in Pittsburgh and has appeared on both stage and
screen in a variety of roles.
She played Dorcas in "The
Dr. Eldon E. Heathcott, a
Winter's Tale" with the
Brooklyn Academy of Music, professor of agricultire at-and took the role of Rosalind Murray State University,
in "As You Like It" with the was among 40 agricultural
American Repertory educatorsfrom six states attending a National VocaTheatre.
Agricultural
She also appeared with tional
Mickey Rooney in the televi- .Teacher-s' Association
sion pilot, "O'Malley," and regional leadership recently
in the films,"Rollover" and in Trafalgar,Ind.
The conference is spon"Willy -and
a Jane
Fonda prOduction. She was sored annually by the
seen by many in west Ken- NVATA to develop profestucky and Tennessee when sional ladership, acquaint

enrollment deadline is July
10.
The institute is being
directed by Robert Valentine, an instructor in speech
and theatre at the university
and coach of the Murray
State debate team.

TOTAL HARDWARE

Additional information
may be obtained by contacting the Director, Summer
Speech Institute, Department of Speech and Theatre,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071, or by
calling (502)762-4483.

Eight TVA Recreation
Areas Are Reopened
Cooperation between TVA
and various local governments has reactivated eight
of several TVA public use
areas either closed or left unmaintained this season
because of inflation and
budget reductions.
This year's operation and
maintenance budget for
recreation areas is about
81.4 million, approximately
$600,000 short of the amount
required to keep all areas
open.
TVA immediately began
working with affected local
governments to find ways
areas might be maintained,
"These local governments
are going out of their way to

Heathcott Is Among
Educators At Meeting
state association leaders
with responsibilities related
to the national organization,
discuss mutual problems
facing agricultural- education and to becomemore
knowledgeable about the
total problems of vocational
education in agriculture.
Workshops emphasing
membership development
and state office leadership
training also were conducted.

nelp keep these areas open to
the public," said TV A's
Reservoir
Recreation
Manager Robert Marker.
"TVA, and I'm sure the
public, is appreciative of
their assistance and concern."
By reservoir, they include
the following:
Kentucky Lake —
Agreements with Henry,
Livingston, and Calloway
Counties and the Beech
River Watershed Development Authority reopened
Greenhead, Taylor Park,
Pacer Point, and Packet
Point, respectively.
South Holston — Two
small areas, known as 01 and
#6, and jointly containing a
boat ramp,parking, and picnic tables, have been reopened by a maintenance agreement with Washington County, Virginia.
Watts Bar — An agreement between TVA and
Rhea and Meigs Counties
made this facility, with
fishing berm, ramp,
restrooms, and parking, the
first in WA's lOstory to be
operated jointly with local
governments.
Chickamauga — An informal area with picnic tables
has been reopened under the
auspices of the city of Soddy
Daisy.

CoasttoCoast

4"OFJULY
mg
Structo
Single
Burner
Gas Grill
$9
999

o

44.-cv
444:oore p
c:t., _
•

41,
,o„,„eie

IN Ch,.

14988
Turco Twin
Burner
Gas Grill

97
Sale'16
SPORT VEST

Weed
Eater
Line
Trimmers
Weed Eater Clippie is

buy a Tomo twin homer gas
grill for
dies, warm
wordier
barbecues.
Features 3011 sq. in. of awl*
area,
individually controlled stainless stel
burners and 20-lb tent. 272-2916.

Steem's green sport vest Features nylon
outer shell with mesh lining, 2 large
pockets. Adult sizes. 638-8680 thru 8714

a handy nylon trimmer with an 8-in.
cutting path. 35-in.
high. 1-5 insulated
motor. Incl. 12-ft.
line. 480-8002,

•••,•

%
A SOUTHSIDE — IGA NORTHSIDE — CHESTNUT ST. w
.
641 S.
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Coait
To
Coast
Spray
Paint

SKOP 4..11

•

came firkin, Errors.

„ up-B

t • .

•

UM( M•IM TOU•SI

;us,
Nom eight..um*emwdiesin

ILI-V1/1/ 1'

Sale

Sale Thursday,
July 2 only. Hours:
10 AM.. tit 6 P.M

27

799

HAVOLIN
sOin

Sale
TACKLE BOX

tRIllIUM
lopswalweia

Adventurer 3-tray tackle box. 26 compartments. Rustproof hardware. Safety latch,
recessed handle, tip proof. Size 111i a 11%
7". 663.1303

•

WHOLE

FRYERS

Naval na
10W40

/ 120Z. ••
FIELD'S
°•
PRO-LEAGERS

964

WIENER

G OTT

Sale

GOTT COOLER
COMBO

1 288
SAVE $4.00
elm •
•
IGA
•
TWIN PAK •

"ret
•
•
IGA
•

SANDWICH
BREAD •
240Z. LOAF

SUGAR

POTATO
CHIPS

99

Salel

Gal.

Personal Pride
Exterior

saie1399

• Warrenteed one coat
• S year durability.
• Mildew and blister resistant
• Assorted colors. 532-6210,
532-6228 thru 6301

10 LB. BAG

Tote-12 cooler with refrein*
bottle and 'd-gal. picnic jug.
620-0026

MULTI-POSITION LOUNGER

Foetus's Soso, podded headrest and extra wide support straps. 24" wide a
37" long. 2734551(Z)

Backyard Gym Sete for Active Children
A Sesame Street s u per Gym designed for active and imaginative fun Includes Big Bird skyride. 8'6" slide, mini-whirl
two swings. skyshooter and tire swing Save $1000 with Gym Dandy refund coupon 864-0161

19995
311 Ctn.

A

Gabnel

Soma 1110 00 with Gym Dandy refund cou

DOOYGARD

4 ROLL PACK

LIMIT 2

$7

ei SettlitStock
Store Noon
te Atee.-Set.
i.e-sip.,

•

95

-

'Coast To Coast hardware

hwy.641 N.
Guard Sheepleg Coster
Nose:713-$664
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